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Teacher
NOTE TO THE

Welcome to Artists! If you are new to Gather ‘Round Homeschool, I wanted to take a few moments to explain the
philosophy, the backstory, and the how behind this curriculum and approach.

Who am I?
My name is Rebecca Spooner. I have no special accreditation, and I have no certificates
of qualification lining my walls. I am just a homeschool parent like you. I am a
second-generation homeschooler who is following my mother’s footsteps. I have
lived and breathed homeschooling for as long as I can remember. As soon as my
kids were (probably not quite) old enough, I had a schedule and a plan and a full
curriculum prepared for them. I jumped in with both feet, and I floundered and
sputtered and made countless mistakes. Homeschooling my kids was harder than I
had ever imagined: there were so many kids and so many curriculum options to choose
from. Slowly but surely, my vision of my kids gathered around me like a flock of little chicks
faded into the realm of naive and impossible. I began a blog and reviewed curriculum and
bounced from one thing to the next (sorry, kids). Eventually, my little blog grew and I began traveling, speaking,
and writing books, and I even wrote my first Bible curriculum: More Than Words. My dream was to continue with
the direction I was in—review curriculum, blog, and write. But all that changed in early 2019.
It started with a healthy dose of discontent. Why on earth was I settling? I was choosing curriculum that was suiting
my kids but killing me with all the projects and activities and one-on-one (as I bounced from child to child like a
Ping-Pong ball), or I was choosing curriculum that was suiting me and compromising a love of learning to keep my
sanity. No one was winning; this couldn’t be it. One random weekend, as I was praying and asking God, “What
now? What now for my business? What now for our homeschool?” I felt like the question was bounced back at
me: “What if you could teach all your kids together?” I believe that when Jesus said He came to bring life and life
abundantly, He was thinking about our homeschools and families too. He came to bring life and joy and wonder
and curiosity and love of learning—if we learn anything from scripture, it is that God is unpredictable and wild and
adventurous and exciting. He cares about our homes and He cares about our relationships with one another. With
that one question and with my pencil poised, the entire vision for Gather ‘Round Homeschool was born.
One unit that ties in all your subjects for all your kids, Tailored, customized, easy, a launchpad for
adventure and learning, kindle for the fire, and above all else: all about Him and all for Him.
Within one month, we were taking preorders for something I was still working out in my head, and we now launch
a brand-new unit every single month.

We also have mini units, a team of writers and designers and illustrators and proofreaders, and an entire
community of over 10,000 families standing with us. This is not just a mom making this—this is an entire
community creating a curriculum that is working for a vast variety of homeschoolers with a huge scope of styles
and needs. And you have just taken the first step in seeing what taking the pressure off and letting
love of learning back into your homeschool can do!
			

What is the Gather ‘Round difference?

I have personally tried and used or looked at nearly every curriculum on the market, and I can tell you there is nothing
like this to even compare to. The closest model or style that comes close to explaining Gather ‘Round is a unit study.
We take one topic and we tie all subjects into that topic. We cover nine or more subjects in every unit. Even a single
page can cross over into two-to-three subjects: science, geography, history, social studies, spelling, writing, Bible, art,
grammar, and more! However, unlike any other unit study out there, instead of merely adapting for older or younger
students, we created six student notebooks to go with each teacher’s guide. These student notebooks span the
ages from preschool all the way up to high school and blend in targeted, leveled, and age-appropriate lessons and
projects that meet individual needs. We do not put ages on the notebooks to give you discretion to place your child
where you feel they fit best. The levels and their recommended age ranges are as follows:
• Pre-reader: 3–5 years old (any student not yet reading)
• Early Reader: 6–8 years old
• Early Elementary: 8–10 years old
• Upper Elementary: 10–12 years old
• Middle school: 12–15 years old
• High school: 16–18 years old
We bring in Charlotte Mason elements: a feast of education, narration, art, summation and memory work, and—
best of all—no busywork! We also heavily bring in unschooling principles with child-directed learning based on
themes or topics that interest them and tie in connections. But for moms with lots of kiddos, we also bring in a core
principle to make the one-room schoolhouse flow more smoothly and help your kids work more independently, and I
call this the Gather ‘Round difference. Let’s see it in action with a typical day!

A day with Gather ‘Round Homeschool
Read from the Teacher’s Guide (10–20 minutes)
Call all your children, young and old, to gather around and listen to today’s lesson. The lessons are engaging and
full of bright pictures and activity breaks to help hold interest. If you’d like, you can have your students color their
picture or take notes in their notebooking page while they listen. The more rabbit trails and discussions you have, the
longer this time can take. But remember, you’re snuggled on the couch in your pj’s, sipping tea or coffee, so everyone
is relaxed and chill.
Have your students work in their student notebooks (30–60 minutes)
Once you have read from the Teacher’s Guide, each student will pull open his or her student notebook and work on
the lessons. Each notebook has about five pages per day.

These will include pages like
SEATWORK
Every week has a seatwork page that gives options for
scripture copywork, spelling lists, habit trackers, and
more! This page is removable so it can be pulled out of
the student book and referenced all week!

Notebooking
A great way to write written narrations about what they learned,
draw pictures, or take notes while they listen. These sometimes include
geography or art projects, as well.

Science
Science pages might include some reading and questions, a visual
science experiment, or a research and discovery page to learn more
about an animal or process.

Social Studies
Social studies pages could be about trade and economy,
cultures, people groups, immigration, music, missionaries, or
anything else that can be tied in to the lesson!

History
History lessons might include reading about a historical
figure or time period and discussing it and how it impacts
us today.

geography
Geography is built into the lessons wherever we can. From
identifying and coloring in the younger levels to labeling and
researching in the upper ones, geography is constantly being
reviewed in all our units.

Grammar
Grammar in a unit will often focus on one key concept and bring in
multiple rules (for example, comma rules or capitalization rules).
This mastery approach is repeated in other units and built on
through the progression of levels.

Writing Project
From writing postcards to learning how to write an essay or story
to making a travel journal or comic book, we bring in monthly
projects that will help grow your budding writers, no matter their
levels, without overwhelming them! Artists focuses on writing a
biography about an artist that interests your student(s). From
research to writing to bibliography, this project will help your child
with more than just their writing!

Bible
Bible pages are throughout our units. There might be a
missionary story or Bible story that connects to our lesson that
day, and there are even some personal reflection questions
throughout the unit for older students.

Art
Coloring, painting, shading, sketching, doodling, and more!
We try to give the framework and leave space for you to take
these art lessons as far as you want, depending on your child’s
interests.

So how long does it take?

How long this takes depends on you and your kids. If time is short, you can easily finish all your subjects in 1 1/2–2
hours. Just add math and you’re finished! If you have the time, you can use this as a jumping point to go deeper, to
research, to go on field trips and adventures, and to find videos and have rich discussions, and do this all day! There
are accompanying resources to help facilitate this: cookbooks, cursive writing notebooks, and additional resources
yet to come! There is also a Facebook group where we post resources for each unit into a file. You can find this at
http://facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool and ask your questions and get help from other users of the
curriculum.

supplies

Supplies include an atlas or globe, a pencil, colored pencils, watercolors or paint (optional), a Bible, resources for
research (books, internet, etc.), and blank pieces of paper for older students (or a computer for paragraphs, articles,
and essays). Middle and high schoolers will need a separate journal for their prayer journal or written summaries, as
well.

and that’s it!

Is this enough?

Obviously, I believe in this or I wouldn’t be creating it and selling it. But ultimately, you have to decide that for yourself
based on your goals and expectations. It takes trust. Trust that love of learning will accomplish more than
force-feeding information. Trust that the connections in these units will mean more to your kids than individual
subjects carefully separated into the little cubicles of their minds. Rest in the fact that the less pressure you have and
the more time you have, the more you can jump into whatever strikes your fancy and do those things you’ve always
wanted to but never had time for. This is your moment. Lay down the comparison for one month, and let’s just bring
it back to the family couch. Gather ‘Round, kids—this month is going to change everything.
May God bless your homeschooling this month. May the Creator of creativity inspire you and give you fresh vision
and motivation and excitement in your home. May this month bring you closer together as a family and spark deep
conversations that stick. And may God use what is truly His to draw you and your kids even closer to Him.
Love,

FACEBOOK PAGE: www.facebook.com/gatherroundhomeschool
FACEBOOK GROUP: www.facebook.com/groups/gatherroundhomeschool
INSTAGRAM: www.instagram.com/gatherroundhomeschool
DOWNLOAD OUR APP: http://homeschool.disciplemedia.com
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Scope + Sequence
teacher’s guide
Social Studies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fact vs. opinion
Italian culture
Danish culture
Careers: Architecture, Interior
Design
Logos: Coca Cola, Apple, Recycling
Archaeology
Recycling
Diversity

Geography
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Germany
France
Denmark
Egypt
Greece
England
Wales
Scotland
Ireland
Rome, Italy
London, England
Sahara Desert

History
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Renaissance
Johannes Gutenberg: Gutenberg
press + Gutenberg Bible
Ballet, ballet shoes
Political cartoons
Benjamin Franklin’s Join or Die
American Colonies
Ancient Egypt + The Great Sphinx
The Sistine Chapel
Silent films
Thomas Edison
Patents
Invention of the light bulb, phonograph, kinetograph, paraffin paper
American Civil War
Harriet Tubman
Wade in the Water song
The typewriter
Indigenous Peoples pottery
Ancient pottery
The Great Depression
WWII

Science

Data: collecting, making charts, taking a
survey, making observations, hypothesis,
conclusion
Isaac Newton
Motion
Friction
Shadows
Transparent, translucent, opaque
Ice cream experiment
How paint and dye are made
Quill pens
Vision + photography
Human anatomy: lungs, diaphragms,
breathing
Carbonation experiment
Radiocarbon dating
How pencils and erasers are made
Comparing fingerprints
Invention of the television

Bible
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Art
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The Parable of the Sower
Daniel and the lion’s den
David and Goliath
The fiery furnace
Noah’s ark
Ark of the Covenant
The fruit of the Spirit
God as an architect
God as a potter
Joy vs. happiness
Jeremiah 29:11
Nehemiah 8:10
2 Corinthians 5:17
Psalm 105:2
Psalm 150:1–6
Psalm 51:3-10
Psalm 19:1
Psalm 139:14
Psalm 23
Colossians 3:16
Isaiah 64:8
Jeremiah 15:16
Habakkuk 3:18
1 Thessalonians 1:6
1 John 1:9
Ephesians 2:10
John 15:13
Deuteronomy 31:6
Colossians 3:13

Sketching
Painting
Drawing
Portraiture
Cartoons
Animation
Music: singing, classical music,
worship music, jazz, opera, string
quartets, rhythm, musical notation
Art appreciation
Short stories
Sculpting

Art Continued
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pottery
Graphic design
Comedy and Tragedy Masks
The Globe Theatre
Acting: stage vs. film
Picture study
Calligraphy
Photography
Portraits
Landscapes
Photojournalism
Blueprints
Novels
Pencil artists
Shading + blending
Artistic cakes
Confections
Pastries

Creative Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Write poetry
Create a board game
Design ballet shoes
Make Pavlova dessert
Make an animation flip book
Build a statue
Make a mask
Globe Theatre diorama
Write a script
Write a short story
Write and put on a play
Design a cake
Make your own paint
Create or sing a worship song
Make a silent film
Design a building
Redesign a room
How to draw a bird
Design a logo

Artists
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Michelangelo Buonarroti
Rembrandt van Rijn
Leonardo da Vinci
Vincent Van Gogh
Wolfgang Amedeus Mozart
Julie Andrews
Anna Pavlova
Hans Christian Andersen
William Shakespeare
Lewis Carroll
Duff Goldman
Sylvia Weinstock
Pierre Hermé
Claude Monet
Evaleen Stein
Joseph Haydn
Margaret Bourke-White
Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres
Antoni Gaudí
Philibert de l'Orme
Ustad Ahmad Lahouri

Early reader
seatwork
Week 1:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:7 Where
shall I go from your Spirit? Or
where shall I flee from your
presence?
Spelling focus: Soft g words
Spelling words: gem, germ,
age, cage, wage, stage, page, fudge,
smudge

Frequently misspelled
words: all, you

language arts
Week 3:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:14 I
praise you, for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made. Wonderful are
your works; my soul knows it very
well.
Spelling focus: Soft c words
Spelling words: cent, city,
circle, face, trace, ice, mice, pencil,
fancy, spicy

Frequently misspelled
words: my, our

Week 2:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:13 For
you formed my inward parts; you
knitted me together in my mother’s
womb.
Spelling focus: Soft g words
review
Spelling words: giant, giraffe,
gym, gentle, general, energy, judge,
bridge, huge, orange

Frequently misspelled
words: give, say

Week 4:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:17 How
precious to me are your thoughts,
O God! How vast is the sum of
them!
Spelling focus: -oi words
Spelling words: boil, soil, oil,
join, noise, choice, joint, coin, spoil,
voice

Frequently misspelled
words: come, read

Week 5:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:18 If I
would count them, they are more
than the sand. I awake, and I am
still with you.
Spelling focus: -oy words
Spelling words: joy, toy, boy,
soy, ploy, enjoy, annoy, employ,
royal, loyal

Frequently misspelled
words: his, hers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elements of a story
Character, setting, plot
Metaphors, similes, symbols,
allegories
Protagonists + antagonists
Oral narration
C.S. Lewis
Rhyming
Tongue twisters
Robert Louis Stevenson’s poem My
Shadow
Research
Dictation
Brainstorming
Timelines

Grammar
•

Comma rules: using a comma
between city and state,province, or
country; to separate a list of words;
to write dates

Writing
•
•
•
•
•

Names
Dates
Birthdates
Captions
Artist’s profile

Early Elementary
seatwork
Week 1:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:7–8a Where

Week 3:

•

Scripture: Psalm 139:14 I praise you,

shall I go from your Spirit? Or where shall
I flee from your presence? If I ascend to
heaven, you are there!
Spelling focus: Words that contain •
an x
Spelling words: exit, explain, exclaim, •
excellent, excel, excess, next, text,
perplex, appendix

for I am fearfully and wonderfully made.
Wonderful are your works; my soul
knows it very well.
Spelling focus: Words that end in
-age.
Spelling words: page, rage, cage,
stage, enrage, engage, image, courage,
package, storage

almost, water

light, between

Frequently misspelled words:

•

Frequently misspelled words:

language arts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elements of a story
Character, setting, plot
Metaphors, similes, symbols,
allegories
Protagonists + antagonists
Oral narration
Dictation
C.S. Lewis
Tongue twisters
Robert Louis Stevenson’s poem My
Shadow
Writing poetry
Plagiarism
Researching
Brainstorming
Parables

•
•
Week 4:
Week 2:
• Scripture: Psalm 139:17 How precious •
• Scripture: Psalm 139:13 For you
•
to me are your thoughts, O God! How
formed my inward parts; you knitted me
vast is the sum of them!
•
together in my mother's womb.
• Spelling focus: -ious words
• Spelling focus: -ed words
• Spelling words: cleaned, seemed, • Spelling words: pious, curious,
Grammar
envious, tedious, studious, gracious,
climbed, joined, signed, learned, smiled,
• Comma rules: using a comma
glorious,
serious,
various,
religious
planned, shared, spelled
between city and state,province, or

•

Frequently misspelled words:

•

Frequently misspelled words:

country; to separate a list of words,
to write dates; to show place value
in numbers

favorite, warm

draw, try

Week 5:

•
•
•

•

Scripture: Psalm 139:18 If I would
count them, they are more than the sand.
I awake, and I am still with you.
Spelling focus: -ous words
Spelling words: famous, joyous,
hideous, tenuous, jealous, nervous,
fabulous, enormous, dangerous,
marvelous

Frequently misspelled words:
every, when

Writing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Names
Dates
Birthdates
Rhyming
Captions
Artist’s profile
Freewriting

Upper Elementary
seatwork
Week 1:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:7–8 Where
shall I go from your Spirit? Or where
shall I flee from your presence? If I
ascend to heaven, you are there! If I
make my bed in Sheol, you are there!
Spelling focus: -ar words
Spelling words: alarm, arrange,
arrive, artist, awkward, guard, guitar,
garbage, primary, summary

Frequently misspelled words:
already, music

Week 2:

•

•
•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:11–12 If I say,
“Surely the darkness shall cover me,
and the light about me be night,” even
the darkness is not dark to you; the
night is bright as the day, for darkness
is as light with you.
Spelling focus: -er words
Spelling words: after, concert,
reserve, permanent, perfect, swerve,
verse, computer, butterfly, yesterday

Frequently misspelled words:
discovered, rhythm

Week 3:

•

Scripture: Psalm 139:13–14 For you
formed my inward parts; you knitted
me together in my mother's womb.
I praise you, for I am fearfully and
wonderfully made. Wonderful are
your works; my soul knows it very well.

Week 3 continued:

•
•

Spelling focus: -ir words
Spelling words: skirt, smirk, swirl,
birth, circus, thirty, circle, direct, virtual,
squirrel

language arts
•
•

Elements of a story: character,
setting, plot, conflict, solution
Metaphors, similes, symbols,
allegories
Protagonists + antagonists
Oral narration
C.S. Lewis
Tongue twisters
Alliteration
Robert Louis Stevenson’s poem My
Shadow
Rhyming
Plagiarism
Researching
Parables
Publishing
Proofreading
Brainstorming

•
•
process, experiment
•
•
Week 4:
• Scripture: Psalm 139:17 How precious •
to me are your thoughts, O God! How •
vast is the sum of them!
• Spelling focus: -ious words
•
• Spelling words: pious, curious,
•
envious, tedious, studious, gracious,
•
glorious, serious, various, religious
•
• Frequently misspelled words:
•
favorite, warm
•
•
Week 5:
• Scripture: Psalm 139:17–18 How
Grammar
precious to me are your thoughts, O
God! How vast is the sum of them! If I
• Comma rules: using a comma
would count them, they are more than
between city and state, province, or
the sand. I awake, and I am still with you.
country; to separate a list of words,
• Spelling focus: words with /er/
to write dates; to show place value
sound using the -or spelling
in numbers
• Spelling words: work, worth, author, • Punctuation: periods, semi colons,
sailor, word, effort, motor, mirror, minor,
exclamation marks
visitor

•

•

Frequently misspelled words:

Frequently misspelled words:
experience, believe

Writing
•
•
•
•
•

Captions
Artist’s profile
Personal response
Freewriting
Reflective writing

Middle School
seatwork
Week 1:

•

Scripture: Psalm 139:7–8, 10 Where

language arts
Week 3 continued:

•

Frequently misspelled words:

Formatting paragraphs: opening, body,
conclusion
Citing sources: MLA formatting
Elements of a story: character, setting,
and plot, conflict solution
Metaphors, similes, symbols, allegories
Protagonists + antagonists
Fables
Oral narration
C.S. Lewis
Tongue twisters
Alliteration
Robert Louis Stevenson’s poem My
Shadow
Rhyming
Plagiarism
Researching
Parables
Publishing
Proofreading

argument, finally, February, practically,
shall I go from your Spirit? Or where shall
probably, raspberry, rhythm, schedule,
I flee from your presence? If I ascend to
instead, especially
heaven, you are there! If I make my bed
in Sheol, you are there! Even there your
hand shall lead me, and your right hand Week 4:
• Scripture: Psalm 139:15–16 My frame
shall hold me.
was not hidden from you, when I was
• Spelling focus: practicing frequently
being made in secret, intricately woven in
misspelled words
the depths of the earth. Your eyes saw my
• Frequently misspelled words:
unformed substance; in your book were
absence, familiar, friend, restaurant,
written, every one of them, the days that
guarantee, scissors, calendar, library,
were formed for me, when as yet there
thorough, noticeable
was none of them.
• Frequently misspelled words:
Week 2:
excellent, possess, pneumonia, realize,
• Scripture: Psalm 139:11–12 If I say,
chief, millionaire, niece, opposite,
“Surely the darkness shall cover me, and
summarize, dictionary
the light about me be night,” even the
darkness is not dark to you; the night is
bright as the day, for darkness is as light Week 5:
with you.
• Scripture: Psalm 139:17–18 How
• Frequently misspelled words:
precious to me are your thoughts, O
Grammar
Wednesday, yacht, doesn’t, until, truly,
God! How vast is the sum of them! If I
courageous, lightning, lonely, physical,
would count them, they are more than • Dialogue rules
committee
the sand. I awake, and I am still with you. • Quotation marks: single and double quotation marks, quotes within
• Frequently misspelled words:
Week 3:
a quote
against, attendance, convenience,
• Scripture: Psalm 139:13–14 For you
environment, exaggerate, fascinate,
• Comma placement: quote within
formed my inward parts; you knitted me
grammar, independent, lying, studying
a quote
together in my mother's womb. I praise
• Punctuation
you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully
• Capitalization
made. Wonderful are your works; my
soul knows it very well.

Writing
•
•
•

Biography
Reflective writing
Freewriting

High School
language arts

seatwork
Week 1:

•

•
•

Scripture: Psalm 139:7–10 Where shall •

Frequently misspelled words:

beneficial, considerable, cylinder,
I go from your Spirit? Or where shall I
feasible, lieutenant, luxuries, neither,
flee from your presence? If I ascend to
picnicking, unmanageable, vinegar
heaven, you are there! If I make my bed in
Sheol, you are there! If I take the wings of
the morning and dwell in the uttermost Week 4:
• Scripture: Psalm 139:15–16 My frame
parts of the sea, even there your hand
was not hidden from you, when I was
shall lead me, and your right hand shall
being made in secret, intricately woven in
hold me.
the depths of the earth. Your eyes saw my
Spelling focus: Practice frequently
unformed substance; in your book were
misspelled words.
written, every one of them, the days that
Frequently misspelled words:
were formed for me, when as yet there
athletic, written, villain, disease,
was none of them.
exhausted, humiliate, funeral,
multiplication, symmetrical, tragedy

Week 2:

•

Week 3 continued:

Scripture: Psalm 139:11–12 If I say,

•

Frequently misspelled words:

autumn, counselor, emigrate, grandeur,
hurriedly, medicine, previous,
questionnaire, shriek, unnecessary

Formatting and paragraphs: opening,
body, conclusion
Citing sources: MLA formatting
Elements of a story: character, setting,
and plot, conflict, solution
Metaphors, similes, symbols, allegories
Protagonists + antagonists
Fables
Oral narration
C.S. Lewis
Tongue twisters
Alliteration
Robert Louis Stevenson’s poem My
Shadow
Rhyming
Plagiarism
Researching
Parables
Brainstorming
Publishing
Proofreading

“Surely the darkness shall cover me, and
Week 5:
the light about me be night,” even the
• Scripture: Psalm 139:17–18 How
darkness is not dark to you; the night is
precious to me are your thoughts, O
bright as the day, for darkness is as light
God! How vast is the sum of them! If I
with you.
would count them, they are more than Grammar
• Frequently misspelled words:
the sand. I awake, and I am still with you. • Dialogue rules
diminish, equipped, fictitious, island,
• Frequently misspelled words:
• Quotation marks: single and doujealousy, renowned, rivalry, fourth,
compliment,
correspondence,
ble quotation marks, quotes within
twelfth, volume
eloquently, hindrance, hygiene,
a quote, scare quotes
innocence, opportunities, overwhelming,
Week 3:
• Comma placement
peculiarities, syllable
• Scripture: Psalm 139:13–14 For you
• Punctuation
formed my inward parts; you knitted me
together in my mother's womb. I praise
Writing
you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully
• Biography
made. Wonderful are your works; my
• Reflective writing
soul knows it very well.
• Interior design proposal
• Freewriting
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list

Lesson Supplies:
Air dry clay
Dough
Paint brushes
Colored pencils
Sketching pencils
Paint (watercolor and acrylic)
Camera
Fudenosuke brush lettering pen (the green
one, only if doing the cursive writing notebook
and you want to do the brush lettering pages or
techniques).
Feather and small craft knife
Some Internet research required
Scissors
Glue
Cardboard or recycling materials
Cardstock
Stapler
Markers
Flashlight
Eggs
Berries
Whipped cream

These supplies are not required for this unit beyond basic school supplies,
just given as suggestions.

Bible
Atlas or globe
Camera or smart phone (videos and pictures)
Art journal (not required, just a great way to
keep art)
Eraser
2L jug of pop or soda
Mentos
Can of pop or soda
Typing program or computer
Sandwich bags
Coffee creamer
Kosher salt
Ice
Newspaper (to look at cartoons or political
cartoons)

Artists

book + resource list

how to use this list:
book
list

Pre Reader: Picture Books
Early Reader: Books You Can Read Together
Early Elementary: Books for Grades 2–4
Upper Elementary: Books for Grades 4–6
Middle School: Books for Grades 7–8
High School: Books for Grades 9–12

These books are not required for this unit, just given as suggestions
for further, age-appropriate and levelled reading. Use this list or find
books to assign your kids on your own shelf at home!

Lesson 1 What is Art?
Beautiful Oops! by Barney Saltzberg
				
Never Let a Unicorn Scribble by Diane Alber 		
I’m Not Just a Scribble by Diane Alber 				
ABC’s of Art (Sabrina Hahn’s Art & Concepts for Kids) by Sabrina Hahn
123’s of Art (Sabrina Hahn’s Art & Concepts for Kids) by Sabrina Hahn
The Masterpiece (One Big Canvas) by Jay Miletsky 		
The Dot by Peter H. Reynolds 				
A Little Spot of Creativity: A Story of Ideas! by Diane Alber
Henri’s Scissors by Jeanette Winter 				
Radiant Child: The Story of Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat by Javaka Steptoe
Visual Art for the Secondary Grades by Kerrian Neu
Lesson 2 Painters:
A Picnic with Monet by Julie Merberg 			
In the Garden with Van Gogh by Julie Merberg
Vincent Can’t Sleep: Van Gogh Paints the Night by Barb Rosenstock
When Emily was Small by Lauren Soloy
The Iridescence of Birds by Patricia MacLachlan 			
Frida Kahlo (Little People, BIG DREAMS, 2) by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara
van Gogh and the Sunflowers by Laurence Anholt 		
The Magical Garden of Claude Monet by Laurence Anholt
Leonardo and the Flying Boy by Laurence Anholt 			
Picasso and the Girl with a Ponytail by Laurence Anholt 		
Monet’s Cat by Lily Murray 						
The Art Show Attacks!: A Branches Book by Jack Chabert
			
Lesson 3 Ballet Dancers:
The Story Orchestra: Swan Lake by Kate Flint 			
Center Stage (Angelina Ballerina) by Katharine Hollabird 		
Swan Lake by New York City Ballet 					
Welcome to the Symphony by Carolyn Sloan 			
Ella Bella Ballerina by James Mayhew 				

Dancing with Degas by Julie Merberg 				
Ballet Stars (Step Into Reading Step 1) by Joan Holub
I Love My Tutu! (Step Into Reading Step 1) by Francis Gilbert
The Nutcracker Ballet (Step Into Reading Step 3) by Deborah Hautzig
I’m a Ballerina! (Little Golden Book) by Sue Fliess
Welcome to Jazz: A Swing-Along Celebration of America’s Music, Featuring “When the Saints Go
Marching In” by Carolyn Sloan
Dancing Shoes by Noel Streatfeild 						
Ballerina Dreams: From Orphan to Dancer by Michaela DePrince
Swan: The Life and Dance of Anna Pavlova by Laurel Snyder
I Dreamed I was a Ballerina by Anna Pavlova 			
Misty Copeland (You Should Meet) by Laurie Calkhoven 		
When I Grow Up: Misty Copeland by Lexi Ryals 			
Firebird by Misty Copeland 						
Ballerina: A Step-by-step Guide to Ballet by Jane Hackett
The Ballet Book by Darcy Bussel 					
Degas and the Little Dancer by Laurence Anholt 			
Dancing in the Wings by Debbie Allen 				
A Child’s Introduction to Ballet by Laura Lee
Ballet: The Definitive Illustrated Story by DK 				
Ballet Shoes by Noel Streatfeild 				
Life In Motion: An Unlikely Ballerina Young Readers Edition by Misty Copeland
Anna Pavlova: Twentieth Century Ballerina by Jane Pritchard
The Dance Your Heart Out Collection by Maddie Ziegler
VIDEO Leap! (Ballerina)
Lesson 4 Poets:
The Moon Shines Down by Margaret Wise Brown 			
Read-Aloud Rhymes for the Very Young by Jack Prelutsky
National Geographic Book of Animal Poetry by J. Patrick Lewis
Bob Books: Rhyming Words by Lynn Maslen Kertell
Maya Angelou (Little People, Big Dreams 4) by Lisbeth Kaiser
Poetry for Young People: Robert Frost by Gary D. Schmidt (Editor)
A Child’s Garden of Verses by Robert Louis Stevenson 		
Poetry for Young People: Emily Dickinson by Francis Schoonmaker Bolin (Editor)
The Random House Book of Poetry for Children by Jack Prelutsky
Days Like This: A Collection of Small Poems by Simon James
Poetry for Kids: William Shakespeare by William Shakespeare
Where the Sidewalk Ends: Poems and Drawings by Shel Silverstein
The New Kid on the Block Paperback by Jack Prelutsky
The Armpit of Doom: Funny Poems for Kids by Kenn Nesbitt
Gabriel and the Hour Book by Evaleen Stein 			
The Christmas Porringer by Evaleen Stein
Poetry for Young People: Maya Angelo by Dr. Edwin Graves Wilson Ph. D. (Editor)
A Collection of Poems by Robert Frost by Robert Frost

Lesson 5 Cartoonists:
I am Walt Disney (Ordinary People Change the World) by Brad Meltzer
National Geographic Readers: Walt Disney by Barbara Kramer
I am Jim Henson (Ordinary People Change the World) by Brad Meltzer
Animation Lab for Kids by Laura Bellmont
The LEGO Animation Lab: Make Your Own Movies! By David Pagano
Asterix Omnibus #1 by René Goscinny *
The Authoritative Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson
Me, Myself, and Bob by Phil Vischer 			
VIDEO Being Elmo: A Puppeteer’s Journey (Netflix)
* This book is based on Roman mythology.
Lesson 6 Composers:
Allegro: A Musical Journey Through 11 Musical Masterpieces by David W. Miles
Welcome to the Symphony by Carolyn Sloan
		
Welcome to Jazz by Carolyn Sloan
Beethoven Lives Upstairs by Barbara Nichol
		
Ludwig van Beethoven (Getting to Know the World’s Greatest Composers) by Mike Venezia
Who Was Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart by Yona Zeldis McDonough
Meet the Great Composers (Book 1) by Maurice Hinson
Meet the Great Composers (Book 2) by Maurice Hinson
Lives of the Musicians by Kathleen Krull 				
The Little Bach Book by David Gordon 					
World History Biographies: Mozart: The Boy Who Changed the World With His Music by Marcus Weeks
Beethoven, A Life by Jan Caeyers 					
Beethoven Anguish and Triumph by Jan Swafford 		
								
AUDIO
Beethoven Lives Upstairs by Classical Kids
			
Mr. Bach Comes to Call by Classical Kids
			
Vivaldi’s Ring of Mystery by Classical Kids
			
Tchaikovsky Discovers America by Classical Kids
		
Classical Kids: Hallelujah Handel! By Classical Kids
		
Mozart’s Magnificent Voyage by Classical Kids
			
The Chronicles of Narnia: Never Has the Magic Been So Real (Radio Theatre) by C.S. Lewis				
					
Lesson 7 The Art of Dessert:
Curious George Bakes a Cake by H.A. Rey & Margret Rey
Mr. Belinski’s Bagels by Ellen Schwartz 			
Splat the Cat Takes the Cake by Rob Scotton 			
Louise Loves Bake Sales (I Can Read Level 1) by Kelly Light
Who Was Julia Child? by Geoff Edgers
Super Good Baking for Kids by Duff Goldman 			
Kid Chef Bakes: The Kids Cookbook for Aspiring Bakers by Lisa Huff
The Baking Cookbook for Teens by Robin Donovan 		
			

Lesson 8 the Short Story:
The Complete Tales of Winnie the Pooh by A.A. Milne 		
The Peter Rabbit Classic Collection by Beatrix Potter
5 Minute Stories: Over 50 Tales and Fables by Cottage Door Press
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe: Picture Book Edition (Chronicles of Narnia) by C.S. Lewis
The Tale of Peter Rabbit by Beatrix Potter 			
The Little Mermaid (Step into Reading, Step 4) by Deborah Hautzig
Frog and Toad: A Complete Reading Collection (I Can Read Level 2) by Arnold Lobel
The Ugly Duckling by Hans Christian Anderson 		
An Illustrated Treasury of Hans Christian Anderson’s Fairy Tales by Hans Christian Anderson 			
A Max Lucado Children’s Treasury by Max Lucado
The Classic Treasury of Aesop’s Fables by Aesop 		
The Garden, the Curtain and the Cross (Tales That Tell the Truth) by Carl Laferton
Hinds’ Feet on High Places: Delightfully Illustrated and Arranged for Children by Hannah Hurnard 		
Hinds Feet on High Places by Hannah Hurnard 				
					
Lesson 9 Sculptors:
A Child’s Introduction to Art: The World’s Greatest Paintings and Sculptors by Heather Alexander
I am Leonardo da Vinci (Ordinary People Change the World) by Brad Meltzer
Who Was Leonardo da Vinci by Roberta Edwards 			
Leonardo and the Flying Boy by Laurence Anholt 			
World History Biographies: Leonardo da Vinci by John Phillips
Leonardo da Vinci by Walter Isaacson 					
Lesson 10 Actors:
The Very Fairy Princess Takes the Stage by Julie Andrews
Mia Sets the Stage (My First I Can Read) by Robin Farley
I am Lucille Ball (Ordinary People Change the World) by Brad Melzer
Who Was Lucille Ball by Pam Pollack 				
Kids Are So Dramatic Monologues: Volume 1 by Tracey Ann Ball
Still Growing: An Autobiography by Kirk Cameron 		
VIDEO The Sound of Music						
Lesson 11 Playwrights + Screenwriters:
Shakespeare’s Seasons by Miriam Weiner 				
What’s so Wonderful About Webster by Stephen Kendrick and Alex Kendric
Fancy Nancy: The Show Must Go On (I Can Read Level 1) by Jane O’Connor
Wonderful: The Truth About Who I am by Stephen Kendrick & Alex Kendrick
Shakespeare 16 Books Children’s Story Collection Set by Tony Ross
Complete Shakespeare: Stories From all the Plays by Maria Surducan
Shakespeare’s Stories for Young Readers (Dover Children’s Classics) by E. Nesbit
Macbeth by William Shakespeare 				
											
Lesson 12 Photographers:
Picture This: Digital and Instant Photography Activities for Early Childhood Learning by Susan G. Entz
Amelia Bedelia Gets the Picture (I Can Read Level 1) by Herman Parish
Thea Stilton Mouseford Academy: Lights, Camera, Action! by Thea Stilton

National Geographic Kids Guide to Photography by Nancy Honovich
The Kids’ Guide to Digital Photography by Jenni Bidner
The Beginners Photography Guide by Chris Gatcum 		
Digital Photography Complete Course: Learn Everything You Need to Know in 20 Weeks by David Taylor
Girl with a Camera: Margaret Bourke-White by Carolyn Meyer
National Geographic Photo Basics by Heather Perry
VIDEO National Geographic Masters of Photography
						
Lesson 13 Architects:
Baby 101: Architecture for Babies by Jonathan Litton
Build, Dogs, Build: A Tall Tail (I Can Read Level 1) by James Horvath
13 Architects Children Should Know (13 Children Should Know) by Florian Heine
Frank Lloyd Wright by Bruce Brooks Pfeiffer 			
		
Lesson 14 Singers:
Coat of Many Colors by Dolly Parton
Little People, BIG DREAMS: Music Stars: Ella Fitzgerald - Dolly Parton - Josephine Baker by Maria Isabel
Sanchez Vegara
				
The Song Garden by Vicky Weber 				
Rhythm Rescue by Vicky Weber
Who is Dolly Parton by True Kelly 			
Choosing to SEE: A Journey of Struggle and Hope by Mary Beth Chapman and Ellen Vaughn
No Compromise: The Life Story of Keith Green by Melody Green
VIDEO
Coat of Many Colors						
Raggamuffin *
*Motion picture story of Christian Singer songwriter, Rich Mullins, his walk of faith and struggles as an artist.
Recommended for ages 10 and up with parental preview.
Lesson 15 Novelists:
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe: Picture Book Edition by C.S. Lewis
L.M. Montgomery (Little People, Big Dreams 22) by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara
Anne of Green Gables: A Graphic Novel by Mariah Marsden
Jane Austin (Little People, Big Dreams) by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara
Because of Winn-Dixie Paperback – December 8, 2015 by Kate DiCamillo
The Chronicles of Narnia Box Set by C.S. Lewis*
Anne of Green Gables by L. M. Montgomery
Little Pilgrim’s Progress: From John Bunyan’s Classic by Helen L. Taylor
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis*
The Hobbit by J.R.R. Tolkien *
Little Women (150th Anniversary Edition) by Louisa May Alcott
The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle*

			

The Pilgrim’s Progress: A Readable Modern-Day Version of John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress by John
Bunyan & Alan Vermilya 					
The Chronicles of Narnia by C.S. Lewis 				
The Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis*
Mere Christianity by C.S. Lewis 					
J.R.R Tolkien 4-Book Boxed Set: The Hobbit and Lord of the Rings by J.R.R. Tolkien* 			
Bandersnatch: C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, and the Creative Collaboration of the Inklings by Diana Pavlac
Glyer 				
The Time Machine by H. G. Wells 			
VIDEO
The Chronicles of Narnia: Complete Movie Trilogy DVD Collection
Little Women (1994)							
Anne of Green Gables by Sullivan Entertainment			
*Contains fantasy and magic.
**Parents should be aware of the content of this book and decide if it is appropriate for their child. Screwtape letters is
an account of temptation and spiritual warfare through letters written between a devil and his apprentice. It is widely
considered a Christian classic.
Lesson 16 Graphic Designers:
Children’s Book of Art: An Introduction to the World’s Most Amazing Paintings and Sculptures by DK
Radiant Child: The Story of Young Artist Jean-Michel Basquiat by Javaka Steptoe
How to Draw Cool Things, Optical Illusions, 3D Letters, Cartoons and Stuff by Rachel Goldstein 			
									
lesson 17 ceramic artists:
Dave the Potter: Artist, Poet, Slave by Laban Carrick Hill
The Molding of Clay by Mr. Jay 				
Carolina Clay: The Life and Legend of the Slave Potter Dave by Leonard Todd
				
Lesson 18 Pencil Artists:
How to Draw by Barbara Soloff Levy
How to Draw 101 Animals by Dan Green
The Drawing Book for Kids: 365 Daily Things to Draw, Step by Step by Woo! Jr. Kids Activities
Art for Kids: Drawing by Kathryn Temple 				
The 15-Minute Artist: The Quick and Easy Way to Draw Almost Anything by Catherine V. Holmes 		
Drawing Dimension - Shading Techniques by Catherine V. Holmes 						
Lesson 19 Interior Designers:
Zaha Hadid (Little People, BIG DREAMS, 31) by Maria Isabel Sanchez Vegara
Doodle Design & Draw Dream Rooms by Ellen Christiansen Kraft
The Magnolia Story by Chip Gaines & Joanna Gaines 			
Lesson 20 the great design:
You Are Special by Max Lucado
The Beginner’s Bible: Timeless Children’s Stories by Zondervan
How Great is Our God by Louie Giglio 		 			

Defined—A Teen Guys Bible Study Book: Who God Says You Are by Stephen Kendrick & Alex Kendrick
Defined—A Teen Girls Bible Study Book: Who God Says You Are by Priscilla Shirer, & Stephen Kendrick, & Alex
Kendrick
			
It’s Not About Me, Teen Edition by Max Ludado 			
ARTISTS Recommended Unit Read Alouds
(Books we’ve mentioned above, but we think you will love reading together, so gather ‘round and crack open a book!)
Poetry for Kids: William Shakespeare by William Shakespeare		
Where the Sidewalk Ends: Poems and Drawings by Shel Silverstein
Beethoven Lives Upstairs by Barbara Nichol				
Mr. Belinski’s Bagels by Ellen Schwartz			
The Ugly Duckling by Hans Christian Anderson			
A Max Lucado Children’s Treasury by Max Lucado		
The Classic Treasury of Aesop’s Fables by Aesop 		
Hinds’ Feet on High Places: Delightfully Illustrated and Arranged for Children by Hannah Hurnard*
Hinds Feet on High Places by Hannah Hurnard				
Coat of Many Colors by Dolly Parton					
Anne of Green Gables by L. M. Montgomery 				
Little Pilgrim’s Progress: From John Bunyan’s Classic by Helen L Taylor*
The Pilgrim’s Progress: A Readable Modern-Day Version of John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress by John
Bunyan, & Alan Vermilya					
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe by C.S. Lewis**
Dave the Potter: Artist, Poet, Slave by Laban Carrick Hill
You Are Special by Max Lucado					
*Adapted for young children
** Contains elements of magic and fantasy but largely considered a Christian classic
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Words

You will notice throughout the Teacher’s Guide that there are several bolded words in each lesson. They are chosen
with a range of difficulty so that students of every level can be challenged. These words are defined for you here. You
can use them in any way that suits your family. Perhaps you want extra copy work for your students or you would like to
create a vocabulary folder or word wall to showcase some of the new and exciting words your students will add to their
vocabulary throughout this unit. Enjoy building your vocabulary as a family while you Gather ‘Round!

LESSON 1

LESSON 2

LESSON 3

Early Reader
Fact: Something that can be proven
true.
Early Elementary
Opinion: Personal thoughts or views.
Upper Elementary
Objective: An idea that is based on
fact.
Middle School
Subjective: An idea that can have
different opinions.
For All
Art: any expression of creative talent
that produces a product for people to
enjoy.

Early Reader
Medium: materials and supplies used
in art.
Early Elementary
Invention: something new that is
created.
Upper Elementary
Apprenticeship: training with a mentor
for a job.
Middle School
Impressionism: 19th century style of
painting that shows the “impression”
you would get if you quickly glanced at
a scene.

Early Reader
Poise: to appear graceful or elegant
Early Elementary
Choreographer: someone who
develops dance moves for a
performance.
Upper Elementary
Scholarship: money given to help with
a student’s education.
Middle School
Discrimination: When someone
is judged and left out based on
something superficial, such as the color
of their skin or their gender.

LESSON 5

LESSON 6

Early Reader
Cartoonist: an artist who draws
cartoons
Early Elementary
Creative: bringing new ideas to life.
Upper Elementary
Imaginative: thinking of new ideas.
Middle School
Check out some comic books from the
library and read them together. Spend
lots of time looking at the art work!

Early Reader
compose: to write music or literature.
Early Elementary
prodigy: a child born with incredible
talent or skill in a certain area.
Upper Elementary
genre: a category of art.
Middle School
relevant: something that is appropriate
for a given time.

LESSON 4

Early Reader
Rhyme: words that have the same
ending sound, such as fall and wall.
Early Elementary
Poet: someone who writes poetry.
Upper Elementary
Humorous: funny
Middle School
Lyrical: expressing yourself in a
beautiful way that is almost musical.

LESSON 7

LESSON 8

LESSON 9

Early Reader
devour: to eat something up quickly.
Early Elementary
confectioner: someone who makes
sugary treats, such as candy.
Upper Elementary
delectable: delicious.
Middle School
connoisseur: someone with good taste.

Early Reader
conclusion: the ending of something
Early Elementary
relational: wanting to have a relationship with others.
Upper Elementary
autobiography: a story someone writes
about themself.
Middle School
Find a short story in your home library
or online. Assign your students a
character and have them act it out
as you read the story in your most
dramatic voice. If you want, practice
several times and put on a show for
family and friends.

Early Reader
Replica: a copy of an original.
Early Elementary
Immersed: to be completely saturated;
to be absorbed with a particular
activity or subject.
Upper Elementary
Commissioned: to be hired to create
something.
Middle School
Abstract: art that does not represent
concrete, physical reality.

LESSON 10

LESSON 11

LESSON 12

Early Reader
Protagonist: the main character of a
poem, story, play, or movie.
Early Elementary
Antagonist: the character the
protagonist is up against.
Upper Elementary
Acoustics: the ability or way sound is
projected in a space.
Middle School
Thespian: a term for an actor based on
the name for the first actor, Thespis.

For All
Stage directions: the instructions given
for movement, sound, or anything
relating to the way an actor should
deliver lines.
Props: an object, other than costumes
or furniture, used on a theatre or movie
set.

For All
Candid: picture taken without subjects
knowledge that is informal.
Convey: to get one’s point across.

LESSON 13

LESSON 14

LESSON 15

Early Reader
Architecture: the art of designing and
building structures.
Early Elementary
Mythological: based on myth or
mythology.
Upper Elementary
Gothic: a form of architecture that is
known for its use of pointed arches, rib
vaults, and flying buttresses; also large
windows.
Middle School
Mausoleum: usually a large building
that is built to house a tomb or tombs.

Early Reader–Early Elementary
Pitch: how high or low a sound is .
Upper Elementary
Diction: the ability to articulate and
enunciate words; particularly relating
to acting or singing.
Middle School
Gospel: a genre of music that included
Christian lyrics; Southern gospel
contains elements of blues and
African-American spirituals.

Early Reader
Theme: the moral, lesson, or point the
creator of a work is trying to make.
Early Elementary
Novel: a work of literature that includes
the five elements of a story and
contains a minimum of 40,000 words.
Upper Elementary
Symbolism: when a fictional concept
or character represents something else
entirely.
Middle School
Allegory: a hidden meaning; usually a
moral or lesson.

LESSON 16

LESSON 17

LESSON 18

Early Reader– Early Elementary
Logo: simple image or word that represents a company or product.
Upper Elementary
Silhouette: dark shape or outline of a
person or object .
Middle School
Illustrator: typically a person who
creates art for a printed product, such
as a book or short story.

Early Reader– Early Elementary
Malleable: easily formed.
Upper Elementary
Census: the process of counting the
population; typically done by a government of a country.
Middle School
Oxidation: the process by which
molecules gain oxygen; in pottery is
the process by which color is given to a
piece.

Early Reader
Papyrus: a type of paper.
Early Elementary
Technique: the process an artist used to
create a desired effect or outcome.
Upper Elementary
Accustomed: being used to something.
Middle School
Revolutionary: to completely change
the way something is done.

LESSON 19

LESSON 20

Early Reader
Palette: a color scheme
Early Elementary
Client: a person or persons using the
service someone provides.
Upper Elementary
Vaulted: having an arched roof.
Middle School
Entrepreneur: someone who organizes
or starts a business; usually with great
financial risk.

For All
Comprehend: to understand
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7 Where shall I go from your Spirit?

Or where shall I flee from your presence?
8 If I ascend to heaven, you are there!
If I make my bed in Sheol, you are there!
9 If I take the wings of the morning
and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea,
10 even there your hand shall lead me,
and your right hand shall hold me.
11 If I say, “Surely the darkness shall cover me,
and the light about me be night,”
12 even the darkness is not dark to you;
the night is bright as the day,
for darkness is as light with you.
13 For you formed my inward parts;

you knitted me together in my mother’s womb.

14 I praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully made.

Wonderful are your works;
my soul knows it very well.
15 My frame was not hidden from you,
when I was being made in secret,
intricately woven in the depths of the earth.
16 Your eyes saw my unformed substance;
in your book were written, every one of them,
the days that were formed for me,
when as yet there was none of them.

17 How precious to me are your thoughts, O God!

How vast is the sum of them!

18 If I would count them, they are more than the sand.

I awake, and I am still with you.
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Artists

LESSON

1

what is art?

Prayer

Heavenly Father, you are worthy of our praise!
You have created all things and filled the earth
with beauty. As we study art this month, help
us remember that you are the first artist, the
ultimate artist! We thank you for the gift of
creativity.

What do you think of when you think of an artist? A splash of paint on a canvas? Notes on a page? Music and
painting is generally what we think about when we think of an art—things we would find in a museum. However,
this month we are going to do things a bit differently. Throughout the next 20 lessons, we will explore the furthest
reaches of what art can be as we tour just some of the expressions of creativity we see all around us everyday. But
first, let’s define art and the people who make it.

What is Art?

Well, that is a tricky question! Why? Because many people disagree on what is beautiful, and when we don’t
think something is beautiful, we don’t tend to think of it as art. Because God gave each of us our own sense of
style, life experiences, and personalities, we tend to disagree with one another when we observe art and judge its
beauty or worth.
Let’s try a little activity to illustrate this point. Look at the four pictures below. Really study them! Observe the
colors, movement, light, and subjects. Think about how they make you feel. What story do you think they could
tell? What different styles and methods are shown?

A

C
B

teacher’s guide LESSON 1

D
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what is art?

Now that you’ve observed the pictures, discuss them as a family. Which one does your eye find most appealing?
Which one creates the strongest emotion for you? If you had to pick one to display in your home, which would
you choose? Each of you take a moment to share which piece you feel is the best example of art.
Now, there’s a chance that because you are all part of the same family and have similar life experiences, you
might agree on which picture is the best or most beautiful. But odds are, since you are all unique individuals,
you’ll have different opinions. When we can have different opinions on an idea, that idea is subjective. When we
can’t have different opinions because the idea is based on fact, that idea is objective. Let’s read some examples
to understand this better.

EXAMPLE 2

EXAMPLE 1

All children should go to bed at 7:00PM.
Is this a fact, or is this someone’s opinion?
The idea that all children should go to
bed at 7:00PM is an opinion, and it might
even cause conflict in your home. Have you
ever disagreed with your parents about
your bedtime? That is because you have a
different opinion than your parents.

We need water to survive. Is that fact or
opinion? We will not survive if we do not have
water, so this idea is a fact. It is an objective
idea. People don’t usually bicker over
objective ideas because we all understand
that they are true.

What does this have to do with art? If I tell you that Image B is the most beautiful image, is that fact or opinion?
Is it a subjective idea or objective idea? Beauty tends to be a subjective idea. We all have different opinions about
what is beautiful. There is a famous quote from author Margaret Wolfe Hungerford that says:

Beauty is in the eye
of the beholder.
This means that beauty is an opinion.

Bible Break

Sometimes we can have a bad opinion of ourselves. We might
not feel beautiful, or handsome, or talented, or smart. But God
wants us to know that He is our creator—the artist who designed
us. And He does not make mistakes! While the measure of
beauty might be in the eye of the beholder, your worth is not
subjective. It is fact! You were created by God, in His image, for
His purpose. You are worth more than gold! Check out Ephesians 2:10. What does God say you are?
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In this unit, we will not define art by beauty because, as we just learned, we all have different opinions about what
is beautiful. Instead, we will define art as any expression of creative talent that produces a product for people to enjoy.

Art

any expression of creative talent
that produces a product
for people to enjoy.

That’s a lot of words! But based on that definition, art has three requirements:
1. It should be expressive—meaning that it expresses an idea or emotion.
2. It should be creative—meaning that it requires a creative process.
3. It should produce something for people to observe and enjoy—meaning there should be some type of
end result that people can see, watch, hear, or taste.

What are the types of Art?

According to our definition, art is any expression of creative talent that produces a product. But these creative
expressions can be grouped into certain categories. How many categories they fall into is subjective (a matter of
opinion). Some experts say there are seven categories of creative arts, while others argue there are only three. For
our purposes in this unit, we are going to divide art into four different categories. These are:

Visual
Arts

Performing
Arts

Literary
Arts

Culinary
Arts

This unit cannot possibly go into every aspect of art, or the different expressions. If you discover a form or style
of art that is more interesting to you, you can delve deeper into that. Let’s explore the different art categories
and think of as many different artistic expressions that can fit into each one (think of less common ones such as
carving or woodburning or making furniture).
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Visual Arts

•
•

performing Arts

Art you can see.
Art that is displayed for
people to observe with
their eyes.
Painting, photography,
sculpture, video, crafts,
clothing, home design,
architecture, etc.

Art you can watch.
• Art which requires the artist
to perform for an audience.
• Drama, dance, theatre,
spoken word, puppetry,
singing, etc.

literary Arts
•
•

culinary Arts

Art you can read.
Art which is intended to be
read by someone.
Poetry, short stories, plays,
novels, screenplays, etc.

•

•

Art you can eat.
Preparing, decorating,
and cooking food
for visual and dining
enjoyment.
Baking, decorating,
plating, cooking, etc.

What is an artist?

Throughout this unit, we will learn about people who have
created art from each of the four categories listed above.
Those who create art are called artists. Artists typically
devote their time and energy to making art. For many of
them, art becomes their job. They are able to sell their work
and make money. For others, art is a hobby. They enjoy it in
their free time, but do not pursue it professionally.
We will learn about professional artists. These are
artists who earned a reputation for being talented in
their area of creative expression and were able to build
a career based on that talent.
God has gifted so many people with artistic abilities,
and because of this, it would be impossible to learn
about every artist during our time in this unit. However, if
a particular art form or category really interests you, please
dig deeper and discover more about the artists and art forms
you are passionate about. In the next lesson, we will begin our
study of some of the most talented artists throughout history. Be
prepared to be impressed by their gifts and abilities!
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Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)

what is art?

Lesson 1

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

what is art?

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS + ART Students will begin their writing

Older students will also become familiar with subjective and
objective points of view.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE + ART Students will learn how to collect and

organize data, an important step in the Scientific Method,
through surveying family and friends about art pieces.

project for this unit. Younger students will select an artist for
their Artist Profile, and older students will read a biography of
Rembrandt van Rijn.

PAGE 5 ART Students will study and observe a piece of art by
Claude Monet and write their reflections.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will review the difference

between facts and opinions, and then complete an activity.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
3

social studies

page
4

science + art

Fact: We need water to live.
Fact: Snakes don’t have legs.
Opinion: Dogs are cute.
Opinion: Math is hard.

page
2

language arts + art

page
3

social studies

visual arts, performing arts, literary arts, culinary arts
Section 1
fact: something that is true and cannot be debated
opinion: personal beliefs or thoughts about something
Section 2
fact: Answers will vary, but could include things such
as: The earth is round.
opinion: Answers will vary, but could include things
such as: Pizza is the best food.

Early Reader
vanilla

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking
•
•
•
•
•

art: any expression of creative talent that produces
a product for people to enjoy and observe as art
visual arts: painting, sculpture, drawing,
architecture, interior design
performing arts: theater, dance, singing, movies,
music
literary arts: poetry, short stories, novels
culinary arts: baking, decorating, preparing,
plating food
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what is art?

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
page
1

page
3

notebooking
Middle School
Section 1
art: any expression of creative talent that produces a
product for people to enjoy and observe as art
Section 2
visual arts, literary arts, culinary arts, performing arts

Middle School
O, S, O, S, S, O
High School
Answers will vary, but examples include: 1. Objective:
The Nile River runs through Egypt. 2. Subjective:
Rembrandt van Rijn is the greatest artist of all time. 3.
Objective: George Washington was the first President
of the United States.

High School
Section 1
1. It should be expressive—meaning that it expresses
an idea or emotion.
2. It should be creative—meaning that it requires a
creative process.
3. It should produce something for people to observe
and enjoy—meaning there
4. should be some type of end result that people can
see, watch, hear, or taste.
Section 2
visual arts, performing arts, literary arts, culinary arts
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Artists

painters

LESSON

2

Prayer

You paint the sunset in the sky; you streak clouds
across the horizon; you dabble snow on the top of
mountains. Help us to see you in the masterpiece
of your creation and in the paintings that we
study today.

Have you ever been on an evening walk and looked up at the sky? Just before sunset, the horizon comes to life
with beautiful colors. Depending on the day, you might see shades of orange, yellow, or perhaps a purple hue.
But when the whole world seems to glow pink with the radiance of the sunset, the sky seems to be ready to dance.
Our God designed the atmosphere to alter the light from the sun into all the beautiful colors of the rainbow.
Depending on how much water, gas, and other molecules are in the air, the light we see from the sun will appear
in different colors. This amazing feature of God’s creation allows us to witness a new masterpiece each evening.
God intended His creation to reflect His glory, and the sunset is just one way that we see His creativity as an
artist. Many people say that the evening sky is like a painting. What do you think?
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activity break
Have you ever wondered what causes the sky to change colors? Dig
deeper and explore the concept of scattering. Then see if you can
explain the process in your own words.

Throughout history, painting has been used for many
purposes. In ancient times, painting was typically used to
tell stories. This is seen inside the tombs of the Egyptian
pharaohs, where detailed paintings tell the tale of the
pharaoh’s life. In Rome, murals were painted on the walls
of dark, enclosed homes to brighten them and create a
beautiful atmosphere. During the Middle Ages, paintings
became associated with the church, and artists would spend
years of their lives creating masterpieces on the ceilings
or walls of great cathedrals. Later, art became a way to
capture a portrait, or important moment
in time. Eventually, landscapes became
popular and were placed in frames to
decorate the homes of those who
appreciated their beauty.

tomb in the burial pl ace of Ra

messes IV

Berries, charcoal, minerals, oil,
watercolor, and acrylic have all
been used over the centuries as paint. These are called mediums, and they all have
different characteristics. As technology has advanced, we no longer need to gather items
from nature, such as berries and stones, to grind down into colors. But hundreds of years
ago, this was the standard practice. A painter would have a helper, often a young child,
who was known as a color grinder, and each day the child would gather supplies and
prepare the paints. Today, oil, watercolor, and acrylic tend to be the most popular
choices among painters, and these are all available to purchase in a store or online.
Over the course of time, the art of painting has changed in
purpose and style, and this change can be seen in the wide
variety of paintings that are still considered masterpieces
to this day. While there have been numerous influential
painters throughout history, in this lesson we have the
opportunity to explore two of these talented artists.
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leonardo da vinci

Born in Italy in 1452, Leonardo da Vinci was a man of many talents.
He was an artist, an inventor, and a scientist. It is said by many
that da Vinci was possibly one of the most talented and intelligent
men in history. That’s quite the reputation! To this day, someone
who is skilled in many areas is often called a Renaissance man. This
nickname pays tribute to the talents and skills of Leonardo, who
happened to live during the Renaissance (14th–16th centuries).
Given his incredible reputation, it’s no wonder that we are studying
him in this unit!
We don’t know much about Leonardo’s childhood, other than that
he began to study art around the age of 14. During that time in
history, it was very common for a child who showed talent to begin
an apprenticeship with an experienced artist at a young age. This
meant they would work closely together, and the younger artist
would learn as much from his mentor as he could. Leonardo was
fortunate to hold an apprenticeship with a famous artist by the name of self portrait by Leonardo da Vinci
Andrea del Verrocchio. It was Verrocchio who taught young da Vinci the basics of drawing and painting.
Throughout his life, da Vinci kept journals full of his thoughts and sketches. He was very intrigued by the human
body, and sketches of bones and organs are found throughout his journals. He also drew and wrote about his
inventions. He imagined flying machines, like airplanes, long before they were actually invented. However, during
his life, da Vinci was best known for his paintings. And his art is what we tend to think of when we hear his name
today.
Two of da Vinci’s paintings, the Mona Lisa, and The Last Supper, are considered some of the most well known
paintings in all of the world. Let’s spend a few minutes studying them together.

The Mona Lisa, an oil painting on wood, is
not only one of the most popular paintings
of all time, but also one of the most
valuable. Worth 800 million dollars, the
Mona Lisa can be viewed at the Louvre
Museum in Paris. Take a few minutes to
look at this painting on the next page, and
use the picture study questions to discuss
what you see.

Now let’s study another of da Vinci’s
paintings. On a plaster wall in Italy,
da Vinci painted the scene of Jesus’s
last meal with His disciples before his
crucifixion. In this painting, Jesus has just
told the men that one of them will betray
Him. Notice how da Vinci captured
each of their expressions as they hear
the news.

It is easy to see why Leonardo da Vinci, a true Renaissance man of many talents, is best remembered for his
beautiful paintings.
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Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci
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picture study
What emotion do you think this woman was feeling?
Notice the colors. How do they impact the mood
of the painting?
Imagine this woman’s story and share it.
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Last Supper by Leonardo da Vinci
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picture study
Notice each man’s expression.
Talk about what they might be feeling.
Notice the backdrop. It is very plain.
Why do you think that is?
Notice the lines of the backdrop as well.
Where do they draw your eye?
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Vincent van Gogh

Fast forward 401 years, and a boy by the name of Vincent van
Gogh was born in the Netherlands in 1853. Throughout his
short life, Vincent pursued many interests. He was a teacher, a
minister, and a missionary. He also worked in a bookstore and
an art gallery. It wasn’t until he was 27 years old that Vincent
decided to follow his dream and become an artist.
In his early career, Van Gogh’s work was very dark. He preferred
to draw with pencil and charcoal or paint with dark-colored oils,
and his scenes were often quite sad. He tried to sell his art, but
no one seemed interested.
However, in 1886, Vincent decided to move to Paris where a
new style of painting was becoming popular. This style was
called Impressionism and it was very different from the dark,
shadowy paintings of his early career. Full of color, and often
quite whimsical, Impressionism would become Vincent Van
self portrait by vincent van gogh
Gogh’s signature style. I’m going to guess that you have seen the
painting on the next page before. It’s called Starry Night by Van Gogh. Take a look at this painting, and use the
picture study questions to take a closer look at his famous technique.
Unlike Leonardo da Vinci, who experienced fame during his lifetime, Vincent Van Gogh would not see such
success. Vincent died at the young age of 37, and it wasn’t until many years later that his paintings would
become popular. Several of his paintings, such as Starry Night, Sunflowers, and Cafe Terrace at
Night are considered some of the most famous in all the world. Today, an original Van Gogh
painting sells for millions of dollars.

activity break
Look up some of Van Gogh’s earlier works such as The
Potato Eaters or Peasant Woman Peeling Potatoes. How
did Van Gogh’s use of color and shadow impact the
mood of the paintings?
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starry night by vincent van gogh

picture study
Van Gogh often used short brush strokes.
Do you see them in this painting?
What effect do those short strokes have on this image?

other noteworthy painters

There were so many incredible painters throughout history that we could write an entire unit just about them!
Today we learned about two of the most influential painters of all time, but there are others to discover. I
encourage you to decide on one or two additional painters and explore their work as a family.
As the parent, you set the standard for what type of art is acceptable for viewing. Please preview these artists before doing
an open-ended internet search with your child(ren).

Rembrandt van Rijn

claude monet

the prodigal son

Woman with a Parasol

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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Lesson 2

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

painters

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 HISTORY Students will learn about the invention of the

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

printing press and its importance in printing copies of the
Bible. Younger students will answer questions, while older
students will research and complete a writing assignment.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar rules

and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page every
day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 5 ART Students will recreate one of Vincent van Gogh’s
famous paintings, Sunflowers.

PAGE 3 SCIENCE +ART Students will read about the connection

between school subjects and how they work together in many
career fields today.

• ANSWERS•
Early Elementary
Section 1
1. something new, created to solve a problem 2.
to make book printing faster and cheaper 3. Tiles
with letters on them were laid down and ink was
applied. Then a piece of paper was pressed on top,
transferring the ink to the page.
Section 2
1. the Bible 2. the Renaissance

early reader + Early Elementary
page
2

language arts
Early Reader
1. 32,473
2. 9,643
3. 10,254
4. 135,329
Early Elementary
1. 3,247
2. 9,643
3. 10,254
4. 135,329
5. 4,000,000
6. 7,290,514

page
3

page
4

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking
•

science + art
Early Elementary
making observations: scientist, artist, historian, mechanic
counting: scientist, artist, mathematician, dancer, librarian,
chef
testing new ideas: scientist, artist, writer, actor, dancer, chef
problem-solving: scientist, mathematician, mechanic, chef

history
Early Reader
1. something new, created to solve a problem 2. to
make book printing faster and cheaper 3. the Bible
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•

page
2

Vincent van Gogh: early career quite dark—used
pencil, charcoal, and dark oil paint; became an
Impressionist painter; was not famous while he
was alive; painted Starry Night, Sunflowers, and
Cafe Terrace at Night; paintings now sell for
millions of dollars
Leonardo da Vinci: a Renaissance man; painter
and inventor; apprentice at a young age; painted
the famous Mona Lisa and the Last Supper

language arts
1. My mom is bringing my water, shoes, and jersey to
the game. 2. How long will we wait for our new books
to arrive in the mail? 3. Why did no one recognize the
talent of Vincent van Gogh when he was creating his
masterpieces? 4. I am so excited to go on our field
trip tomorrow! 5. Yesterday, we watched a movie and
played board games. 6. This cake is the best dessert I
have ever eaten!
pa i n t e r s
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• ANSWERS•

upper elementary cont.
page
3

page
4

page
2

science + art

Section 1
making observations: Answers will vary, but could
include: scientist, artist, teacher
counting: Answers will vary, but could include:
mathematician, contractor, teacher
testing new ideas: Answers will vary, but could include:
engineer, chef, fashion designer
problem solving: Answers will vary, but could include:
counselor, parent, mathematician
Section 2
skills: Answer may vary, but could include: math,
reading, writing, etc.
future careers: teaching, building, being a parent,
author, designer, computer programmer, etc.

history
Section 1
1. to make book printing faster and cheaper 2. Tiles
with letters on them were laid down and ink was
applied. Then a piece of paper was pressed on top,
transferring the ink to the page.
Section 2
1. something new, created to solve a problem 2. the
Bible 3. the Renaissance, a time when people thought
of art, culture, and education in a new way

page
4

history
Renaissance: Answers will vary, but could include:
14th–17th century; European; promoted the
rediscovery of classic literature, philosophy, and art
High School only:
1. It made books and literature affordable to the
general population. It let everyday people have
their own Bible!
2. It made it easier to make large amounts of books,
making them more affordable.
3. The Bible! Before then, believers probably had
never seen a Bible in person, now they could
afford one.
4. It worked with little stamps. Each letter for a given
page was put on a press in order, then ink was
rolled over and stamped onto the page.
5. It led to knowledge becoming more accessible and
widespread.

notebooking
Middle School
Vincent van Gogh: impressionist; not famous while
alive; just a painter
Leonardo da Vinci: inventor; Renaissance; famous
while alive; started as a young boy
Both: painter; artist; visual art; men
High School
Vincent van Gogh: impressionist; not famous while
alive; Starry Night, Cafe Terrace at Night, Sunflowers
Leonardo da Vinci: inventor; Renaissance; famous
while alive; started as a young boy; Mona Lisa, The
Last Supper
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Middle School
1. “Help!” shouted the boy as he ran away from the
snake.
2. “Please quiet down class,” the teacher said.
3. “Why didn’t you make your bed?” asked Mother
in a stern voice.
4. “This is the day that the Lord has made,” rejoiced
the psalmist.
5. “Carter will be coming to play soccer with me
tomorrow,” Joe shared with his grandma.
High School
1. “Help!” shouted the boy as he ran away from the
snake.
2. While she skipped along the path, Jill giggled,
“This is the most fun day!”
3. “Why didn’t you make your bed?” asked Mother
in a stern voice.
4. In his most famous speech, Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. proclaimed, “I have a dream!”
5. “Carter will be coming to play soccer with me
tomorrow,” Joe shared with his grandma.

middle + high school
page
1

language arts
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ballet dancers

LESSON

3

Prayer

Thank you for grace and beauty, form and
flexibility. Thank you that we can express our
creativity through movement.

There is nothing quite as striking as watching trained ballet dancers glide
gracefully across the stage. Their leaps and spins seem effortless, and
their flexibility amazes the audience as they move into a spectacular
arabesque (when the dancer supports their body on one leg with the other leg
extended straight out). The strength of these dancers is impressive; lifting
each other in the air as though they are weightless. Trained ballet dancers
are both incredible athletes and artists. They tell a story with their movement
and captivate the crowd with their grace and poise.
The art of ballet began in Italy during the Renaissance. During that time,
Catherine de Medici, an Italian noblewoman, married King Henry ll of France,
and her love of the arts was shared with the French people. She introduced the
French to the early concept of ballet and hosted many grand parties where
everyone would dance together—including the king! These dances were
quite elaborate. They would wear masks and layered costumes that, while
entertaining to look at, made dancing quite difficult. Because of this, the
original ballet steps were very simple, consisting mostly of little hops and
spins. Over time, these dance moves were given French names and became
more difficult.
A century later, King Louis XlV developed a passion for ballet. In fact,
he was known to dance with his court and even performed many roles
in these court ballets. His interest in the art form made it much more
popular and, over time, ballet was seen less as a party dance and began
developing into a performing art.
In 1661, the first ballet school opened in Paris. Here, dancers were trained
and began performing in shows along with opera singers. However, it
didn’t take long for ballet to become a strong enough art form to stand on
its own. In the mid-1700s, ballet master Jean Georges Noverre decided that ballet
should tell a story and be performed without the help of singers and actors. This new
idea eventually led to the development of modern ballet in the early 19th century, which
combines a creative story with disciplined dance and beautiful music composition.
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ballet as art

Modern ballet is a relatively new art form compared to painting, which we studied in the last lesson. Remember,
painting has been around since ancient civilizations discovered that berries and minerals could be crushed and
used to make markings on walls. In comparison, the art of ballet, as we think of it today, has really only been in
practice since the early 1800s.
Let’s think about the definition of art we discussed in our first lesson. We said that art is any expression of creative
talent that produces a product for people to observe and enjoy.
Does ballet meet the requirements to be considered art?
• Is it expressive?
• Is it creative?
• Does it produce something for people to observe and enjoy?
If you answered yes to all three requirements, you are correct! Ballet is definitely a form of art. Let’s leap (or as a
ballet dancer would say—jeté) into our exploration of two of the most influential ballet dancers of all time.

activity break
Go online and watch several examples of ballet. Some great search terms
are: dance of the little swans, or nutcracker the rat king. Notice the dancers’ feet.
Do you think it would be difficult to move with such precision?
How do the dancers’ movements change with the music?

Anna Pavlova

Anna Pavlova is perhaps the most famous and celebrated dancer of
all time. Born in Russia in the year 1881 to a very poor washwoman,
Anna’s early life was not easy. However, at the age of eight, she
attended a ballet performance of Sleeping Beauty and, from that
moment on, Anna was captivated by ballet.
Two years later, at the age of 10, Anna was offered a scholarship to
attend the famous Imperial School of Ballet in Russia. She accepted
and went to live and train there for many years. While her education
and basic needs were all provided by the school, Anna had to
commit herself fully to the art of ballet in return. This was a very big
commitment for years of her life. The physical training was intense and
the emotional element of the competition between dancers was also
challenging.
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After her training, Anna joined the Imperial Ballet where she quickly became a favorite dancer of the directors
and choreographers. In 1906, at the age of 25, Anna was promoted to the position of prima ballerina. This
meant that she was the lead, or main ballerina, for the entire Imperial Ballet Company. She danced many roles
during this time in her life and earned a reputation for being a graceful and skilled dancer. One choreographer
in particular really admired Anna’s ability, and he choreographed a dance just for her. This four minute dance,
called The Dying Swan, would become Anna’s signature performance.

activity break
Go online and watch the
video of Anna Pavlova
performing
The Dying Swan.

However, something seemed to call Anna away from her home in Russia.
She soon began to tour with a different group of dancers and got a taste for
freedom and adventure. Anna decided that her life’s purpose was to bring a
love and appreciation of ballet to the entire world, and she surely did! From
1910–1930, she toured the globe, visiting countries like Japan, South Africa,
New Zealand, America, Australia, England, and more. Everywhere she
performed, audiences were left amazed by her skill and grace, and she very
quickly became one of the most famous dancers in the world.

In 1930, Anna began making plans for a European tour which would finally
take her back to her homeland in Russia. However, while traveling to the
Netherlands, a snowstorm stranded her train. All of the passengers were
forced to brave the cold, wintery weather to make their way to safety. During her time in the snow, Anna became
ill. She died of pneumonia on January 23, 1931 at the age of 49. It is said that Anna’s final words were, “Bring me
my swan costume.”

Misty Copeland

Born in Kansas City, Missouri in 1982, Misty Copeland did not imagine she would grow
up and become a ballerina. Her early family life was unstable because her
mother moved the family often, and she did not
know her father. Misty was not exposed to the
arts, so for most of her childhood, becoming a
dancer was not on her mind.
However, her family moved to California and—at the age of 13—she
joined her middle school drill team. Here, her natural ability became
quickly apparent. Her coach suggested that she start taking dance
classes through the Boys & Girls Club in her neighborhood and,
even though 13 was late for a dancer to begin training, everyone
could see that she was talented. It wasn’t long before she began
formal training at the San Pedro Ballet School.
Her talent impressed everyone, and for a while, Misty moved in
with her dance teacher so she could be closer to the studio and
practice as often as possible. She soon began winning awards
and was even granted scholarships to summer programs
where the training was much more intense. It seemed that
Misty Copeland was making a big impression!
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activity break

Modern ballet can often use very tight or revealing costumes. Please preview
any video or pictures you want to show your children for this activity so that you
are comfortable with what they are viewing.
Go online and watch a few clips of Misty Copeland dancing. Discuss her
style, grace, and form. How do these traits help her as an artist?

But despite her incredible talent, Misty had some hurdles to overcome. She broke the mold of what was expected.
She had a different body type, athletic and strong. Misty was an African American, which meant she had a
different skin color than what people were used to seeing on the stage. She faced challenges, she faced adversity,
and yet she persevered.
Throughout the history of ballet in America, positions of prima ballerina and principal dancers had only been
given to women who looked the part. When someone is passed over or judged because of their appearance, this
is called discrimination. But Misty was not going to let her skin color or her body type stand in her way! Despite
being overlooked for several parts, she was determined to make it to the top. In 2001, she accepted a position
with the elite American Ballet Theatre (ABT) as the only African American dancer in a troupe of 80. During her
time with ABT she performed many roles, and eventually, in 2015, she was named the first African American
female principal dancer in the 75 year history of the company!
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BIBLE Break

Unfortunately, people often judge others based on their appearance. Have you
ever judged someone based on their appearance? Have you ever experienced
discrimination? Talk about it as a family. Read Psalm 139:13–14. What does the Bible
say about how God created us? If we were wonderfully made
by God, should we stand in judgement of each other?

Copeland’s incredible success in ballet is owed to her God-given talent and her determination to never give up.
She has become a role model to young women all over the world and is seen as a pioneer for ballet dancers
of diverse ethnic heritage. Misty continues to dance today, but she is also branching out into theater and film,
having appeared on Broadway and in the Disney movie The Nutcracker and the Four Realms.

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

ballet dancers

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

students will also locate France on a map.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will read about Isaac Newton’s first law
of motion, then conduct an experiment to illustrate friction.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue working on their

PAGE 5 HOME ECONOMICS Students will learn about Pavlova,

Artist Profile writing project for this unit. Younger students will
research what their artist looks like, and older students will
research three artists and then choose one to write about.

a dessert named after the famous dancer, Anna Pavlova.
Younger students will answer questions, while older students
will have the opportunity to participate in extension activities.

PAGE 3 HISTORY + GEOGRAPHY Students will learn about the design

of ballet shoes and how they have changed over time. Younger

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
3

history + geography

page
4

tell a story with the help of singers and actors (mid1700s). Ballet as we know it has only been around
since the 1880s.
Section 3
born to a poor family in Russia; saw her first ballet,
Sleeping Beauty, when she was eight years old;
offered a scholarship to the Imperial School of Ballet
at 10; joined the Imperial Ballet, and made prima
ballerina at age 25; signature performance: The
Dying Swan; world tour: 1910–1930; died on a train
that got stuck in the snow; her last words are said to
be, “Bring me my swan costume”

Ballet began in Italy but moved to France where it
developed.

science
friction: an invisible force that resists something in
motion

upper elementary
page
1

page
3

history + geography

page
4

science

See map in Early Elementary.
1. heeled court shoe 2. with wires
Your hand on the hard surface sticks and has more
friction (force opposing it) than the silk which is
smooth and slippery and slides easier.

notebooking
Section 2
Catherine de Medici brought it from Italy when she
married King Henry II of France. It started as a court
dance with simple movements because they had
intricate costumes. King Louis XIV helped ballet
become more of a performing art. He was very
passionate about the dance. 1661–first ballet school
in Paris. Jean Georges Noverre decided ballet should
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
page
1

page
4

notebooking
Middle School
Anna Pavlova: born poor in Russia; given a
scholarship to the Russian Imperial School of Ballet;
traveled all over the world to share her love of ballet;
signature performance: The Dying Swan; last words:
“Bring me my swan costume.”

Middle School
a. heeled court shoes b. a fairly typical heeled shoe
c. silk and leather d. the shoe has gone from a heeled
shoe for dancing to a satin slipper with a leather sole
to a shoe with a shank and hard structure to stay on
pointe; not all ballet slippers have ribbon ties, but
many do e. no f. a shank and hard structure at the toe
High School
The shoe has gone from a heeled shoe for dancing to a
satin slipper with a leather sole to a shoe with a shank
and hard structure to stay on pointe. Not all ballet
slippers have ribbon ties, but many do.
Extension: Shoes can be broken in by applying water,
heat, or wearing them around to cause them to stretch
out. It is important for dancers to have comfortable
shoes since they have complex footwork that requires
precise balance.

Misty Copeland: African American who has shattered
the stereotypes of what it is to be a ballerina; did
not start dance until she was in high school; the first
African-American principal dancer at the ABT; has
starred in movies as well as on the ballet stage
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LESSON

4

rayer
PLord,
you are the author of the most amazing

book. Thank you for your word, the Bible. It
directs us, encourages us, and teaches us how
to live. We pray that you would draw us closer to
you each day and that our lives would bring you
glory.

Hen, pen
Fog, hog
Pickle, tickle
Cat, ____
Did you shout out a rhyming word? There is something about a simple rhyme that draws us in and
makes us want to complete the sentence. Rhyming words immediately come to mind when we think
of poetry, but did you know that not all poems rhyme? It’s true! So what makes something a poem?
That’s a very difficult question to answer, but let’s spend some time thinking about it.
Poets themselves have a hard time explaining what sets something apart as a poem rather
than a story or simply a bunch of sentences on a page. But there are several elements which
many poems contain:
1. Poems often use the musical qualities of language. Language, just like music, has a
rhythm, a tempo, a beat, and even rhyme. Poets use this musical nature to make their
poems flow off the tongue.
2. Poems usually get to the point. When an author writes a story, they spend a
great deal of time telling us about the setting, the characters, the problem, and the
solution. They could write hundreds of pages before the story concludes. But a poet
only has a few short lines to get to the point, so words are chosen carefully.
3. Poems often convey feelings and emotions. The use of strong or enhanced
language tends to make the reader feel an emotion. Sometimes, the poet might even
use the way the poem is written to convey a feeling to the reader or audience.
4. Poems usually have a shape we can recognize. Unlike stories, which are written in
paragraphs, poems are usually written in lines and stanza. This makes
them easy to identify when glancing at a page.
While it’s easy to list several things that most poems have in
common, it’s important to remember that many poems don’t meet
these requirements. The concept of poetry is ever-changing and
this makes it difficult to really define what makes something a poem.
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Many people say that song lyrics are poetry. Or that a great speech, such as Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s “I Have a
Dream,” would qualify as poetic. Rap is a literary form that can often stand as poetry when the music is removed.
Regardless of how we define it, poetry is a literary art. It sparks our imagination and inspires us through its
meaning, word play, and rhythm.

note to parents

what is a poet?

A poet is someone who writes poetry. Poets have creatively shared their
ideas and emotions from the beginning of time. Long before we wrote
stories down on paper, poems were used to help people recall their
history. King David was a poet, writing hundreds of poems and songs
of praise and heartbreak recorded in the book of Psalms. Homer, the
ancient Greek poet, wrote epic poems thousands of years ago, which
are still read as classics today. Every culture has a history of poetry. And
those poems were written by poets who had an idea they wanted to
share with the world.

Throughout the lesson, th
er
are Let’s talk about it! sect e
ions
These are meant to prom .
ote
discussion. Allow your ch
ild(ren)
to focus more on opinion
and
interpretation, rather than
having the right answer
and
comprehension of the po
em.
Have fun with it!

In today’s lesson, we will spend our time reading several poems and learning about their authors. As we read,
take note of the different styles. Which type of poetry speaks to you? With which poet do you feel the most
connection?

lyrical poetry

Lyrical poems tend to sound musical, and they follow a clear rhyme pattern. They are often about emotions or
nature, and they help the reader experience what the poet was feeling when they wrote the poem. Let’s read a
lyrical poem together. This poem is by a poet and author named Evaleen Stein. While she wrote many children’s
stories, Evaleen was best known for her poetry, which often focused on seasons and nature.

Bird Bath

by Evaleen Stein
In our garden we have made
Such a pretty little pool,
Lined with pebbles neatly laid,
Filled with water clean and cool.
When the sun shines warm and high
Robins cluster round its brink,
Never one comes flying by
But will flutter down to drink.
Then they splash and splash and splash,
Spattering little showers bright
All around, till off they flash
Singing sweetly their delight.

let’s talk
about it
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Where does this poem take place? What did
you picture while listening to the poem? How
does the poem make you feel? Can you list a
few rhyming words from the poem?
po e t s

activity break
Did you enjoy the lyrical style of Evaleen Stein? Go online and find a few more of her
poems to read and discuss!

humorous poetry

Over the years, many poets have chosen to make light of life and write poetry that causes the reader to giggle.
These humorous poems often have a very clear rhyme pattern and tend to be almost musical, like a lyrical
poem. However, unlike a lyrical poem, they do not deal with deep emotion. Instead, they focus on the lighter side
of life.
Read this poem by Rebecca and see if you can analyze the lyrical rhythm and rhyme. Afterwards, take some time
to discuss the meaning and what you found humorous about it.

Unwelcome Visitor
by Rebecca Spooner

The sniff, the sneezle
The drips, the drizzle
My ears, they tingle
It’s coming
The people are eyeing
The spittle is drying
I feel like I’m dying
It’s coming
I shiver and shake
Curled up like a snake
My body, it aches
It’s coming
Hot tea and some soup
Like a bird in its coop
My health to regroup
. . . it’s here

let’s talk
about it
teacher’s guide LESSON 4

What (or who) is the unwelcome visitor the author seems to be
dreading? When was the last time you had a cold? Do you think
the author is being dramatic or realistic? What do you think the
simile, like a bird in its coop, means?
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activity break

If you enjoy silly poems,
be sure to check out other
poets such as
Shel Silverstein and
Jack Prelutsky!

FREE VERSE poetry

If you are a writer who doesn’t like rules, free verse poetry is for you! The beauty
of free verse is that it’s, well . . . free! The writer is free to do whatever they
would like. It can rhyme, or not. It can have rhythm, or not. It can have lines and
stanzas, or not! Free verse does not follow any set rules, and when written well,
can have a powerful impact. Let’s look at one of the most famous free verse
poems of all time.

The Fog

by Carl Sandburg

let’s talk
about it

The fog comes
on little cat feet.
It sits looking
over harbor and city
on silent haunches
and then moves on.

What is happening in this poem? What do you
picture? Why do you think Sandburg compares the
fog to little cat feet? What does this poem make you
hear? Hint—that’s a trick question!

So simple, so short, and yet so haunting. “The Fog,” by Carl Sandburg, follows no rules and uses only brief
statements to create an image in the mind of the reader. Considered by many to be one of the most important
writers of the 20th century, Sandburg not only wrote poetry, but also fiction, biography, history, and music.
What an adventure we’ve been on today! Poetry connects us
to nature, our emotions, and each other in a beautiful, artistic
way. We can only explore so much in our lesson, but you
should know there are many other types of poetry: narrative,
haiku, cinquain, and ballad—just to name a few. If poetry
is something your family finds interesting, spend some time
exploring these other forms. Perhaps even take a family vote to
see which type everyone prefers.

s of
Other for mxplore
e
poetry to
Narrative
Haiku
Sonnet
Ballad
Limerick
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Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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Lesson 4

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

poets

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students and families will read the poem “My

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will write a poem inspired by a

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions to help

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

Shadow” by Robert Louis Stevenson, then participate in
activities to learn about the science of shadows.

piece of art. Younger students will also review rhyming words,
and older students will research different styles of poetry.

them review. You can use these as oral or written narration or
even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will work on their researching skills today
to learn more about the life and works of a famous poet.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
4

science

middle + high school
page
1

Early Elementary
• free verse: poetry does not follow any set rules
• lyrical: poetry sounds musical and follows a set
rhyme pattern; often about emotions or nature
• humorous: poetry often has a set rhyme and a silly
theme; intended to make people giggle
How does your shadow change throughout the day?: It
moves direction and stretches depending on how much time
until/past midday it is.

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking
•
•
•

page
4

lyrical poetry: lyrical poems tend to sound musical,
and they follow a clear rhyme pattern
humorous poetry: humorous poems often have
a very clear rhyme pattern and tend to be almost
musical, like a lyrical poem
free verse poetry: the writer is free to do whatever
they would like

science

page
4

notebooking

Middle School
• Style 1: Lyrical poems tend to sound musical, and
they follow a clear rhyme pattern. Examples will
vary.
• Style 2: Humorous poems often have a very clear
rhyme pattern and tend to be almost musical, like
a lyrical poem. However, unlike a lyrical poem,
they do not deal with deep emotion. Instead, they
focus on the lighter side of life. Examples will vary.
• Style 3: Free verse: no rules. Examples will vary.

science
1. the shadow is the longest at the beginning and
end of the day; sunrise–noon: shadow goes from
long to small; noon–sunset: shadow goes from
small to long
2. not really
3. a faint shadow; it gets bigger as it moves closer
and smaller as it moves farther away
4. a strong shadow; the object gets smaller as you
move it farther away and bigger as you move it
closer

1. it gets bigger or smaller depending on where the sun
is in the sky 2. the flashlight; my hand 3. moving the
object toward the light (up) makes it bigger; the object
gets smaller when you move it away from the light
(down) 4. no; light is able to go through the object; the
light isn’t fully blocked by the object
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

• ANSWERS•

all levels
page
5

review
PRE-READER: Questions 1–4
EARLY READER: Questions 1–5
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–6
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–9
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

any expression of creative talent that produces a product for people to enjoy or experience
Answers will vary, but could include: painting, sculpting, dancing, singing, graphic design, baking cake decorating, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include a person who makes art.
Answers will vary.
a person who writes poetry
France
visual art, performing art, literary art, culinary art
subjective is based on thought or opinion; objective is based on truth or fact
Answers will vary, but could include: poems often use the musical qualities of language; poems usually get to the point;
poems often convey feelings and emotions; poems usually have a shape we can recognize
10. when someone is passed over or judged because of their appearance
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5

Prayer

Thank you for giving us a sense of humor. Thank
you that all joy comes from you, and it is not
fleeting or fickle. Help us to experience your joy
and peace in our home today. Amen.

At its core, art is the ability to show or present something in a way that helps others see it in a new perspective.
Perhaps the painter is attempting to evoke an emotion or memory. The dancer might be telling a story through
their movements. The poet is taking you on a journey through words and illustrations. Today we are going to
explore another expression of art called cartoons. Some people might say that bulbous eyes and simple drawings
are not the caliber of true art. However, sometimes it is the simplest of things that can be the most profound.
A cartoonist is a person who draws cartoons. Just as there are different forms and expressions of music and
painting, there are different types of cartoons. The cartoons you are probably most familiar with are humorous
and designed to make you laugh. These might be in a comic book or strip that you saw in a newspaper or
magazine stand. However, there are many different forms of cartoons: dark and mysterious, harsh or political,
even digital art in the form of animation you might have seen on TV. In today’s lesson, we are going to study
some different styles of cartoons, learn how to draw one, and dive into the story of a cartoonist who has
impacted lives through his art.

You should know
If you like comic books, there
are several comic book Bibles
available. These Bibles tell the
story of God’s love through
beautiful illustrations.
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types of cartoons
Political cartoons

Political cartoons are often much deeper than meets the eye. They might make you laugh or be incredibly
offensive, depending on your point of view. A political cartoonist must be both gifted in their ability to
draw, but also aware of the political issues that are relevant to the times. Armed with their likely very serious
opinion, they use comical art to try to prove their point in what is usually a very ironic or exaggerated way.
Even if you disagree with the opinion of the artist, they can provoke discussion and consideration of another
viewpoint.

extension activity

Look in your local newspaper or online and see if you can find a current (age
appropriate) political cartoon. Take some time to discuss it as a family. What
does it mean? Look for irony, exaggeration, and symbolism. Do you agree
with the artists point of view or disagree? Why?

comic strips + books

Comic strips are often designed for entertainment. You can find these in a newspaper or magazine,
online, or even put together into books. A comic strip is usually set up almost like a short story with the
same characters throughout. In a newspaper, a cartoonist will sometimes hold a staff role where they
submit daily or weekly strips to the editor that people come to love and expect week after week. Comic
books are more like a visual chapter book. In fact, whole movies have been created based off of famous
superheroes whose identities were first unveiled in a comic book store. Let’s take a look at a comic strip by
Braydon, from one of our very own Gather ‘Round families!

Braydon, Age:10
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animation

An artist can also choose to do their art digitally and work in animation. Animation is when a cartoon
drawing or digital character moves and comes to life. With the invention of the television, animation
became a huge field that required many artists. Traditional animation started with something called cel
animation. It required artists to draw many different frames of their characters with just slight changes.
These images were put into frames that moved quickly to make it appear as if they were in motion. It was
a long and complicated process. Take some time and watch some videos about cel animation and how it
worked, if you’d like.
From here, animation developed to something called stop-motion (which is still popular today). In stop-motion,
instead of drawing characters, you build them and take many, many different pictures. Once you have your
pictures (called frames) and put them together at a fast frame rate, it appears as though the characters are
moving. Today, most animated movies are made through 3D computer animation which works in a similar way,
but it is much faster than doing it all by hand.

careers in cartoons

A cartoon artist has many different paths they can choose. Many cartoonists draw caricatures, or likenesses, of
people at their local park or fair. Some make their money through submitting comics to magazines, newspapers,
or online publications. Still others might work to create animations, advertisements, or posters. While some go to
school to develop their skills and open doors to better job opportunities, others are self-taught and spend many
years putting their artwork out there to help it get recognized. Whether they are celebrating being published for
the first time or being offered a more long term position, becoming a professional cartoonist takes a lot of hard
work.

extension activity
Look at a few clips or previews from different types of
animation. Try to find something older and something
newer to compare more traditional animation with the
computer animation that is more prevalent today.

hand drawing caricature
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walt disney

Probably the most well known and beloved cartoonist of all time is a man
by the name of Walt Disney. You may know the name Disney
because of the theme parks and movies. However, long before his
days of fame, Walt Disney was just an ordinary boy who happened
to have an extraordinary imagination.
From his earliest days, Walt was always creating. As a child, he would draw
pictures and sell them to neighbors and friends. During high school, he took
drawing classes and became the cartoonist for his school newspaper, and
in the evenings he attended art classes at the Art Institute of Chicago. As a
young man, Walt took a job creating cartoons for a local paper. However, he
was soon fired by the editor for his “lack of imagination.” If only that editor knew what Walt Disney
would soon create!
Walt held several other jobs making commercials and animations before opening his own
animation studio where he began creating silly cartoons called Laugh-O-Grams. In 1923, Walt
moved to Hollywood and opened Walt Disney Studios. This was the beginning of many of the
characters that are still famous today.

calvin and hobbes

To this day, Calvin and Hobbes is one of the most popular cartoons. The artist behind this series was Bill
Watterson. After going to school and submitting political cartoons into his college paper for years, Bill was
offered a staff position at a local newspaper. Though an exciting start to his career as an artist, it wasn’t without
its challenges. Bill faced many rejections along the way that eventually led him to the creation of Calvin and
Hobbes. He published his first Calvin and Hobbes strip in 1985 at the age of 27 and only wrote this series for 10
years before retiring it in 1995.
In this story, Calvin has an imaginary friend (his stuffed tiger) named Hobbes, who only comes to life when no
one else is around. Calvin is mischievous and gets into a lot of trouble. The dialogue is funny but also witty, and
because of this the comic is really ageless, appealing to men and women young and old who can relate to this
unique, creative, imaginative child.
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Let’s take a closer look at a Calvin and Hobbes strip and see if you can spend some time discussing what makes
it funny. Think about the dialogue, pay close attention to the style of drawing, and think about the characters.
What draws you in?

CALVIN AND HOBBES © 1990 Watterson. Reprinted with permission of ANDREWS MCMEEL SYNDICATION. All rights reserved.

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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Lesson 5

cartoonists

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will read about the invention of the

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

television. Younger students will complete an activity, and
older students will research John Logie Baird and the initial
invention of the TV.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue working on their

PAGE 5 ARTStudents will read about cel animation and make

Artist Profile today. Younger students will research, while older
students will learn the expectations of their project.

their own animation flip book.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will learn about political cartoons.

Younger students will answer questions about Benjamin
Franklin’s Join or Die cartoon, while older students will analyze a
political cartoon of their choice.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
3

history

page
3

history

page
4

science

Early Reader
b. snake
Early Elementary
Section 1: snake
Section 3: work together, 1754, 13 colonies

page
4

science
1925, they were black and white and not very clear,
television

upper elementary
page notebooking
1 Section 2

1. Political cartoons: Armed with their likely very
serious opinion, they use comical art to try to prove
their point in often a very ironic or exaggerated
way.
2. Comic strips and books: Comic strips are designed
for entertainment. A comic strip is usually set up
almost like a short story with the same characters
throughout. Comic books are more like a visual
chapter book.
3. Animation: Animation is when a cartoon drawing
or digital character moves and comes to life.
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Section 1: letters (colony abbreviations), snake cut in
pieces, Join, or Die, the snake is dead
Section 3
1. 1754
2. the 13 colonies
3. if the colonies didn’t unite they couldn’t fight the
British; they needed to work together for their
independence
4. he wanted the colonies to work together
1920s: Walt Disney working on short cartoons
1925: TV invented
1950s: most people have a TV in their home
1970s: color TVs become popular
Present: stream movies, play video games, make
phone calls, go on the internet, etc.

c art o o n i s t s
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School

page
4

page notebooking
1 Section 2: Answers will vary.

Section 3: Answers will vary, but could include:
• Walt Disney: loved to draw from a young age, had
to work hard to succeed, started drawing cartoons
in the 1920s
• Calvin & Hobbes: about a little boy and his
imaginary friend; they often got into trouble
• Bill Waterson: the creator of Calvin & Hobbes
• There are political cartoons, comics and comic
strips, and animation.
• Many of our modern superheros are taken from
comic books.

page
2

Middle School
1. television; 1925
2. black and white; not very clear
3. 1950s; they were made more affordable
and it was a good form of information and
entertainment
4. late 1953; shadow mask CRT
5. television shows, streaming movies, search the
internet, make phone calls, etc.; 2.5 TVs per home
6. television because hypothetically, it sent moving
pictures long distances over telegraph lines
High School
1. John Logie Baird invented it in 1925
2. broadcast gray-scale (black and white) images to
TV sets
3. it took awhile for it to become more popular than
radio; it surged in popularity in the 1950s as the
US economy boomed and TVs became more
affordable
4. color TV invented in 1951, not widespread until the
60s
5. can stream online content, video games, and
TV broadcasts; fully digital with high resolution
images

language arts
Answers will vary, but should include some information
about what plagiarism is and why it’s wrong, and what
is expected of them for their biography (5 paragraphs,
citing sources, etc.).
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LESSON

6

Prayer

Thank you, Lord, for the gift of music! Music
allows us to express our emotions, and it gives
us a way to worship you. Help us to make wise
choices about what we listen to and to hear you
in the music we discover today.

Let’s start today with a game. I’m going to read you a list. All of the
items on this list belong in the same category. Your goal is to
figure out what category they belong to. Ready? Here we go!
Soul, Disco, Classical, Jazz, Rock, Pop, Hip-Hop, Folk, Country . . .
These are all types of music! Within the category of music are
countless genres. These genres all have different styles, sounds,
lyrical structures, messages, and purpose. We could write an
entire unit just about music because there is so much variety.
But for today, we are going to focus on one particular genre
that has stood the test of time: classical music. While many styles of
music come and go, classical music continues to be relevant and
meaningful hundreds of years after it was first written.
Now, just like poetry, classical music can be very difficult to define.
Many music experts would argue that there are actually two
different definitions. The first would be for Classical music with an
uppercase C. This category refers to music composed, or written,
in a particular time period, between 1750–1820. Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart and Ludwig van Beethoven are two of the
most popular composers from the Classical period. However,
the term classical (with a lowercase c) is more commonly used to
speak of any type of music that follows classical structure. This is
obviously a very broad definition which covers musical compositions from long before the Classical era and all
the way to the beautiful pieces composed today.

Activity break
Take a few minutes to listen to Beethoven’s “Symphony
No. 5: First Movement.” What did you
enjoy about the piece?
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what is a composer?

So who writes classical music? A person who writes music is known as a composer. To help us better understand
the work of a composer, let’s look at the sheet music below and identify some of the elements of music that a
composer has to think about. If you have experience with music lessons or theory, see how many things you know
on this diagram!

staff

The staff is the lines on the page. How many lines do you see? How many spaces?Each
line and space represents a note, and the notes are the same for any instrument you play. Just like you
have to learn how to read words on a page, you have to learn how to read the notes on a staff.

treble clef

Instruments that play high
notes read music in the treble clef. Did you know
there are only seven notes in music? We can play
these notes in sharps and flats (a little bit higher and
a little bit lower), but these same notes just repeat
over and over either in a higher or lower octave. The
treble clef is talking about notes that are higher.

bass clef

The bass clef shows us notes
that are played below middle C. On a piano, the
staff on the bottom here is played with your left
hand and the top staff is played with your right
hand, but that wouldn’t be the same rule for an
instrument like the violin!

notes

These are the notes. Remember
how where they are in the staff tells us what note we
should play? This is like in math how digits mean
something, but their place tells us more information!
Music has many connections to math. Notice how
these notes have different stems? These tell us how
long we should hold the notes or how fast we should
play them.

beethoven piano sonata No. 8

Dynamics

fp This little symbol tells us the dynamic of the piece. If you look a little bit later in the
song, you will see all sorts of these throughout: p, ff, cres. These little clues tell us how loud or soft the
music should be played. Take a look at the chart and, if you want, see if you can practice using dynamics
with your voice!
pp		p		mp		mf		f		ff
pianissimo

piano		mezzo-piano

soft

mezzo-forte

soft

LOUD

LOUD

deCrescendo

Crescendo

start loud and steadily become softer

start soft and steadily become louder
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These are just a few of the parts of composing music! A composer is thinking about how all the instruments will
fit together. They are thinking about the dynamics of the music, the tempo (pace) of the music, and the emotion
of the music. They have to then write that all out, choose a time signature (how many beats are in each bar), and
then make sure they are good at math so they can count out the notes correctly to make everything fit!

Mozart

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in 1756 in Austria. His
father was a composer, and from the time Wolfgang was very
young, it was obvious that he had an incredible gift for music.
You see, Wolfgang was a prodigy—a child born with incredible
talent. Think about what you were like at five years old. What
did you like to do? What were you good at? What things were
you still learning? While most five year olds are just learning
to read and write, Mozart was already composing his first
musical piece! And at the age of seven, he had his first piece
professionally published. By 12, he had already written his first
opera. This is all very impressive for a child, and people loved
to make a big fuss over Mozart. Just imagine family and friends
coming to dinner, and little Wolfgang saying, “Everyone come to
the living room. Allow me to play the opera I’ve written.” Word
spread about the prodigy musician and he and his sister, who
was also quite talented, traveled all over Europe performing for
royalty.

portrait of wolfgang mozart

Sadly, Mozart died at the very early age of 35. Throughout his short life, he composed over 600 pieces of music.
He wrote everything from symphonies and operas to concertos and chamber music. You likely know many
of his pieces without even realizing it. This is because many of his works are still used today in commercials,
television shows, and movies.

you should know
A symphony is a difficult musical composition for a full orchestra, and it usually contains a
sonata (for a soloist) and three other movements.
Operas are dramatic productions with one or more acts set to music for singers and musicians.
Some famous operas include: Madame Butterfly, Carmen, and The Marriage of Figaro.
Concertos are typically a large scale musical composition for a soloist or instruments with
orchestral accompaniment.
Chamber music is an instrumental composition played by a small group of musicians, with
one instrument to a part; probably the most important form being the string quartet that was
developed in the 18th century.
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appreciating classical music

For the remainder of this lesson, we will do something a little
different. We are going to learn how to listen to and appreciate
Classical music. While it might not be your preferred style,
it’s important to appreciate the skill and talent that goes into
composing such complex works of art. We will listen to several
compositions by Mozart and analyze them. That just means
we will think about them and express our thoughts. We will not
listen to the whole song; afterall, Classical music tends to be
quite long! But we will listen to snippets of each one.

listening guide
Composers don’t just think about the notes
and the melody of their music, they also think
about the volume, the build, and the tempo
(or speed). All of these work together to bring
emotion to their pieces. As you listen to the
following pieces, pay attention to the tempo.
See if you can tap out the rhythm of the song.
Does it change? Listen to the volume. Does
it get quieter and louder? How do these
elements impact how the music makes you
feel? Discuss it as a family and, if you want,
look up more music in different genres to
compare and contrast.

First up on our musical adventure is “Serenade No. 13 Eine
kleine Nachtmusik.” Translated into English, this piece is called
A Little Night Music. Serenades are meant to be light and
entertaining, and this one certainly is. You have most likely
heard this piece in commercials or funny sequences during
cartoons. It is one of Mozart’s most recognizable pieces, but
what’s quite interesting is that it was not published until almost 40 years after his death! As you listen to the
song, imagine a scene in your head and be prepared to share what you imagined. Let’s listen!

Activity break
Listen to “Serenade No. 13 Eine kleine Nachtmusik”
and discuss what you imagined while
you were listening.

The next piece we will listen to is called “Symphony No. 41 Jupiter.” This piece was Mozart’s final symphony. It
was written in the summer of 1788 along with two other symphonies, all three of which he wrote in six weeks.
That’s an incredibly short amount of time to compose such beautifully complex music. This particular symphony
is known as one of his greatest works of art. Originally titled “Symphony No. 41,” it earned the nickname “Jupiter”
in the early-1800s because the dramatic trumpets and drums reminded the audience of royalty and the Roman
god, Jupiter.

Activity break
Listen to the first several minutes of
“Symphony No. 41 Jupiter.” As you listen,
pay attention to the strong trumpets at the
beginning of the piece. Doesn’t it sound
like a king or queen might be entering the
room? Also notice how the song builds and
then softens. Why do you think it
was composed this way?
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Our final piece is “Variations on ‘Ah vous dirai-je, maman’: Turkish Rondo.” The song was originally an old
French tune, but in 1781, Mozart took the piece and arranged it 12 different ways. These are called variations.
The result is a beautiful piano piece that I’m quite certain you will recognize!

Activity break
Listen to “Variations on ‘Ah vous dirai-je, maman’: Turkish Rondo.”
Notice the tune. Can you name two popular songs that are set to
this tune? Hints: One is a lullaby and the other teaches you letters!
Listen to the different variations and see if you can still hum the
melody to the lullaby as it’s played.

We took quite the musical journey today! Even if you don’t plan to add a Classical music playlist to your next
roadtrip, I hope you learned to appreciate the talent, skill, creativity, and passion that goes into composing
classical music.
Want to dive deeper? Did you enjoy listening to various Classical pieces today? Mozart is only one of many
composers, and each one has their own personal style. If you’re interested in classical music, take some time this
week to listen to other famous historical composers from the list below. They range from the early-1600s to the
early-1900s and come from all over the world. Compare and contrast the unique style of each composer. How
would you describe the music of each one? Do you prefer the music of one composer to another?

composers:
Johann Sebastian Bach
Ludwig von Beethoven
Frédéric Chopin
Clara Schumann
Peter IllyichTchaikovsky
Claude Debussy
Gustav Mahler
Scott Joplin
Aaron Copeland
Dmitri Shostakovich
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student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 BIBLE Scripture tells us that God wants us to worship

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

Him through song. Students and families will read Psalm
150:1–6 and reflect on the passage. Families are encouraged
to sing a worship song together.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar rules

PAGE 5 ART Students will study and discuss a painting of

and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page every
day this week to complete another activity.

Classical composer Joseph Haydn playing in a string quartet.

PAGE 3 MATH + ART Students will learn different music notes today.
Younger students will clap out the beats, while older students
will learn about time signatures, identify notes, and write out the
rhythm above each measure of music.

• ANSWERS•

upper elementary

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page notebooking
1 1. prodigy

Early Reader
Section 2
1. composer
2. classical

2. composer
3. Classical
4. 600

Section 3
treble clef

bass clef

staff		

notes

page
2

Early Elementary
1. prodigy
2. composer
3. Classical

page
2

language arts
Early Reader
1. December 25, 2020
2. March 28, 1985
3. July 27, 2043
Early Elementary
1. Friday, December 25, 2020
2. Sunday, March 28, 1985
3. Tuesday, July 27, 2043
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1. Get over here, right now!
2. William was delighted that he made the school
play.
3. Just where do you think you’re going?
4. Dig a hole(. or !)
5. Would you like to have some of the cookies I
made?
6. I wouldn’t do that if I were you!

page
3

math + art

page
4

bible
Answers will vary, but could include: The Lord
loves to hear our praise. We can worship God
through prayer, how we use our money, using our
time and talents well, and by listening and obeying
His word.
composers
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School

page
3

page notebooking
1 Middle School only
•

•

page
2

Section 2: Classical music with an uppercase C
refers to music composed, or written, in a particular
time period between 1750–1820. The term
classical (with a lowercase c) is more commonly
used to speak of any type of music that follows
classical structure.
Section 3: child prodigy; composed over 600
pieces of music throughout his lifetime; wrote his
first opera by the age of 12; wrote symphonies,
concertos, operas, and chamber music

math + art
Middle School

High School

page
4

language arts
Middle School
1. After the movie, she got up, stretched, and said,
“Well, that is three hours I’ll never get back.”
2. While she skipped along the path, Jill giggled,
“This is the most fun day!”
3. My mother always said, “They’ll be days like this.”
4. In his most famous speech, Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. proclaimed, “I have a dream!”
5. After her hike, Melissa exclaimed, “God’s creation
is certainly beautiful!”

bible
Answers will vary, but could include: The Lord
loves to hear our praise. We can worship God
through prayer, how we use our money, using our
time and talents well, and by listening and obeying
His word.

High School
1. The psalmist says, “I will lift up my eyes to the hills.
Where does my help come from?”
2. “If your brother’s team wins the game,” my mother
said, “we will go out for pizza and ice cream
afterward.”
3. “My great-grandmother still likes to go to the zoo
with us,” I explained, “even if she has to enjoy it
from her wheelchair.”
4. “I don’t like camping,’’ my sister exclaimed,
“because I am afraid of bugs!”
5. “Please tell her to come here,” she said, “I need to
speak with her.”
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Artists

LESSON

the art of dessert

7

Prayer

Lord, thank you for providing food to nourish
our bodies. Every time we enjoy a delicious meal
or sweet dessert, help us to remember that you
provide for our every need.

Today’s lesson is likely to make your mouth water as we learn about the most delicious art form of all: dessert!
While not all desserts are, at first glance, “artistic,” there are many forms of delectable treats which require
incredible skill and creativity to concoct. Baking and decorating desserts falls into the category of culinary
arts. If you’ll recall, we said that the culinary arts produce artistic products you can eat. For
many people, that makes this art form one of the most enjoyable! But before
we grab our utensils and devour the goodies, let’s take a little stroll down
history lane and discover how desserts became popular.

history

Long before the cakes and cookies which fill our pantries today,
ancient people groups needed a way to satisfy their sweet
tooth. They often had to rely on the food sources that were
available around them. This meant that many people enjoyed
fruits and berries as a naturally sweet snack. Still others indulged
in treats like nuts rolled in honey. When white, refined sugar entered
the scene, it was so expensive that most sugary sweets were only
enjoyed by the wealthy.

you should know

Treats are so delicious, but they are also full of
sugar. Too much sugar can have negative effects
on your health, such as cavities, acne, weight
gain, and exhaustion, just to name a few. While
it’s satisfying to enjoy dessert, it’s important not to
consume too much!
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However, some desserts we know and love today can be
traced back hundreds, even thousands, of years! Take ice
cream, for example. Originally developed in China as early as
3000 BC, the first ice cream was nothing more than ice with
flavor added. As time went on, the Chinese developed other
recipes that included mixing rice and milk and freezing it. As
explorers began traveling the world, they brought recipes
back to their countries and developed them even further. This
is exactly what happened with ice cream! The recipe made
its way across Europe, and eventually to Italy, where it was
perfected and shared with other countries. To this day, Italy
is known for many things, including their creamy, delicious
Italian-style ice cream, gelato.

gelato

Other sweets can be traced back quite some time in history,
as well. The first apple pie made its debut in the late-1300s, while gingerbread was first developed in the 1400s,
and cupcakes made their first appearance in the mid-1700s. All of these sweets have been around for centuries,
but we are still perfecting the recipes today.
Many people who enjoy the art of baking attend culinary school to study the science and method behind
creating the most delicious treats. Developing mouthwatering recipes is truly an art—it requires the baker to
be both skillful and creative with their ingredients. But the way a dessert tastes is not the only important factor.
Equally important is how the dessert looks! Today, we will spend some time exploring the arts of baking and
decorating some of our most beloved treats.

cake decorating

Chocolate, vanilla, red velvet, lemon . . . no matter which you prefer, cakes come in every flavor! They also come
in pretty much every shape.

Sheet cakes

round cakes

bundt cakes

Tiered cakes

cupcakes

cake balls
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In addition to traditional cakes, elaborate custom cakes are a new trend in the world of
dessert art. The bakers who create these masterpieces go by many names. Some
call themselves cake artists, while others are known as cake decorators or cake
designers. Whatever their title, one thing is certain—they are artists! Their
customers have a vision, and their job is to imagine it and bring it to
life.
Instead of creating with pencils and paints, these artists work with
mediums like fondant, gumpaste, candy clay, and icing. Working
these edible decorating elements into their cake design requires
incredible skill.

activity break
Go online and watch
a tutorial on how to
decorate a cake.

Not only should a cake look beautiful, it
should also taste delicious. Have you ever eaten
dry cake? It’s not a very pleasant experience, as it
sticks to the roof of your mouth and gets trapped between
your teeth. A perfect cake, on the other hand, is moist and full of flavor—not
too firm and not too crumbly. Perfecting a cake recipe can take quite some time and requires lots of dedication
from the baker. It also requires someone who is willing to sample all the trial cakes as they develop a signature
mix. Now that sounds like a fun job!

extension activity

Spend a few minutes viewing the work of Duff Goldman and Sylvia
Weinstock. These accomplished cake decorators have the incredible ability
to make their cakes look amazing and taste delicious. As you observe their
work, notice their different styles. Compare and contrast them. How would
you describe the style of their art to someone else?
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pastry chefs

A pastry is a special type of dough made from water, flour, and
shortening. This dough can be sweetened and flavored and is used
as both a base and a covering for many delicious desserts.
Pastries originated in Egypt, but just like ice cream from China
traveled the world because of explorers, pastry recipes also
found themselves traveling to other countries. Because of this,
pastries can be found across the globe. Today, France is known
for its soft, flaky pastry delights. With a bakery on almost every
corner, it’s not hard to find a sweet treat in Paris!

aris
Pierre Hermé P

Macarons

Pastry chefs, or pâtissiers, are people who are very skilled at
working with pastry dough and creating yummy treats and
breads. They often work in the large kitchens of restaurants and hotels,
alongside chefs and other bakers. But their passion goes beyond merely baking dessert. Pastry
chefs take great pride in the delicate appearance, crunchy edges, soft centers, and scrumptious flavors that all
work together to create delicious art for their customers to devour.
One of the most renowned pastry chefs in the world is Pierre Hermé. Do you recall our study of Picasso, one of
the most well known and influential painters of all time? Well, Pierre has been called the Picasso of Pastry because
his desserts are not only delicious, but they are also beautiful!
Pierre began his training at the age of 14, and as the years went on,
his talent and skill set him apart from other pastry chefs. In 2016,
Pierre was named the World’s Best Pastry Chef. What an honor to be
recognized as the best in the world! His amazing works of art can be
enjoyed throughout Europe and Asia, but if you’re wanting to try his
treats in the US, New York City is the only place they are available.

candies

Activity break

Spend some time exploring
Pierre Hermé’s website. There are
beautiful images of his desserts,
some back story on his life, and
how he creates his recipes.

If you aren’t feeling hungry yet, just wait! The last category of dessert
art is sure to impress! You might think of candy as the thing you beg
your mom to buy when you are standing in line at the grocery store, but the reality is, candy is so much more!

Activity break
Go online and take a candy shop tour. You’ll be amazed
at how many beautiful varieties of candy are available!
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A person who makes candy is known as a confectioner. They specialize in
making sweet treats that typically don’t include flour. Who do you think are
the number one customers for a confectioner? If you said kids, you are
correct! Because of this, not only do confectioners need their candies to
taste delicious, they also need them to look appealing. This is because
children tend to be drawn toward colorful, beautiful things.
Have you ever walked into a candy shop? Typically the candy is
displayed in clear cases and just at the right height for children’s eyes.
You see, confectioners know that if they can catch the eyes of children,
their parents are likely to make a purchase! Not only will you see the
beautiful display, you’ll also smell it! Many confectioners make treats, like
fudge, right in their store, and the smell fills the air as you enter. When both your
nose and your eyes are engaged, it’s difficult to leave without purchasing a little snack.

Want to dive deeper?

See if you can find a local candy shop that makes their own confections. Many of these shops will 		
allow you to watch their process. Or find a local bakery that offers cake decorating classes. Maybe
the whole family would like to learn the art of decorating a cake.
Today we learned that dessert truly is an art to be enjoyed with our eyes, nose, taste buds, and stomachs! The
bakers, decorators, and confectioners who make these goodies pour their heart into creating a feast for all of our
senses. Every time you enjoy a tasty confection, you are becoming a connoisseur of one of the most delicious art
forms!

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
students will also research and label the bodies of water and
countries that border Italy.

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students and families will follow a recipe

together to make homemade ice cream, learning that salt is
the special ingredient to make the ice cream cold.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue working on their

writing project for this unit. Younger students will research and
write about their artist’s greatest accomplishments, and older
students will write the introductory paragraph for their artist’s
biography.

PAGE 5 ART Students will design and draw a cake today. Middle
and High School students will also research and include
complimentary flavors and technical design features for their
cake.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will find and label Italy, learn

about Italian foods, and color or draw the country’s flag. Older

• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School

upper elementary

page notebooking
1 Middle School

page social studies
3 1. Mediterranean Sea

•

2. Naples
3. a boot

•

High School
• Section 1: Answers will vary, but could include:
refined, white sugar made desserts easier for all
economical classes to eat jam, bread, cookies, etc.
• Section 2: Answers will vary, but could include:
hard candy (or rock candy), chocolate, caramel,
wet method, dry method, etc.
• Section 3: Answers will vary, but could include:
awarded World’s Best Pastry Chef in 2016, 4th
most influential French person by Vanity Fair in
2016, apprenticed with Gaston Lenotre, etc.

Italian flag
• green: hope
• white: faith
• red: charity
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Section 2: Answers will vary, but could include:
awarded World’s Best Pastry Chef in 2016, 4th
most influential French person by Vanity Fair in
2016, apprenticed with Gaston Lenotre, etc.
Section 3: Answers will vary, but could include:
refined, white sugar made desserts easier for all
economical classes to eat jam, bread, cookies, etc.
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

Middle + High School cont.
page social studies
3

Italian flag
• green: hope
• white: faith
• red: charity

page
4

science
1. The salt lowers the temperature of freezing for the
ice; this makes the ice able to melt eventhough the
temperature is below the normal freezing point of
water
High School only
2. Answers will vary, but could include: de-icing
roads, sidewalks, etc.
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the short story

LESSON

8

Prayer

Your word is the greatest story ever told. We
thank you for the Bible and the way you speak
to us through the story of your Son, Jesus. As we
read your word, help us to see all the ways you
love and care for us.

Have you ever noticed that some things are more interesting to read or listen to than others? Many things
contribute to being a captivating speaker, from body language and dynamics, to organization and flow.
However, most would agree that information told in the form of a story has an innate ability to pull you in, to
help you imagine the speaker’s point of view or perspective, and to make the lesson or topic stick. The art of
storytelling has been part of our culture from the very beginning.
God has instilled in each of us the desire to tell stories and to be part of a story. We want to share what happened
during our day with our closest family and friends. We want to be involved when something
exciting is taking place in our community or home. This desire to be a part of and to tell
stories is one of the things that separates humans from the rest of God’s
creation. We are relational, which means that we relate to, or get
along with, one another through our shared experiences and stories.
God understands this because He designed us this way! And
so He communicates with us through story as well! His word,
the Bible, is one big story that all points to His Son, Jesus. It
tells of creation, our fall into sin, our struggle to reconnect
with God, and God’s plan to reconnect with us. Even though
the Bible is made up of hundreds of short stories, each one
of them fits into the bigger narrative. We have already said
that God is an incredible artist—we see it in the beauty of His
creation: the evening sky and the amazing creatures that cover
the land and fill the waters. But He’s not just a visual artist, He’s
also an author—the author of the greatest story ever told! Literary
art (art we can read) is another way that God shows us who He is
and how much He loves us.
The ability to write and tell stories is an incredible gift God
has given to countless men and women over the years. We
have already discussed the literary art of poetry, and today
we will explore the short story. It is an art form that, when
done well, can have an incredible impact on its audience.
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what is a short story?

Have you ever known someone who tells a story and it never seems to end? Every time you think the story is
over, it takes another twist and keeps on going. Or what about the person whose stories are always a bit drab
and boring? You find yourself yawning while you listen, or your mind begins to wander. Not everyone is a good
storyteller, and even some who are don’t quite know how to keep the story short and sweet. It is truly an art to
capture the essence of a story, to keep it engaging, and to do so in a short, concise manner.
A short story is one that has a full plot, but is much less detailed and significantly shorter than a novel. This
means it has a beginning, middle, and end, but it arrives at the conclusion far more quickly than a chapter book.
Short stories can typically be read in one sitting, and there is often an underlying theme, lesson, or point of view
the author hopes you’ll take away from it.

All short stories contain the five basic story elements:
Characters: Who the story is about.
Setting: Where and when a story takes place.
Plot: The events of the story.
Conflict: A problem or challenge that takes place in the story.
Theme: The moral, lesson, or point the author is making throughout the story.
You will spend more time exploring these elements in your student notebooks, but it’s important for you to
understand that, just as a sentence needs both a subject and a predicate, a story, regardless of length, needs
these five elements. They are the structure upon which the story is built.

Activity break
Select a short story from your personal library or find
one online to read aloud as a family. When you are
finished, identify and discuss the five story elements as
seen in the story you read.

story vs. fable

If you have read one of Aesop’s famous fables or adaptations, such as the “Tortoise and the Hare” or the “Fox
and the Crow,” you might be wondering what the difference is between a fable and a story. A fable is a story, but
a story might not be a fable. Confused? Let’s break down the difference between them.
The main difference is that a story could be many things: real or not, just saying what happened or sharing a
message or moral, a bit longer or a bit shorter, etc. A fable is a very specific type of story. Fables are usually very
short, fictional, often based off of animals, and always have a purposeful moral or lesson that is taught.
Let’s read about one of the most famous storytellers (other than God, who wrote the story of our world) and how
his life impacted his form of art.
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hans christian andersen

Our artist focus today is on Hans Christian
Andersen. While this may be the first time you’ve
heard his name, I’m quite certain you have heard
some of his short stories. Born in Denmark in the year
1805, Andersen was a diverse author—writing plays,
novels, short stories, and poems. However, he is
widely thought of as the author of the first fairy tales,
and these short stories are his most well known works
throughout the world. Having written over 160 short
stories, many adaptations of Andersen’s works are
still shared with children today.
Have you seen the movie The Little Mermaid or
Thumbelina? Have you read “The Princess and the
Pea” or heard the tale of “The Ugly Duckling”? All
of these modern movies and books are adaptations
of Andersen’s original fairy tales. To adapt a story
means to take the original version, in this case
Andersen’s original short stories, and change it. So
while the Disney version of The Little Mermaid isn’t
exactly like Andersen’s original, it has many of the
same characters and a similar plot or story line.
Hans did not have the easiest childhood. Born to poor parents, his father died while he was young, and he
had no choice but to find a job and help support his mother. In addition to poverty, Hans was often picked on
by his peers for his appearance and his high, squeaky voice. This experience with bullying inspired some of his
future stories, such as “The Ugly Duckling.” In fact, many of his stories were said to be autobiographical. That
means they were written about his own life and experience. He loved to write about hardship and trial, and
then show how his characters triumphed in the end. And this is his story as well because in his adulthood he
triumphed—using all those hardships to inspire stories that not only sold and provided for him financially, but also
encouraged or taught lessons to those who read them.
Poverty and bullying weren’t Hans’s only difficulties as a young man. He also struggled with dyslexia. Dyslexia
is a disorder which makes it very difficult for someone to read and write. Many of Hans’s original drafts are
still available for viewing today, and they are filled with errors in spelling and grammar. But he did not let
this challenge stop him. Hans was a storyteller, and he was determined to share his imaginative tales. Before
becoming a professional writer with editors to correct his mistakes, Hans would often speak his stories to his
audience. He even had a little known talent of paper cutting. He would use scissors to cut paper into characters,
and then tell a tale about them to anyone who would listen. He also used these cutouts to illustrate some of his
stories and poems.
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SCULPTURE OF HANS CHRISTIAN ANDERSEN
As an adult, Andersen had great success in his writing career. At one point, he was even given a grant from the
king to travel Europe and explore. The king did this because he felt the explorations would enhance Andersen’s
writing and give him new, creative ideas for his stories. Despite being a well-known author, he continued to
struggle with many issues in his personal life. Unfortunately, Hans suffered from many phobias, or fears. These
fears troubled him throughout his adult life and followed him wherever he went. He even went to great lengths
to make sure he was prepared if one of his phobias should actually happen. It is quite possible that Andersen’s
incredible imagination, which was a blessing and led him to write so many wonderful stories, also plagued his
mind. Unable to disconnect his imagination from reality, he allowed these thoughts to consume him and cause
him great fear.
Hans Christian Andersen was a groundbreaking author who struggled through many hardships. However, he
allowed these hardships to inspire his art, and he left behind a legacy of timeless tales for both children and
adults.

BIBLE Break

Have you ever struggled with fear? Check out these verses and discuss what the Bible
has to say about letting fear consume our thoughts: Isaiah 41:10 and Joshua 1:9. Take
some time to pray as a family that God would give you His
peace and allow you to trust in His provision and protection.
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extension activity
Note to the Teacher: Many of Andersen’s original fairy tales are gruesome and may not be
appropriate for young children.
Select an original Andersen story to read together. Then watch or read a modern
adaptation of the same story. Spend time comparing and contrasting the
original to the modern telling. Look for morals and messages—what can you learn from
the fairy tales? How are fairy tales different from fables or novels? What do you like or
not like about them?

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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Lesson 8

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

the short story

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 BIBLE + LANGUAGE ARTS Jesus used parables to help

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

people understand more about God. Students and families
will read Matthew 13:3–8 and then answer questions to help
them understand the parable.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS + ART Students will learn about short

stories today. Younger students will brainstorm ideas for a story,
and older students will read and analyze a fable.

PAGE 3 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will read about the country of

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions to help

them review. You can use these as oral or written narration or
even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

Denmark and find and label it on a map.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
4

bible + language arts

•
•
•

page
4

characters: who the story is about
setting: where and when a story takes place
plot: the events of the story

page
1

farmer, path, rocky ground, thorns, good soil

page
3

notebooking
•
•
•

•
•

character: the farmer
locations: path, rocky ground, thorns, good soil

middle + high school

upper elementary
page
1

bible + language arts

characters: who the story is about
setting: where and when a story takes place
plot: the events of the story

notebooking
Middle School only
Section 1
• fable: has a moral, often based off of animals or
even inanimate objects, fiction
• short story: non-fiction or fiction, might not have a
purposeful lesson, may be believable
• both: fictional
Section 2
Answers will vary but could include: bullied, from
Denmark, many of his stories are autobiographical,
father of the fairytale

social studies

Section 3
• character: who the story is about
• setting: where and when a story takes place
• plot: the events of a story
• conflict: a problem or challenge that takes place in
the story
• theme: the moral, lesson, or point the author is
making throughout the story
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Lesson 8

the short story

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

• ANSWERS•

middle + high school cont.
page
2

language arts
•
•
•

page
3

•

ants: farming, talking, shrugging shoulders,
working
grasshopper: can play an instrument, talking, is
told to dance (it appears he can)
moral: sometimes it is more important to prepare
for the future than to enjoy the present

page
4

social studies
Middle School
Section 1

fun facts: voted the happiest country in the world;
because it is so flat, many people in Denmark ride
their bikes everywhere; the Danish do not have a
word for please; they have a whole type of pastry
named after them—the Danish pastry

bible + language arts
1. character: the farmer
2. path: birds devoured; rocky ground: shriveled and
died; thorns: choked; good soil: none
3. not every person who hears the good news of
Jesus will understand and believe
High School only
Bonus: Answers will vary, but could include: the seeds
grow and become thriving plants; this represents a
heart that is in tune with the Spirit, immersed in God’s
word, and a heart that God has made open to the
Gospel.

all levels
page
5
Section 3: The Danish flag was first recognized on
June 15, 1219.
Section 4: Answers will vary, but could include: spend
time with family and friends, don’t multitask, remove
things that cause stress, dress comfortably, create a
cozy environment with candles, blankets, and tea or
hot chocolate, etc.

PRE-READER: Questions 1–4
EARLY READER: Questions 1–5
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–6
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–9
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

High School
• location: northwestern Europe
• climate: cold
• culture: Hygge, friendly, happy
• Hygge: Answers will vary, but could include:
spend time with family and friends, don’t
multitask, remove things that cause stress, dress
comfortably, create a cozy environment with
candles, blankets, and tea or hot chocolate, etc.
• flag: red and white; oldest in the world; June 15,
1219
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10.
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a person who draws cartoons
composes music
storyteller
Answers will vary.
fairy tales
Answers will vary, but could include: country, rock,
rap, Christian, Classical, indie, hip-hop, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include: Mozart,
Beethoven, Haydn, Chopin, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include: patisserie,
confectionary, baking, etc.
characters, setting, plot, conflict, and theme
It means that he excelled at composing from a
very young age
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yer
PraHeavenly
Father, you are so good to us. Thank

you for the gifts of beauty we see all around us.
We ask that you fill our home with your peace
and love today.

Because of the abundance of nude
sculptures, we have chosen not to ask
students to look up pictures or research
examples of what they are learning
about today. As always, use your own
discretion and/or do a bit of research
before you begin the lesson if you want
to look up some famous sculptures.

Did you know that you are surrounded by art?
Every time you turn on the radio, you hear the art
of songwriters and musicians. Each time you
drive by a tall building, you are able to view the
art of an architect. When you read a book, you
experience the art of the author. Our lives are
immersed in art!
Sculpture is another art form that is found all around
us. Sculpture is a three-dimensional artistic creation.
This means that we can see its length, width, and
height, and it also makes sculpture very different
from other forms of visual art. For example, think
about a painting. When you view a painting, you
are able to see its length and its height, but you
cannot see its width. A painting is flat, making it
two-dimensional. But a sculpture is 3D. This gives it depth and,
many times, allows the viewer to actually walk around it and view
it from every angle.
There are two forms of sculptures: in the round and relief. In the
round sculptures can be viewed from all sides, and they stand
on their own. This type of sculpture is often found in parks and at
memorials. Relief sculptures are attached to a background or
carved out of a wall, so you cannot see the back of the artwork.
These are typically found as decoration inside buildings.

statue of liberty
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material

Sculptures are made from many different materials. Early sculptures were made of clay because it was so easy to
find and was simple to mold. However, as time went on, artists began sculpting with metals, such as bronze. They
appreciated the shine of the metal, and it also proved to be more durable than clay. Wood was another popular
sculpture material, particularly in Africa. Stone, such as marble and granite, has been a popular choice for
outdoor sculptures over the years because it is able to resist the damage of the sun and weather. While many of
these are still used today, modern sculptors have branched out and started using other interesting materials for
their work. Today, you can find sculptures made of plastic, wax, fabric, or even trash! Concrete is another popular
choice for modern, outdoor sculptures because it is inexpensive and strong.

process

Artists create sculptures in four different ways: carving, modeling, casting, and constructing. Carving starts
with a material, such as wood or stone. The artist cuts or carves the material until it reaches the desired shape.
Modeling involves taking a softer material, such as clay, and the artist uses their hands to shape and mold it into
a piece of art, like playing with play dough! Once the artist achieves the desired shape, the clay is baked, causing
it to harden and hold its shape. Casting is a way to copy, or reproduce, a sculpture. In this method, a cast is
made around the original. Once it hardens, it is removed and filled with plaster. When the plaster dries, the cast
is carefully chipped away and a perfect replica of the original statue remains. Finally, constructing is when an
artist puts a variety of materials together. This might involve nailing, gluing, or welding materials until the artist’s
vision is achieved.

sculptor at work
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statues

One common type of sculpture is a statue. Statues are three
dimensional creations that represent a living being, like a
person or an animal. Have you ever seen a beautiful statue or
monument when you were at a park, in a garden, or visiting
a government building? One of the most famous statues in
recent history is Christ the Redeemer in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
This impressive piece of art towers 98 feet (29.87 m), not
including the pedestal, above the peak of Mount Corcovado
and overlooks the city below. Built in 1931, it is now considered
one of the Seven Wonders of the World, and its location
and size make it visible from just about anywhere in the
surrounding area.
Long before Christ the Redeemer was created, sculptors were
designing three dimensional statues. In fact, statues can
be traced back nearly to the beginning of human history.
Ancient Egypt is perhaps the most notable example of early
sculpture. For nearly 3,000 years, Egyptian artists carved
and sculpted amazing works of art, many of which are still
standing today.
Sculpture has been a valued artform for thousands of
years, and there are many sculptors whose works are truly
treasured. Let’s get to know one of these inspiring artists.

christ redeemer statue in rio

de janeiro, brazil

did you know?
The outstretched arms of
Christ the Redeemer resemble
a cross for those viewing it
from a distance. And for those
who view it up close, the size
and proportion of the statute
is impressive. Would you say
that Christ the Redeemer is an
in the round or relief sculpture?

The Great Sphinx of Giza guards the pyramid tombs of Egypt. Built over
4,000 years ago and measuring 241 feet (73.45 m) long and 66 feet
(20.11 m) high, it is one of the oldest and largest statues in the world.
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Michelangelo Buonarroti

Born in Italy during the Renaissance, Michelangelo Buonarroti was a well-loved painter, architect, and sculptor.
At the age of 13, he began an apprenticeship with a local artist, and word of his talent traveled quickly. By
14, Michelangelo was invited to live in the home of the Medici family. The Medicis were the rulers of Florence
and had a great appreciation for art. During his time in their home, he learned a great deal from other artists
and was surrounded by those who valued education and higher thinking. All of these influences impacted his
abilities as an artist and gave his work a type of refinement and insight that had never been seen before. While
Michelangelo thrived in many areas of art, he thought of himself as a sculptor first and foremost.
Michelangelo’s talent and connections with wealthy families led to many commissions, including one from the
leader of the Roman Catholic Church, the Pope himself. Pope Julius ll hired Michelangelo to carve the grand
entrance to his tomb, which seems like an odd request since the Pope was still very much alive! However, just like
the pharaohs of Egypt carved grand statues to protect their graves, other leaders throughout history desired
large, elaborate tombs so they would be remembered after they had died.
Michelangelo set out with an extravagant plan to carve a tomb with over 20 life-size figures. However, in the
middle of his work, the Pope also commissioned him to paint the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel. Unfortunately,
this project took a long time, and when Michelangelo was able to return to his work on the tomb, the Pope had
already passed away. Because of this, Michelangelo changed his plans and made it a much smaller project than
he had originally wanted. Still, the centerpiece of the tomb of Pope Julius ll is perhaps one of the most detailed,
true-to-life statues of Michelangelo’s career. Carved from marble, Moses is an impressive statue that measures 8
feet (2.4 m) tall. Under his arm, he holds the tablets with the Ten Commandments written on them. Let’s spend a
few minutes studying this statue.
Observe the texture of the clothing Moses is wearing
and the hair of his beard. Even though it’s carved
from marble, these elements
of the statue almost appear soft.

Notice the expression on Moses’s face. He
appears to be in deep thought, deeply troubled,
or even angry. What do you think Michelangelo
wanted us to feel when viewing this statue?
teacher’s guide LESSON 9
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Because he had many talents and produced an extraordinary amount of work, Michelangelo is considered by
many to be one of the greatest artists of all time.

modern sculpture

Just like any other art form, sculpture has changed over the years. No longer bound to human form, modern
sculptors spend a great deal of time creating abstract works of art. These pieces don’t simply show you what the
artist wants you to see and feel. Instead, they use shapes and dimensions to convey the artist’s point.

What shapes do you see in this sculpture? What do
you think the shapes represent?
Which method of sculpting do you think was
used for this piece? Carving, casting, molding, or
constructing?
What materials were used to make this sculpture?
Why do you think the artist chose these
materials for this project?

Whether it’s a sphinx guarding the tomb of a
pharaoh, a statue of Moses, or a modern abstract
piece in a city park, sculpture has been an important
part of art history for thousands of years.

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)

extension activity
There are many other forms of
sculpture to study, so if you’d like to
dig a bit deeper, spend some time
exploring Chinese jade sculpture or
African wood carvings.
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Lesson 9

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

sculptors

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

their own sculpture, and Middle and High School students will
research.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 HISTORY + SCIENCE + ART Students will read about how

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue working on their

Artist Profile. Younger students will explain why they chose their
artist, and older students will research their artist’s childhood.

paint is made and how the process of creating dyes and
colors has changed over time. There is also an opportunity for
students to make their own paint.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will learn about the Great Sphinx today.

PAGE 5 BIBLE + ART God has created each and every one of us

Early Reader–Upper Elementary students will plan and design

for a specific purpose. Students and families will read Isaiah
64:8 and reflect on this truth.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

middle + high school
page
1

notebooking
Early Reader
carving, casting, modeling, constructing
Early Elementary
• carving: the artist cuts or carves the material until
it reaches the desired shape
• molding: the artist uses a soft material, such as
clay, and shapes or molds it into a piece of art
• casting: used to to copy or reproduce another
sculpture by creating a cast around it, then filling
the mold with plaster
• constructing: when an artist puts a variety of
materials together to create art

upper elementary
page
1

Section 2
Michelangelo: famous painter and sculptor;
Sistine Chapel; Moses sculpture; was asked to do
commissioned work
Section 3
molding: the artist uses a soft material, such as clay,
and shapes or molds it into a piece of art
casting: used to copy or reproduce another sculpture
by creating a cast around it, then filling the mold with
plaster
constructing: when an artist puts a variety of materials
together to create art
carving: the artist cuts and carves the material until it
reaches the desired shape
High School only
Section 2
in the round: not attached to anything
relief: appear to be coming out of whatever they are
attached to
both: 3D

notebooking
Section 2
Michelangelo: painter, architect, sculptor; Sistine
Chapel, Moses—meant for Pope Julius II; was often
commissioned for his work
Section 3
1. carving 2. molding 3. casting 4. constructing
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Lesson 9
sculptors

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

• ANSWERS•

middle + high school cont.
page
2

language arts
Middle School
Section 1
Sahara, 66, 240, limestone
Section 2
Answers will vary depending on location and scope of
research.
High School
Section 1
location: Egypt; Sahara Desert
age: 2494 B.C.
materials: limestone
method: slaves and craftsmen chiseling with stone
hammers and copper chisels
size: 66 ft. x 62 ft x 239.5 ft. (20 m x 19 m x 73 m)
purpose: unknown
Section 2
Answers will vary depending on location and scope of
research.
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Artists

actors

LESSON

10

Prayer

Lord, we thank you for the role you have called us
to play as part of your family. You ask us to love
you and love others. We pray that you would fill
us with your love so that we can pour it out on
everyone we see today.

William Shakespeare, a famous playwright and poet, included the line below in his comedy As You Like It. The
meaning seems to be that life is one big performance, and each of us plays a certain role. While this might seem
like an odd way to view life, it’s actually not much different from what the Bible says about our purpose.
If we are followers of Jesus, then we have a role to play! We are to tell others about the good news of Jesus, make
disciples, baptize people (Matthew 28:19), forgive each other (Ephesians 4:32), bear fruit (Matthew 12:35), act
justly, love mercy, (Micah 6:8), love God, and love each other (Matthew 22:37–40). Christians are called to live
their lives in obedience to God and that makes us part of God’s great story! But, unlike professional actors who
are merely pretending to be someone else, Christians should desire to not only act like, but to become more and
more like Jesus himself. For those who truly love God, acting like Jesus isn’t acting at all! It’s the role they were
meant to play.
But for professional actors, acting like another person is their job. An actor is someone who pretends to be
another person to help tell a story. Some actors perform on a stage in plays, while others perform in front
of cameras for television and movies. Both stage and film actors represent a character in a way that is so
convincing, it pulls the audience into the story. Let’s get started by raising the curtain on the world of theater and
explore the history of stage acting.

All the world’s
a stage, and all the
men and women merely players.
–William Shakespeare
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you should know
The word actress
refers to a female who
acts. However, the word
actor can be used for both
males and females, as it
simply refers to a
person who acts.

The First Actor

Acting, as we know it today, has not been around as long as
other art forms. The first examples of acting can be traced
back to ancient Greece, where members of a choir would
dress in costumes and masks as they sang and honored their
gods. However, it wasn’t until much later that acting became a
performance of lines and drama.

In the mid-6th century BC, a Greek festival was hosted in
honor of the god, Dionysus. During this festival, people
competed in song, music, dance, and poetry. It was during
the poetry competition that the first actor emerged. A man named Thespis astounded the audience with his
dramatic performance of poetry. He jumped up on a wooden cart and began speaking and performing with so
much enthusiasm, that he seemed to actually be the character in the poem. The audience was amazed and he
became one of the winners of the festival. His performance started a new tradition which carries on to this day—
acting! But not only does the tradition live on, so does his name. Thespis became known as the father of all future
actors, and so today, an actor is called a thespian.

activity break

Thespis wowed his audience with a dramatic reading of a poem. Just for
fun, select a poem, practice reading it several times, and then perform it
for your family as dramatically as possible. This might be most fun with
a silly poem from a poet such as Shel Silverstien or Jack Prelutsky.

stage acting

Have you ever been to a play? When you sit down
inside the theater and the lights dim, you know the
show is about to begin. As the curtain rises, the actors
take the stage. For the next two hours, anywhere
from 1–100 actors work together to tell a story
by pretending they are someone else. There are
one-man shows in which only one actor performs
the entire time, and then there are huge musical
productions which require dozens upon dozens
of actors to play a variety of roles. A play, when
performed well, can have an incredible impact on
the audience, causing them to feel a connection
with the characters. But where did the tradition of
acting on a stage begin?
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It makes sense that, since the first actor was Greek, the first plays would be Greek as well. Originally written for
one actor, plays were performed in large, outdoor amphitheaters. One main character, the protagonist, or good
guy, would tell the story while a chorus of up to 50 actors would support the story in the background. Eventually,
playwrights began adding a second actor, the antagonist. This character would be involved in conflict with the
protagonist and the two would tell the story along with a chorus of about a dozen actors. Over time, the number
of main actors increased, and so did the popularity of theater. The concept soon spread throughout Greece,
Europe, and eventually, the rest of the world!
From its beginnings in Ancient Greece, to the modern world of musical theater, stage acting has gone through
quite the transformation! Did you know that acting roles were originally filled only by men? Men would
even dress up like women to play the female characters in a play. This was partly because acting was not
considered respectable or ladylike. However, all of that changed in the early-1660s. Women from many different
backgrounds proved themselves to be good at the art of drama and proficient at memorizing lines. By the 1700s,
actresses, such as Eleanor (Nell) Gwyn, were highly sought after.
The change in theater can be seen in other ways as well. Today’s theaters are much different from the original
amphitheaters of Greece. While they vary in terms of decor and size, most modern theaters are indoors, while
ancient amphitheaters were uncovered outside. Ancient amphitheaters relied on acoustics to project sound,
but today we have modern sound equipment that allows us to build differently and fit more people. Some of the
most popular theaters in the world are located in New York City. There, a theater district known as Broadway, is
home to many beautiful performance venues. Every week, there are approximately 150 performances of over 18
different plays, and tourists travel from all over the world to view them. The actors who perform on Broadway are
considered to be the best in the business. In fact, making it to Broadway is the dream of many young thespians.
It’s important to know that, while Broadway tends to be the goal of most stage actors today, there are many
other ways for thespians to practice their craft without ever reaching a stage in New York. Most towns have
theater companies that audition and cast local talent. In addition, there are traveling theater troupes, and even
Christian theater companies such as Sight and Sound Theater, which produce professional quality productions.
Because of this, actors are not limited to the Broadway dream in order to share their art with the world!
In addition, if you love theater, you do not have to save your money until you’re able to afford a trip to Broadway.
Instead, you can support local actors by viewing local shows. This allows you to be part of cultivating the love of
performing arts in your own community!

modern theater
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film acting

Long after stage acting became popular around the world, the Lumiere brothers,
Louis and Auguste, produced the first motion picture in Paris in 1895. While
the story line of that first film was nothing remarkable, the new technology
of moving pictures would forever change the world of acting. Seven
years later, in 1903, the first movie with a storyline was produced
by Thomas Edison. The Great Train Robbery was a silent, black
and white film which told
the story of a band of
activity break
criminals who rob a train.
View The Great Train Robbery
This new form of storytelling
online. How has filmmaking
became popular rather
progressed since the
quickly, and both movie studios
production of that first film?
and movie theaters began
popping up everywhere.
Acting for film in the early years was quite different from performing on
stage. For one thing, the earliest films were silent, so the actors could not
convey their emotions through their words. Instead, they had to use their facial expressions and body language to
engage the audience. This made for some pretty dramatic scenes, but people loved it! As technology progressed,
sound was added to film and actors’ roles became more personal and involved. Eventually, movies were filmed
in color and special effects were added. When you compare the movies of today to those of just over 100 years
ago, it’s amazing to see how far they’ve come! Actors have had to change their methods, as well. While film
acting used to be far more dramatic, much like the acting that took place on stage, today’s actors are very true
to life. When you watch them on camera, it’s as though you are watching someone have a normal conversation
because the acting is so natural. Conveying such genuine emotion on camera is quite challenging, especially if a
scene needs to be shot several times, but the talented actors of the film industry are up to the task!

landing a job

When an actor hears about a role, they may choose to audition for the part. This usually involves reading a
portion of the script in front of the play’s director. If the play is a musical, the actor will also need to sing, and
possibly dance, as part of the audition. The director will carefully consider all of the actors who auditioned, and
then decide on a cast for the play. The cast is the list of actors who will play each part. When an actor receives a
phone call that they’ve been casted (or given a part), there is great reason to celebrate! Even the smallest parts in
a play are important, and actors know that it is an honor to be involved in a performance, no matter how big or
small their role.
Actors may spend weeks, or even months, preparing for their role. They study the character they will portray,
learning all about the character’s past, hobbies, job, and family. If their character has an accent, the actor will
learn how to speak with the specific accent needed. If the character walks with a limp, the actor will practice
walking with a limp until it is convincing. If the character has to endure some type of emotional trauma, the actor
will research what it is like to go through that experience so they can portray it well. Actors are dedicated to
bringing stories to life by portraying the characters they play. This is their artform and, while many are born with
the gift, most spend a great deal of time in school and workshops learning techniques to become more believable
for their audience.
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julie andrews

One of the most beloved stage and film actors of all time is a woman by the name of Julie Andrews. Known
for her charm and skill, along with a voice that is crystal clear and pleasing to the ear, Andrews has long been
considered an accomplished and talented actor. Born in 1935 in Surrey, England, Julie first began performing
at the age of 10 alongside her mother. She was quickly recognized as having an incredible talent and her
performance career took off. She made her Broadway debut in 1954 in a musical called The Boy Friend. Just two
years later, in 1956, she played Eliza Doolittle in My Fair Lady.
Remember how we learned that actors will spend a great deal of time preparing for their role? Well the role of
Eliza Doolittle was very challenging because of the thick accent it required and the broad vocal range for the
songs. However, Julie Andrews was born for
the role and was even nominated for a Tony
you should know
Award for her performance. Although she
A Tony Award is given for excellence in
did not win, she continued on in theater,
playing
a role in Broadway Theater. It is
playing several more roles on Broadway
considered a great honor to be nominated.
before transitioning to a career in film.
An Oscar is an award given by the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for
Julie Andrews went on to have a long
creative and technical skill in a movie.
career in film. Some of her most popular
film roles were that of Maria in The Sound
of Music and Mary Poppins in Mary Poppins. While she did not receive a Tony for her Broadway performances,
she received several Oscar nominations for her roles on camera. In 1965, she won the Oscar for Best Actress in
Mary Poppins. Throughout her long career, she has won many other awards and is considered by many to be one
of the most beloved actresses of all time. Her ability to perform both on stage and on camera gave her many
opportunities to play a variety of characters over the years, bringing art, laughter, love, hope, and awareness to
the world.

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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actors

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar rules

and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page every
day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 4 SCIENCE + HISTORY Students will read about Thomas

Edison and his inventions that helped performing artists.
Younger students will rabbit trail to learn more, and older
students will research.

PAGE 5 ART Students will learn about the comedy and tragedy
masks of ancient Greece and design their own.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students and families will read about silent films,
then have the opportunity to make their own.

• ANSWERS•

early reader + Early Elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
2

language arts

•
•

Section 3
6th century B.C. at a festival for Dionysus, people
would read poetry, sing, dance, and perform music;
Thespis stood up and began reciting a poem; his
recitation was so filled with enthusiasm that he really
seemed to be the characters in the poem; he won a
prize, but also became known as the father of acting;
actors are also called thespians in his honor
Section 4
practice; audition; some actors go to school and get a
degree

protagonist: the good guy
antagonist: in conflict with the good guy

Early Reader
1. Toronto, Ontario 2. Austin, TX 3. Ft. St. John, BC
Early Elementary
1. Toronto, Ontario 2. Austin, TX 3. Rome, Italy

page
4

science + history
Rabbit trail: What did they look like?: Wooden box
with a cone-shaped speaker coming from the top.
What kind of changes have happened?: They have
become smaller, and run off of electricity. Modern
devices can also store information.
Down the rabbit hole: Who invented paraffin paper
and why?: Thomas Edison invented it for his telegraph
to record the audio spoken into the machine. What do
we use it for today?: We use it as a non-stick baking
paper today, wax paper.

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking

Section 2
protagonist: the main character of a story; has to
overcome something or achieve something
antagonist: the character the protagonist is “fighting”
against
109
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page
2

page
4

language arts
1. This morning I saw blue jays, juncos, downy
woodpeckers, and white-breasted nuthatches at my
feeders. 2. I really wish that you would just be quiet
and listen to me. 3. In the end, he was able to get
what he wanted. 4. Did you know that she is not just a
talented singer, but she is also a talented actress? 5. At
the end of the day, I was so tired that I fell asleep in my
clothes. 6. But the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace,
patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness,
and self-control.

science + history
See Early Elementary answers.

actors
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
page
1

page
2

notebooking
Section 1
See Upper Elementary Section 3 answers.
Middle School only
Section 2
protagonist: the main character or “good guy” in a work
of art
antagonist: the person or thing the protagonist struggles
against
Broadway: theater district in New York City
thespian: actor or actress
page
Section 3
stage acting: done on a stage, written by a playwright, 4
performed live
film acting: done in front of cameras, not live, written by
a screenwriter
both: performance art, lines memorized, includes a set,
costumes, and props
High School only: Section 3
Julie Andrews: Born in 1935 in Surrey, England, Julie first
began performing at the age of 10 alongside her mother.
She was quickly recognized as having an incredible
talent and her performance career took off. She made
her Broadway debut in 1954 in a musical called The
Boy Friend. Just two years later, in 1956, she played Eliza
Doolittle in My Fair Lady.

language arts
Middle School
1. The psalmist says, “I will lift up my eyes to the hills.
Where does my help come from?”
2. “If your brother’s team wins the game,” my mother
said, “we will go out for pizza and ice cream
afterward.”
3. “You know what they say,” she said, “common
sense isn’t as common as you’d think.”
4. “My great-grandmother still likes to go to the zoo
with us,” I explained, “even if she has to enjoy it
from her wheelchair.”
5. “I don’t like camping,” my sister exclaimed,
“because I am afraid of bugs!”
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High School
1. “What did you say,” my teacher asked.
2. “Did you hear what she said? She said, ‘she doesn’t
want to go,’” my brother yelled at me.
3. The Bible says, “God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and
there was light.”
4. To quote my father, “Well, your grandpa always said,
‘You can make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.’”
5. “I’m not happy with you, and I want to know why you
think it’s okay to say, ‘no,’ to me,” I heard my mom say.
6. “‘You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.’ At least that’s
what they say,” she said as she chuckled to herself.

science + history
Section 1
• phonograph: Answers will vary, but could include:
used a stylus or needle that followed grooves on
a record; the vibrations created were turned into
sound, etc.
• CD player or MP3 player: Answers will vary, but
could include: much smaller and/or portable,
music is stored digitally and less likely to be
damaged (MP3 player), etc.
• kinetograph: Answers will vary, but could include:
large and bulky, had to use an electrical outlet, use
celluloid film that advanced through the machine,
etc.
• video camera: Answers will vary, but could
include: much smaller and/or portable, videos are
stored digitally, the technology is affordable and
more widespread, etc.
Section 2
the performing arts could now be viewed from the
comfort of your own home

actors

Artists
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Prayer

God, you have given each of us gifts and talents.
Help us use those gifts to bring you glory. Help
us to use our talents to share your love and tell of
your goodness.

Have you ever done something amazing and not received credit? Maybe you worked on a project with other
students and you know you put in the most effort, but everyone else received the praise. Perhaps you decided
to surprise your mom by doing the dishes, and then she never thanked you. Or maybe you came up with an
incredible idea, shared it with friends, and then someone stole it. It can be so disheartening when we work hard
and others don’t see or appreciate our effort. Unfortunately, this happens often in the world of theater and
movies.

BIBLE Break

The Bible has something to say about who we work for and about receiving praise
for our good deeds. It reminds us that we serve the Lord, and He is the only one
whose opinion matters. So the next time you are feeling down about not being seen
or appreciated, remember this verse from Colossians 3:23–24,
“Whatever you do, work heartily, as for the Lord and not
for men, knowing that from the Lord you will receive the
inheritance as your reward. You are serving the Lord Christ.”

In our last lesson, we learned about stage and film actors. Since they are the
ones who portray the characters and are seen by the audience, they often
receive the most credit if a play or movie succeeds. For the most part, we can all
name our favorite actor, but can any of you name your favorite playwright
or screenwriter? Come to think of it, do you know what a playwright or
screenwriter is? They are the unsung heroes of the world of acting. Every
line that every actor performs was written by someone. A playwright
or screenwriter is responsible for creating the characters we know and
love.They develop the story, the setting, and the conflict of the movie or
play that we enjoy. When the script is for a play, the author is called a
playwright. When it’s for a movie, the author is called a screenwriter. While
the actors tend to get all the glory, they wouldn’t have a role to play without
the writer.
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writing a script

Playwrights and screenwriters write the stories for plays and movies. But, unlike a short story author or a novelist
who typically writes in paragraphs, their scripts are written in a different format. Every line of the play or movie is
written out next to the character’s name. Because of this, a script reads like a conversation. Let’s take a look at an
example:

a homeschoolers parent/teacher conference

MOM is sitting at the table with a mug of steaming coffee. Homeschool magazines, curriculum,
and a planner are strewn about the table haphazardly. She stares distractedly at the wall
in front of her.
MOM I don’t know if I can do another math problem. I’m not even good at math!
KID 1 Mom! Can I have a snack now! I’m so hungry, I’m starving!
MOM You ate lunch 10 minutes ago. Go and play for a few minutes so that mom can think.
(KID 1 slowly slumps away, dragging their feet, head drooping to the ground, clutching their
stomach in a dramatic attempt for sympathy.)
(MOM scrolls through her phone .)
I think I saw somebody post a book that would go amazing with our unit this month. Maybe
I can find it at our library.
KID 2 Mom! Malakai isn’t sharing the puppy. He keeps taking her away every time we try to
walk with it! It’s not fair!
MOM Didn’t you know? It’s your new homeschool class, how to negotiate and collaborate
despite disagreements. You’re being graded on your ability to handle this situation, off you
go!
(KID 2, looking unimpressed, goes off to find something else to do.)
I just saw the amazing art wall that Jessica did with her kids. Maybe I should see if I can find
some supplies to do that. How much would that even cost? Maybe I’ll just drink some more
coffee instead and let the kids make “art” with the sand outside. Janiah! Stop dragging your
blanket through the dirt! Where are your shoes?!?!
(MOM Takes a sip of her coffee and grimaces.)
Coffee is officially cold. How long have I been sitting here?
KID 1 Mom! Is it snack time now?!?! I’ve been waiting 10 whole minutes!
(MOM passes KID 1 a granola bar.)
MOM I guess parent/teacher interviews are over. In short, I think I’m doing an excellent job.
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If this scene had been written for a book, it might include details about what the house looked like, what the
coffee tasted like, or even what mom was thinking. It would have contained lots of adjectives and adverbs to help
us imagine everything, including what the characters were feeling. It would have been written in a paragraph
and included dialogue to show the reader what each character was saying. But when writing for a script, it’s not
necessary to add so many details. This is because the details will be clear to the audience when they watch the
play or movie. For example, the writer doesn’t need to say things like:
Mom could taste the burnt flavor of old coffee, the tepid temperature saying it was time to move on with her day.
The reason the writer doesn’t need to say this is because, during the play or movie, the audience can see what is
happening rather than having to be told. Leaving out these details makes a script a bit more simple to write, and
also gives creative freedom to the actors to portray the characters the way they feel is best. However, sometimes
a playwright or screenwriter will give small hints or details about how they want a line read or what they want a
character to do. These special notes are called stage directions.

activity break
Take turns acting out this scene with your family, making your own
play, or finding one online to act out. As the actors, make some
decisions about how your character might talk or what props you
might use. See how many different ways you can play the scene.

playwright, william shakespeare
Did you know
Shakespeare wrote 37
plays, 154 sonnets, and
many poems?

Maybe Shakespeare
was a great writer
because he also acted
in his own plays!

The Globe, where
many of Shakespeare’s
plays were performed,
burned down in 1613,
but don’t worry! It was
rebuilt!

Shakespeare had three
children, however
he has no known
descendants.
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One of the most well known and esteemed playwrights of all time was William Shakespeare. Born in England in
1564, not much is known about his early life other than he was one of six children.
Married at the age of 18, William had three children, one of whom passed
away at the age of 11. This must have been very difficult for
him, and likely became a source of some of the pain he
communicated in his writing.
By the early 1590’s Shakespeare was one of the managers
of an acting company called the Lord Chamberlain’s Men
in London. This group was quite popular at the time, and
there is some evidence that Shakespeare earned his living
writing and acting in his own plays with the troupe. At one point,
Shakespeare actually invested in the building of a theater called
The Globe. Here, he was able to produce his own works.
During the course of his life, Shakespeare wrote 37 plays.
These were a combination of historical plays, comedies, and
romance. Perhaps his most famous works were Romeo and
Juliet and Hamlet. These plays are still performed today and
have even been turned into motion pictures. Shakespeare
was also a poet, and his love of wordplay and rhythm helped
create a type of movement in the dialogue of his plays. This
poetic tendency makes several of his scenes quite easy to
memorize. Because of this, many actors recite his writing when
they audition for roles in theater.
However, it can be quite difficult for those of us today to
understand Shakespeare’s writing. That is because he was writing
during the 16th century when words had different meanings and
language tended to be more complex.
William Shakespeare had a beautiful way of communicating human
emotion in his writing. While his style and wording might, at first
glance, seem outdated, his plays have stood the test of time and
continue to be among the most loved and respected works of their kind.

activity break
Take a moment to read through one of Shakespeare’s sonnets or a famous
scene from one of his plays. Discuss the meaning, and if you are stumped,
see if you can find an analysis online.
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screenwriters, the kendrick brothers

Born in Athens Georgia, brothers Alex and Stephen Kendrick always had a love
of the arts. They began shooting their own movies as pre-teens on Super 8mm
film, and often got themselves in trouble while recording special effects.
Afterall, shooting off fireworks and dodging speeding cars is a sure-fire
way to obtain some injuries! But the boys didn’t let a few setbacks stop
them. When they eventually received their first video camera, their love
of film and storytelling only grew. While their parents encouraged their
creativity, they also encouraged their relationship with God. Alex
and Stephen’s father was a minister, and he knew very well just
how important it was for his sons to have a personal relationship with Jesus.
This foundation of faith would later become their mission in screenwriting.
Both Alex and Stephen attended college and eventually became ministers themselves.
Over the years, they worked together in the same churches, always using their passion
for filmmaking to serve the community and share their faith. Then, one day in 2002,
Alex approached the senior pastor of his church and shared his dream of writing and
producing a full length Christian film. While the church could not provide the money
needed to make the movie, the pastor was supportive of the project. Alex and Stephen prayed and began writing
the script. Before long, God provided the $20,000 they needed to make the movie. Their first movie, Flywheel,
premiered in April of 2003 and, to everyone’s surprise, it was a hit! The movie eventually aired on television and
even won the Gold Crown Award for best screenplay.
This success convinced the brothers that God was behind their dream and mission, and they decided to write
and create another movie. But before they began writing the next script, they asked God for His direction.
Listening to the prompting of the Holy Spirit, the brothers started writing the script for Facing the Giants. Once
again, the movie was a success. The brothers were thrilled because their film clearly showed who God is and
how He can help us overcome fear. The idea that so many people
were watching their movie assured them that God could use their
talents to tell the world about Jesus.
Over the next several years, the brothers wrote and
produced several other films—each one, a greater
success than the last. Throughout the process, they
remained true to their belief that screenwriting and
film production could be used for God’s glory.

Students

No matter what your talents—whether you’re a
great cook, a talented football player, a good
listener, a beautiful singer—God wants you to use
your gifts to share His love with the world. Just as the
Kendrick brothers pray and commit their work to God,
commit your life to Him and ask for His guidance. In doing
so, you’ll be able to use your gifts, not just for the purpose of
fame or wealth, but to make an impact on people and change
their lives for God’s glory.
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It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 ART Students and families will read about the Globe

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue to work on their

PAGE 5 BIBLE Students will be challenged to use what they know

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

Theatre. Younger students will assemble a diorama, and older
students can either draw or make a visual representation.

Artist Profile writing project for this unit.

about plays to create their own to go along with a Bible story.
Space is provided to draw the story of their choice or write
stage notes and a script to help them plan their play.

PAGE 3 ART + SCIENCE Students will read about quill pens and

try making their own. If they are unable to make their own, an
adaptation is included to watch a video of a quill pen being
made.

• ANSWERS•

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking
Section 1: See map to the right.
Section 2
playwrights: write plays; Shakespeare is a famous
playwright; he helped build the Globe Theatre in
London; known for Romeo and Juliet and Hamlet;
hard to understand because 16th century English was
very different than modern English
screenwriters: write movie scripts; Kendrick brothers—
Christian brothers who write and make movies; Facing
the Giants is one of their movies; were ministers before
they “made it big”

middle + high school
page
1

notebooking

page
3

art + science

Section 1: See map to the right.
Shakespeare: a famous playwright; he helped build
the Globe Theatre in London; known for Romeo and
Juliet and Hamlet; hard to understand because 16th
century English was very different than modern English
Section 3
playwrights: write plays; screenwriters: write movies
feathers; St. Isidore of Seville; carefully sanded down
and carved at the tip; the hollow part of the feather
(shaft) would hold the ink that the pen was dipped in
to allow it to be used for writing
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LESSON

12

Prayer

Father, thank you that you see everything, that
you know everything. We try to capture moments
and memories and feelings to remember, and
yet you never forget. Help us to remember your
goodness and faithfulness to us today.

Have you ever wondered why people ask you to say “cheeeeeeeese” when they take your
picture? While it might seem cheesy, there’s actually a very good reason. You see,
when your mouth forms the word cheese and holds out the /ee/ sound, your
lips are in the shape of a smile. Go ahead and try it out. Hold out
the /ee/ in the word cheese and check out your face in a mirror.
Perfect smile, right? Well, perhaps not perfect
because, chances are, while your lips are smiling,
your eyes are not. Did you know that your eyes
can smile, too? Take a look in a mirror again.
This time, smile for real—like you’re truly happy.
Then, try out the cheese smile. Do you notice the
difference? People can often tell when a smile
is not real, though some people are so good at
faking their smile and pretending they are okay
that no one knows that they really have a deep
sadness.

BIBLE Break
Sometimes in life, it can feel like we are walking around with a cheesy smile. On the
outside, it looks like everything is fine, but on the inside, we may be discouraged
or angry. Have you ever felt this way? Take a few minutes to discuss this as a
family. Happiness is a fleeting emotion—it comes and goes based on our mood or
circumstance. But joy is a fruit of the Spirit. It’s a deep-seated gift that God gives us as
we grow closer to Him. If you’d like to experience true joy, try drawing closer to God
through prayer and reading His word. You can read more
about the fruit of the Spirit in Galatians 5:22–23.
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A photographer loves to capture a real smile, and they’ll often do just about anything necessary to make it
happen. They’ll make faces, weird sound effects, or even play silly games with their subjects just to capture
that genuine smile—the type where the eyes are smiling, too. But it wasn’t always this way! If you look back at
pictures from the 19th century, people did not smile. This wasn’t because they were sad. It was because, prior to
the invention of the camera, if people wanted their portrait captured, they had to sit for many long hours to have
someone paint their likeness. In addition, it was not considered proper to show your teeth or appear happy in a
portrait, as this was associated with silliness and immaturity. Instead, people preferred to be captured in a noble,
serious pose. And so, when the first cameras arrived, most people were used to sitting for painted portraits and
carried on the same stoic, serious expression. It wasn’t until cameras became more readily available in the early
20th century that people began capturing candid images—those where the subject is not aware a picture is
being taken. Oftentimes, in a candid picture, the subjects would be smiling, and people enjoyed seeing images
of each other looking happy and enjoying life. Eventually, the practice of smiling caught on and now is expected
in pretty much every photography situation. So much so that portrait photographers are willing to go to great
lengths to capture joy.

types of photography

It’s important to note that not all photographers take pictures of people. In fact, there are many different types of
photographers.

portrait Photographer

A portrait photographer takes pictures of people.
Their goal is to capture the subject’s personality
using lighting, background, and poses.

landscape Photographer

A landscape photographer takes pictures of nature.
They focus on showing the beauty
of the natural world.
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wildlife Photographer

A wildlife photographer takes pictures of animals.
They will often travel the world and spend weeks or
months waiting to capture the perfect image.

photojournalist

A photojournalist uses photographs to share news
stories. They will travel to a location where a breaking
news story is unfolding and document the
event using pictures.

There are many other types of photography such as wedding, fashion, sports, commercial, still-life, and fine art.
If photography is something that interests you, spend some time researching the various forms.

capturing an image

The method photographers use to capture images has changed a great deal over the years. While the art of
photography means to take pictures, the word photography actually means “to draw with light.” Light is a very
important element in photography. It allows an image to be captured and, when the photographer understands
how to use light, can change the mood or tone of an image. The very first time someone used light to capture an
image isn’t known, but the concept goes back to about 500 BC. During this time, the camera obscura was a tool
used to reflect light through a small hole into a dark room. This would create a shadow for an artist to trace and
allowed them to capture an image by drawing with light. While this method was very different from the form of
photography we know today, it was the first time the idea of using light to capture an image was explored.
Fast forward almost 2,000 years and the amazing artist and scientist, Leonardo da Vinici, continued to explore
the concept of drawing with light. He made sketches of several updated camera obscuras that even included a
lens. However, it wouldn’t be until the year 1827 that the very first picture was taken by Nicéphore Niépce.
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Film had not yet been invented, so this image was captured on a metal plate that was covered in chemicals.
While it worked, it took Niépce almost eight hours to take this one picture!
From that point on, the technology for cameras improved rather quickly. Photographs grew in popularity and
were used for both art and science. They also became part of sharing the news. Where artists once had to draw
or paint pictures to go along with news stories, photographs soon began to fill the pages of newspapers. In
addition, gone were the days of heavy metal plates. By the late 1800s, film had been invented and the camera
became much smaller and easier to use.
In the late 1900s, digital photography entered the scene, and today, there are very few photographers who still
work with film. Every year, the image we are able to capture becomes increasingly more clear and the colors more
vibrant. And with the invention of the digital camera and the ability to see your image right after you take it, the
number of professional photographers increased dramatically. We now carry in our pockets some of the most
amazing cameras ever invented—our phones! In approximately 200 years, look how much photography has
advanced.

photojournalist, margaret bourke-white

Long before digital photography entered the scene, professional photographers did not know what their images
would look like until they developed their film. This could be a nerve wracking process for anyone who wasn’t
experienced in the art of photography, but for professionals like Margaret Bourke-White, it was simply part of the
job. Margaret was born in New York City in 1904. At the age of 17 she attended school to study photography,
and soon after, she opened her own studio. But Margaret didn’t stay put for very long. Her quality work soon
earned the attention of some very important people and before she knew it, she was traveling the world,
documenting major events.
At one point, Margaret spent 18 months traveling through the southern US capturing images of America’s most
poor communities. These images sat beside the moving text of
journalist Erskine Caldwell who interviewed the subjects about
how poverty had impacted their lives. Margaret’s photographs
brought the faces of the poor to the attention of all Americans
in a book called You Have Seen Their Faces. Following this
project, she was offered a job as one of the first staff
photographers for Life magazine. While working for
Life, she continued to travel the world, capturing
It’s time to open up your
images of tragedy and current events. One of her
student notebooks.
most notable series documented World War ll and
(Teachers: reference the
the release of prisoners from concentration camps.
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
Margaret Bourke-White not only had the skill,
but the talent and artistic eye to understand how
a photograph could be taken in order to convey an
emotion. She was patient and would wait hours to get the
perfect shot. Her photography skills helped the world view
and understand some of the greatest conflicts and tragedies in
modern history.

Students
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

needed, while older students are given a time for writing.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 ART + HISTORY Students will study and reflect on

photographs taken by Margaret Bourke White during the
Great Depression and WWII.

PAGE 2 SCIENCE Students will read about the similarities between
the human eye and a camera. Younger students will have
an activity to apply what they learn, and older students will
research and answer questions.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions to help

them review. You can use these as oral or written narration or
even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ART Students will spend time freewriting.

Younger students are encouraged to use a scribe and dictate if

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

page
2

notebooking
Early Reader

Early Elementary

upper elementary

notebooking
Middle School
Section 2
• Portrait Photographer: A portrait photographer
takes pictures of people. Their goal is to
capture the subject’s personality using lighting,
background, and poses.
• Landscape Photographer: A landscape
photographer takes pictures of nature. They focus
on showing the beauty of the natural world.
• Photojournalists: A photojournalist uses
photographs to share news stories. They will
travel to a location where a breaking news story is
unfolding and document the event using pictures.
• Wildlife Photographer: A wildlife photographer
takes pictures of animals. They will often travel
the world and spend weeks or months waiting to
capture the perfect image.
High School
Section 3
Answers will vary but should include information
about the camera obscura, the film camera, and the
transition to digital cameras.

notebooking
See Early Elementary answers.
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1. the iris contracts and the pupil gets smaller 2. the iris
expands and the pupil gets bigger

middle + high school
page
1

page
1

science
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school cont.
page
2

language arts

all levels
page

Middle School
5
Section 1
eye: lens, iris, pupil
camera: lens, diaphragm, aperture
Section 2
1. the iris would contract and the pupil would get
smaller 2. the iris would expand and the pupil would
get bigger
Section 4
Answers will vary, but should include: a bright room:
the lens takes in the light and the iris responds by
contracting to let in less light and the pupil gets
smaller; a dim room: the lens takes in the light and the
iris responds by expanding to let in more light and the
pupil gets bigger
High School
Section 1
Eye Lens vs. Camera Lens: On a camera, the lens is
made of glass, and on our eyes, the lens is made of soft
tissue.
Iris vs. Diaphragm: The colored part of your eye is
actually a ring of muscles called the iris and it controls
how much light makes it through your pupil (the black
hole in the center of your eye). It does this by dilating
(opening wide to let in more light), or contracting and
becoming smaller to let in less light. As the iris expands
and contracts, the pupil of your eye gets bigger and
smaller. A camera has a similar feature called a
diaphragm, a metal ring that expands and contracts
just like your iris, to let in more or less light.
Pupil vs. Aperture: As it opens and closes, the hole
in the middle, called the aperture, gets bigger and
smaller, just like the pupil of your eye.
Section 2
Answers will vary, but should include information
about how the lens takes in the light, the iris and
diaphragm expand or contract depending on the
natural light, and the pupil and aperture respond by
getting bigger or smaller depending on how much
light is needed.
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review
PRE-READER: Questions 1–4
EARLY READER: Questions 1–5
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–6
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–9
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
1. wildlife, portrait, landscape, photojournalism
(Pre-Reader: photography: the art or practice of
taking and processing photographs)
2. Answers will vary, but should include: a famous
playwright and actor born in England in 1564;
wrote plays such as Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet,
and Macbeth; possibly the most famous
playwright in history.
3. black and white, silent
4. carving, modeling, casting, constructing
5. Answers will vary.
6. photojournalist who captured candid
photographs during the Great Depression and
WWII
7. his sculptures
8. Greek
9. Answers will vary, but should include: a play
uses stage directions to give actors direction
and a novel has the space to allow for long and
descriptive passages.
10. a playwright writes plays and a screenwriter writes
movies
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13

rayer
PGod,
you are creative and innovative and

marvellous. You thought of everything
beautiful and breathtaking. You also thought
of everything’s purpose and function. Like an
architect who thinks of every aspect of a project,
you thought of everything big and small. Thank
you for giving us a desire to create. Help us to
appreciate what you have made today.

Have you ever looked at a building and thought, “Wow! Now that’s a work of art”? If not, don’t worry! Most
people don’t realize that buildings are, in fact, works of art! We tend to think of buildings as nothing more than
shelter, or a place to assemble. But the men and women who design the buildings around us do so with passion
and creativity.
Architecture is the art of designing and building structures, such as homes, office buildings, churches, stadiums,
schools—the list goes on and on! The people who do the designing and planning are called architects. They
have to think about the budget and needs of the project, the environmental factors like wind and storms, the
function of the building, the structure, and so much more! Architecture is a field of work that combines beauty
and creativity with innovation, science, and math! In today’s lesson, we are going to go on a world tour to
explore some of the most famous and beautiful buildings in the world. As we do, we will pause to learn about the
talented architects who created each masterpiece.
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First stop–AGRA, INDIA

Our first stop is in Agra, India. Here you will find one of the most recognizable
buildings in the world, the Taj Mahal. Visited by over 3 million people each year, the
Taj Mahal is actually a tomb. In the mid-17th century, the emperor Shah Jahan lost his
beloved wife after she gave birth to their 14th child. He was so heartbroken that he
immediately commissioned the architect Ustad Ahmad Lahouri to design and build a
magnificent mausoleum in her honor. Lahouri designed the building using traditional
Mughal architecture which was popular in India from the 16th–18th centuries. The
main feature of this style is the bulbous dome that acts as a centerpiece of the design.
The dome of the Taj Mahal sits beautifully atop the structure and gives the building a clear focal point.
Construction on the Taj Mahal began in the year 1632 and was not complete until almost 20 years later! Shah
Jahan’s plan was to build a matching mausoleum for himself on the other side of the river, but that wasn’t able to
happen. So instead, he was buried alongside his wife in the Taj Mahal.

The Taj Mahal is made of white
marble which appears to change color
depending on the time of day.

The center dome is 240 feet (73.15 m)
tall.

It took over 20,000 men and 1,000
elephants to construct the Taj Mahal.
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second stop–Chenonceaux, France

A chateau is a large French home that often resembles a castle. There are
thousands of châteaux in France, but the Chateau de Chenonceau has an
especially interesting history. First built as a mill in the 12th century, the chateau has
been passed along through many families over the years. However, something
that seems consistent with all of the owners is the role that women played in
maintaining and improving the residence. Because so many women have had a
part in the upkeep of the beautiful structure, it has long been referred to as the Ladies
Chateau. It wasn’t until 1556 that the home received its most notable upgrade from
architect Philibert de l’Orme, adding the beautiful bridge over the Cher. Philibert, a
French architect, had an understanding of the style and form being produced in Italy
at that time. He was able to use elements from Italian Renaissance architecture in many of his designs, making
him a well loved and innovative artist.
The Chateau De Chenonceau is built
over the Cher River. The bridge was
added by architect
Philibert de l’Orme in 1556.
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The chateau’s style is a blend of Gothic
and Renaissance architecture.
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third stop–Beijing, China

In 1406, construction began on the largest palace in the world. This palace, located
in Beijing, China, was home to the many emperors who ruled during the Ming and
Qing Dynasties. Because commoners were not allowed within its walls, the palace
soon earned the title, The Forbidden City. Over one million workers and slaves
spent 14 years constructing this geometric masterpiece. The Chinese valued
symmetry, even numbers, and squared edges—believing they showed discipline,
order, and power. The many architects who worked on the design of the palace,
including Cai Xin, Kuai Xiang, and Lu Xiang, all had to be very mindful of the
measurement and shape of each element. Because the task was so great, these men
worked closely with other skilled artists to design a truly incredible piece of architecture.
In addition to the concern over mathematical construction, there was also a great deal of care put into the
symbols used in the design. Notice in the picture that there are many different roof heights throughout the
palace. The height of the roof symbolized the power of the person who resided in that particular part of the
place. Additionally, mythological Chinese creatures sit upon the rooftops of several of the buildings, symbolizing
the power and superiority of the rulers who lived beneath them.
The grand nature of the palace is also seen in the materials used to construct it. The carved stone blocks that
make up portions of the building are huge and had to be transported from miles away. The largest of these
blocks weighs 270,000 pounds (122,469.94 kg). Can you imagine moving a rock that size without the help
of modern technology? The workers and slaves who built the palace had to dig trenches, fill them with water,
and wait for them to freeze over in the winter. Then they would slide the gigantic stones along the ice to the
construction site.
The pillars were carved from whole tree
logs. The special trees, called phoebe
zhennan, can grow
almost 100 feet (30.48 m)tall.

The Forbidden City is perfectly
symmetrical. That means that if you drew
a line down its center, both sides would
be exactly the same.

The Forbidden City is the largest palace in the world with
over 1.6 million sq. ft. (148,644.86 sq. m) of space and
over 9,000 rooms. Imagine how long it would take to
clean!
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fourth stop–barcelona, spain

Perhaps one of the most unique church designs of all time is the Temple Expiatori
de la Sagrada Família, a Roman Catholic church in Barcelona, Spain.
Construction on this beautiful building began in 1882 and is expected to be
completed in 2026. The architect who developed the design, Antoni Gaudí,
was 31 years old when the project began, and he knew that he would not live
to see its completion. He passed away in 1926, but the efforts to complete the
church would continue for another 100 years.

think about it
Gaudí designed the church with traditional
How do you think it would
Gothic architecture, but he added his own
feel to spend your life working
modern flare. Some of the Gothic features can be seen in the pointed
on something, only to know
archways, stained glass windows, and ornate decoration. However, Gaudí
that you would never see it
developed new ways to construct the building which were very different
completed?
from traditional Gothic design. These new methods allowed huge pillars to
support the structure and opened up the interior allowing more sunlight and
better acoustics. As an architect, he had to think, not only about how the building would look, but also how it
could best be constructed. This technical element makes the art of architecture quite mathematical in nature.
There are four facades carved into the church, each representing a
different scene from scripture. These were designed in different styles
because they were commissioned by several artists over a long period
of time. What type of artist would have created these facades?

Every year, more than 3 million people
visit La Sagrada Família.

Pointed archways are an element of
Gothic architecture.
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activity break
Go online and find images of the interior of La Sagrada Família. Notice the intricate
detail and how the architecture itself is a form of art. See if you can find images of the
ceiling. How does the stained glass change the light as it comes through the windows?

continue the journey

If you have enjoyed this adventure of architectural exploration, then I encourage you to keep traveling around the
world! Here are some other amazing structures you can explore. As you do, see if you can discover the architect
who designed them and the style in which they were constructed. But of course, the most important thing is that
you just enjoy the art!

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 MATH + ART Students will learn the importance of

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue working on their

PAGE 5 BIBLE + ART God is the master architect and laid out His

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

blueprints in the field of architecture, study blueprints of a
home, then create their own.

Artist Profile writing project for this unit.

plans in scripture. Students and families will read about God’s
blueprints in Genesis 6:14–16 and Exodus 25:10–16, then
reflect on the plans God has for their own lives.

PAGE 3 CAREERS Students will read about the career field of

architecture and research to learn more about what is required
to become an architect.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
3

careers

middle + high school
page
1

Early Reader
b. someone who plans building projects
Early Elementary
Antoni Gaudí: La Sagrada Familia
Philibert de l’Orme: Château de Chenonceau
Ustad Ahmad Lahouri: Taj Mahal
Early Elementary
• What I do: Answers vary but should include
designing buildings.
• How much I make: Answers will vary.
• How long I went to school: Answers will vary but it
averages around five years.

High School
Section 3
Answers will vary but should include information
about the camera obscura, the film camera, and the
transition to digital cameras.

page
5

notebooking
La Sagrada Familia: Antoni Gaudí
Château de Chenonceau: Philibert de l’Orme
Taj Mahal: Ustad Ahmad Lahouri
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Section 1

Section 2
architecture: the art of creating building or structures

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking

bible + art
Noah’s Ark: gopher wood and pitch; 450 feet; 137.16 m
Ark of the Covenant: acacia wood and gold
High School only
it included: the tables of the Mosaic law, a pot of manna,
and the rod of Aaron; God wanted it built to signify his
presence and promise to his people
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Prayer

“The Lord your God is in your midst, a mighty
one who will save; he will rejoice over you with
gladness; he will quiet you by his love; he will
exult over you with loud singing.” (Zephaniah
3:17) Father, thank you for the gift of song that
you gave us. Help us to worship you and give you
praise with who we are and what we do today.

Many forms of art require the artist to use outside materials. For example, a painter might use paint and canvas,
a sculptor might use clay, a baker uses ingredients like sugar and eggs
to create their masterpiece. But a singer is unique in that they,
themselves, are the art material. God has gifted many people
with the gift of song, and their voices stand alone as a truly
beautiful form of art. Sure, it is true that there is usually music
playing behind them, or that they use tools such as microphones
and speakers. But take those tools away, and their voice would
still remain.
Because a singer’s voice is their own artistic tool, they must take very good care
of it, the same way a painter cleans their brushes or a musician cares for their
instrument, so a singer must treat their voice with care and respect. In addition, a
singer must train just like any other artist to expand their range, develop their vibrato, and
warm their vocal cords. Many people are born with a beautiful singing voice, but it usually
takes years of training to understand how to use their voices properly without damaging them.
Most trained vocalists agree that there are five elements that make a good singer: pitch, rhythm,
breathing, diction, and voice. These elements become the focus of their training. Today we will
learn more about each element and study a singer who demonstrates good control of their voice
in each area.

PITCH

When you hear the word pitch, think about how high or low a sound is. Not the volume, but
the actual sound. For example, a fog horn produces a very low pitch, while a smoke detector
produces a very high pitch. Beginning music students will learn the 7 basic notes of a scale that
are repeated over and over, such as a C major scale with C-D-E-F-G-A-B and starting
again at C. We can see this on a piano when we play C notes near the very bottom
that sound low, but the Cs at the top sound higher. For singers, notes are made by your
vocal cords, muscles in your throat that vibrate together. When a high pitch is made, your cords
must vibrate very quickly. They vibrate slowly to create a low pitch.
teacher’s guide LESSON 14
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activity break

Try to sing a very low, deep note. Now try to sing a very high note. Have a friendly
family competition and see who can sing the lowest and who can sing the highest.
If you have a piano, try playing high and low notes and see if you can
match them with your voice.
Having good pitch is important for singing. It means that you can hear the note that needs to be sung and match
it. If you can’t match the note, your singing will be off key and might make people cringe. A great example of this
is the song “Happy Birthday.” Have you ever stood around the birthday cake and listened to a room full of people
sing, but all of them are singing at a different pitch? If so, then you know what it can sound like when people are
not singing the same notes. Being able to sing on pitch is kind of like learning how to speak. Your ear has to hear
the sound, but your mouth has to be able to form the words. In the same way your ear has to hear the pitch of the
note, but you then have to follow and create it yourself. This takes practice and trial and error. For some people it
comes easier, but for others it is something they have to work at.

RHYTHM

Another element that’s important for a singer is rhythm. Rhythm is the beat,
or pattern, of music. As the music plays in the background, it’s important
that the singer can hear and recognize the rhythm. If they can’t, they will
often start singing at the wrong time—kind of like a toddler who starts
running too fast for his legs and falls over. Unfortunately, rhythm is difficult
to teach. It seems to be that some people can almost feel or sense the
rhythm in music, while others cannot. There are certain types of music that
require a better sense of rhythm than others. Jazz is a type of music that can
have incredibly complex rhythmic patterns, so it’s even more important for
a jazz singer to sing on beat with the song.
Known as the First Lady of Song, Ella Fitzgerald was a singer with perfect
pitch and perfect rhythm. In fact, her skills were so perfect, that her band
was known to tune their instruments and metronomes to her voice! Ella was
ella fitzgerald
an incredible jazz singer who paved the way for future vocalists. You see, up
until Ella took the stage, it was often believed that singers were just there
to sing the lyrics of the song. They weren’t thought of as musicians or artists like the rest of the band. But Ella
changed that perception with her powerful improvisations. She used her voice just like the other instruments in
the band and soon became a legend around the world. Many singers today credit Ella as their inspiration.

activity break
Listen to a few songs by Ella Fitzgerald. See if you can find the rhythm in one
of her songs and snap or tap along with it. Just for fun, see if you can find a
recording of her scat singing—this is a jazz technique where a singer uses
their voice like an instrument and sings nonsense words.
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breathing

We learned that pitch occurs when our vocal cords vibrate at different speeds. But what makes them vibrate in
the first place? Air! When we talk, sing, or make any sound, for that matter, we push air from our lungs across
the muscles in our throat and this produces a sound, or pitch. In order to produce a sound that lasts for a long
time, you must have a great deal of air in your lungs and be able to release it slowly, allowing you to hold a note.
Because of this, breathing is a very important technique for singers to master.

activity break
If you don’t mind seeing the
inside of the human body, find
a video that shows how vocal
cords work. It’s fascinating to
see them vibrate as air
passes over them.

But we all breathe every day, even in our sleep, so why do singers need to
learn how to breathe? While our bodies know how to breathe on their own
without us ever thinking about it, there is a skill to breathing properly for
singing. You must train your lungs to hold a greater capacity of air, and
you must train your muscles to release that air slowly. In addition, you must
learn how to take deep breaths rather than shallow breaths. All of these
techniques are taught during vocal lessons, and most singers are quite
skilled at controlling their breathing while they sing.
Opera singers require a great deal of breath control when they sing. This is
because opera music is known to have many powerful notes that must be held
for a great deal of time. During an opera, performers act and sing to share
a story. In the background, an orchestra accompanies them with classical
music. Most operas are quite dramatic and require the singers to
have a broad range in their voice, meaning they can sing many
different notes both high and low. In addition, the singers must
have great power and control, which means they know how to
breathe properly while singing to make their voice carry.

Perhaps one of the most well known and respected opera singers of all
time is Luciano Pavarotti. Born in Italy in 1935, Luciano began his
vocal training as a young boy. He gained popularity rather quickly
because of his smooth, powerful voice, but also because of his
showmanship on stage. He had a big personality and that really shined
through in his performances. In adulthood, Luciano won many awards and
performed all over the world. His endearing personality helped him reach a whole
new audience that had never before appreciated the opera. Luciano had a long,
inspiring career, and passed away at the age of 71 from cancer. He left behind a legacy
of beautiful music and opened the door for opera to regain worldwide popularity.

activity break
Take a few minutes to listen to one of Luciano’s powerful
performances such as “Nusson Dorma” from the opera
Turnadot. As you listen, watch his chest and shoulders rise and
notice the way he breathes as he sings the most powerful notes.
Just for fun, try singing some of the notes along with him.
Make sure to take a deep breath!
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DICTION

Have you ever listened to a song and wondered what in the world the singer was saying? It is important that
singers sing clearly so that the audience can understand them. In the world of music, the skill of articulating
(singing with expression) and enunciating (singing the proper sounds) is called diction. While it might not be as
important for a pop singer on the radio to sing with good diction, it is crucial in other areas of vocal performance.
Take, for example, musical theater. If the performers on stage don’t have good diction, the audience might be
left confused when they sing. This is because the songs in musical theater help tell the story. The singer must
articulate and enunciate clearly in order for the audience to follow the story line.
Do you remember Julie Andrews, who we learned about a few days ago?
The actress from popular movies such as Sound of Music and Mary Poppins?
Not only is Julie Andrews a gifted actress, but she is also an incredible singer.
She has incredible diction and a clear, strong voice with a superb vocal
range. Andrews is able to sing four octaves (most people can sing anywhere
from 1–2 octaves)!

voice

This last element of singing might seem obvious. Of course you need a voice
to sing! But what voice is referring to here is your own unique sense of style.
When a singer begins their career, it’s important that they know their own
voice, what it can do, and what type of music it lends itself to. Some singers
have gentle, soft voices that do best with quieter genres of music. Others
have very low, throaty voices that seem custom made for jazz or blues. Still
others have very powerful voices that need lots of air to hear the full range
of sound. Different types of voices work better with different genres of music.
However, sometimes the most signature sounds are made when a singer
brings an unexpected quality to a style of music.

activity break
Many performers warm up
with tongue twisters before
going on stage. This helps their
mouth get ready to articulate
and enunciate clearly. Try
saying this as fast as you can,
“If Pickford’s packers packed
a packet of crisps would the
packet of crisps that Pickford’s
packers packed survive for two
and a half years?”
Look up more tongue twisters
if you want another challenge!

Worship music has developed and changed a lot over the years. The first worship music was played and sung by
the Israelites. Our understanding of modern worship music started out as mostly hymns, and then a style began
to develop in the 1900s called gospel. With a southern, blues feel this genre became incredibly popular and
still is to this day. Gospel music was born from difficult times: slavery, the Great Depression, WWII, and the Civil
Rights Movement. These songs told stories of hope amidst sadness and difficulty.
One man, Thomas Andrew Dorsey, is known as the Father of Gospel Music, writing over 3000 songs. Born to a
Baptist preacher outside of Atlanta, Georgia, Dorsey left Georgia for Chicago where he hoped to make a career
from his musical talent. The road to becoming a professional musician was not easy for an African American in
early 1900s Chicago.

activity break

Watch a clip of Julie Andrews singing or choose one of her movies to
watch together as a family (suggestions are at the end of this lesson).
What do you notice about her diction? Can you clearly
understand what she is singing?
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Dorsey knew that his hard work would pay off, so he got a job at a local steel mill and went to musical school at
night. During this time, he joined Pilgrim Baptist Church and soon rediscovered Jesus (having grown up in the
faith in Georgia). Dorsey’s life was full of ups and downs—he struggled with depression, he lost his wife and infant
son, and finding his way in Christian music was harder than he thought. But he continued to write music, perform
music, and use the gifts God had given him.
The late 1900s brought a new style of
worship through artists such as Steven
Curtis Chapman, Delirious, DC Talk, and
Michael W. Smith. These singers had a
deep impact on the genre of worship music
that we know and love today. They were
instrumental in developing not just their
own voice—something new in unexpected
places—but they paved the way for other
singers to find their voice.
So, as it turns out, singing is actually a
pretty complex form of art! In order to fully
maximize the gift God has given them,
singers must master their pitch, rhythm,
breathing, diction, and personal voice. If
you love to sing, think about one of these
elements that you’d like to work on. And
remember, every little bit of practice makes
you better!

activity break
Gospel music is deeply rooted in African American
spirituals sung during their time in slavery. Music
is often influenced by circumstances and lyrics can
produce hope, longing, or even praise to God. As
a family, read your favorite Psalm, listen to your
favorite worship song, or take time to discover an
African American spiritual, and talk about the
circumstances that may have surrounded the song
writer(s) while it was being written.
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It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will read tongue twisters to

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar rules

PAGE 5 HISTORY Students will learn about Harriet Tubman

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.
and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page every
day this week to complete another activity.

PAGE 3 SCIENCE Students will read about the diaphragm and its

become familiar with alliteration, then they will try writing their
own.
and her use of song on the underground railroad. Younger
students will read one of her songs and its hidden meanings,
and older students will research.

role in the respiratory system. Younger students will complete a
labeling activity, and older students will research.

• ANSWERS•

upper elementary

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
2

language arts

page
1

pitch, voice, diction, rhythm, breathing
Early Reader
1. The doctor said I need to rest, eat healthy foods,
and exercise.
2. I picked up my shirt, pants, and socks off the floor.
3. Do you have a brush, comb, or hair tie?
Early Elementary
1. When we go camping we always take firewood,
sleeping bags, and a tent.
2. To complete this activity you will need a pencil,
paper, an eraser, and your calculator.
3. Mom has sugar, flour, vanilla, butter, icing sugar,
and milk on her shopping list.

page
3

science

page
4

language arts

page
2

trachea, lungs, diaphragm
Early Elementary
b. similar beginning sounds

page
3
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notebooking
Section 2
1. pitch: how high or low a sound is 2. rhythm: beat or
pattern of the music 3. breathing: the ability to control
their breath to produce the right sound and the right
volume 4. diction: articulating and enunciating words 5.
personal voice: the individual quality a singer brings to
their craft
Section 3
Answers will vary, but could include: Jazz singers often
improvise their words or even scat (use made up words)
while Opera singers are following a script.

language arts
1. I saw a bald eagle, and it was eating a fish.
2. I like to eat dessert first; you only live once.
3. I wanted to go to the zoo, and my sister wanted to
go to the mall.
4. We can go to the library to do some research; it’s
always quiet there.
5. Let’s go to the mall; we can do our shopping and
eat our lunch there.
6. There was a huge storm last night, but our power
stayed on.

science
trachea, lungs, diaphragm; a weak diaphragm means
a singer can’t hold a note or even reach the right pitch
to sing

singers

Lesson 14
singers

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •
• ANSWERS•

middle + high school
page
1

notebooking

page
2

language arts

page
3

science

page
4

language arts

page
5

history

1. pitch: how high or low a sound is; ex. Ella
Fitzgerald
2. voice: the individual quality that a singer brings to
their craft; ex. Dorsey
3. breathing: the ability to control their breath to
produce the right sound and the right volume; ex.
Luciano Pavarotti
4. rhythm: beat or pattern of the music; ex. Ella
Fitzgerald
5. diction: articulating and enunciating words; ex.
Julie Andrews
Middle School
1. “What did you say,” my teacher asked.
2. “Did you hear what she said? She said, ‘she
doesn’t want to go,’” my brother yelled at me.
3. The Bible says, “God said, ‘Let there be light,’ and
there was light.”
4. To quote my father, “Well, your grandpa always
said, ‘You can make a silk purse out of a sow’s
ear.’”
5. “I’m not happy with you, and I want to know why
you think it’s okay to say, ‘no,’ to me,” I heard my
mom say.
6. “‘You can’t teach an old dog new tricks.’ At least
that’s what they say,” she said as she chuckled to
herself.
High School
1. He said it was “scary,” but I thought it was a lot of
fun.
2. “Their,” “there,” and “they’re” are commonly
misspelled words.
3. Asia is often called the “birthplace of civilization.”
4. Charlie said he was “working,” but I can’t see that
he got anything done today.
5. Put an “X” through the wrong answer.
6. She said that like I should “know” what she
means.
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Middle School
• diaphragm: a muscle that pulls air in and out of
your lungs
• trachea: the path or channel which air goes
through to emit sound
• lungs: balloon-like sacs filling with air to provide
oxygen for the body.
Answers will vary, but could include: if you couldn’t
properly get air to your lungs, you wouldn’t be able
to breathe properly and this would inhibit your ability
to hold a note or tune; if your trachea can’t take in
the air needed, you would be unable to sing as you
wouldn’t have the air necessary to make the sound; if
your diaphragm is weak or damaged in some way you
cannot control the amount of air you are inhaling or
exhaling, etc.
High School
Section 1
Answers will vary, but should include the following:
They have to rely on a muscle called the diaphragm.
This muscle opens your lungs, filling them with air, and
then contracts, moving the air out. This muscle works
with your lungs and trachea to produce sound, and
ultimately, singing.
Section 2
trachea, lungs, diaphragm
Middle School
words close together that start with the same sound;
it is important because it makes you speak clearly and
say each sound; P and B, Answers will vary.
High School
alliteration; it is important because it makes you speak
clearly and say each sound; words close together that
start with the same sound
Harriet Tubman: an escaped slave, abolitionist,
political activist; she led roughly 13 rescue attempts
and helped 70 slaves escape to freedom on the
Underground Railroad decoded messages: songs
had coded messages with directions or where to meet;
they were often called “signal” songs; songs also used
Biblical references and analogies to refer to their own
history
singers

Artists

novelists

LESSON

15

Prayer

Father, thank you for writing the greatest story
ever told. Thank you for giving us the stories of
those who came before us as examples of how to
live our lives for you. Thank you for the hope and
future that we have because of the story you have
written. Help us to trust you and your plan for us
today.

Have you ever been pulled into a good story? I mean, completely absorbed, staying up late at night, can’t put
the book down kind of pulled in? If you have, then you understand and appreciate the power of great storytelling
because you’ve experienced it personally. When an author is able to pull you into their work and keep you there,
they’ve done their job well.
There are many different kinds of stories, and for that matter, many different reasons why an author might
write a story. For example, there are short stories, which we studied in an earlier lesson, which are written to
entertain or to teach a valuable lesson. There are plays, which are stories written for actors to portray on stage,
and screenplays, written to be performed on camera. These typically entertain us as well. In addition, an author
might write the story of someone’s life, or a biography. In this case, the story is typically meant to inform us by
sharing information. Even a poem, when written properly, can be a form of a story. But, perhaps the form of
storytelling you will become most accustomed to during your school career (and beyond) is the novel.
A novel is a fictional story that includes all the elements of a story, such as: character, setting, plot, conflict, and
theme. We studied these elements in our lesson on short stories, but let’s review them:

All stories contain
the five basic
story elements
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Even though they contain all the same elements, the primary difference between a short story and a novel is
length. A novel is much longer than a short story, containing a minimum of 40,000 words. Most novels written
today contain, on average, about 90,000 words. That means that an average novel is typically about 300
pages. Think about the last short story or picture book you read. Although it was a full story, including all the
elements, it probably only contained about 20 pages. This difference in length allows the author of a novel to
go into far greater detail as they tell their story. Their characters can be better developed, the setting can be
beautifully explained, and in fact, there will often be multiple settings as the story progresses. The plot is far
more complex, containing more events, and there are many conflicts which the characters must address. And
while there may still be only one overall theme, many times the author of a novel will address several underlying
themes, as well. When you have 300 pages to tell a story, the possibilities are endless!
An artist who writes novels is known as a novelist, author, or writer. And while many people might be able to
imagine a story in their mind, a novelist has a special ability to take the stories in their head and write them out
on paper in a way that is interesting for the reader. Because novels are fictional (made up) we typically read them
because we want to be swept away into another world or to see the world through another viewpoint. We want
to become engrossed by the characters and fascinated by the plot. We root for the good guys and secretly can’t
wait for the bad guys to come to justice. A well-written novel makes us feel like we are part of the adventure, and
we can’t wait to turn the page and see what happens next.
Just like there are different genres or styles of music, there are different genres of novels, as well. Fantasy, action,
mystery, romance, drama, historical fiction, sci-fi, the list goes on and on! Because the author has to keep you
engaged in the novel for a long time, they generally take more time in the first few chapters introducing the
characters and setting to help you build connection and empathy. Because of this, some novels take a bit longer
to “get into”. It might be that this style of novel is not as captivating to you, or it might simply be that you just
need to give it a chance. Have you ever heard the saying, “Don’t judge a book by its cover?” The same is true of
the first few chapters. Many people determine that reading is not for them simply because they haven’t found
what they are interested in. Somewhere out there is a book that will pull you in so that you can hardly bear to put
it down, if you will only persevere in searching for it.

activity break
Take a few minutes to discuss your favorite novels.
What was it about them that pulled you into the
story? Can you identify the genre of the novels you
love? If you haven’t read a novel, or perhaps a novel
is above your reading level, choose a genre of book
together as a family for a read aloud. Some of the
Spooner favorites are The One and Only Ivan (all
about an artist, who also happens to be a gorilla) or
Pippi Longstocking (an exceptionally imaginative and
creative girl).
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c.s. lewis

There are so many amazing novelists we could study for this
lesson, but C.S. Lewis is unique in that he wrote novels for both
adults and children. He is also unique in that he was a wellrespected author of both fiction and non-fiction texts. While
he is remembered for both, his fictional stories hold a special
place in the hearts of children and adults around the world. As
a fantasy writer, Lewis’s novels have an appeal that cross the
boundaries of age and time. Through memorable characters,
magical worlds, and a style of storytelling that unlocks the
imagination, Lewis became a well-rounded,
well-loved, and respected author during the 20th
century. He is also a wonderful example of a man
who used his gifts and talents to bring God glory
and share the good news of Jesus.

you should know
The good news of Jesus refers to the message of the Bible, the greatest story ever told.
But the Bible’s not a fictional story like a novel. It’s a historical account of the creation of
the world, the earliest people, how sin damaged our relationship with God, and how God
restored our relationship by sending his son, Jesus. If you’ve never heard the good news of
the Gospel, a great place to start is by reading the Romans Road. These verses from the
book of Romans explain why we need a savior and how to have a personal relationship
with Jesus. They can be found in Romans 3:23, 6:23, 5:8, 10:9–10, and 10:13.

Clive Staple Lewis was born in 1898 in Belfast, Ireland. His childhood was a happy one, filled with imagination
and discovery. His older brother Warren was a playmate and friend, and together they had many adventures.
Lewis’s family went to church and worshiped God together. However, Lewis’s happy childhood was disrupted
when his mother passed away. Lewis was only nine years old at the time, and he described the change that took
place in his heart when his mother died this way: Lewis said that when his mother was alive, it was like he lived
on a continent of happiness. However, after her death, it was as though happiness would only appear as little
islands of hope in the otherwise rocky seas of life.
The passing of his mother changed not only his heart, but also his life. After being sent away to boarding school,
Lewis struggled with his relationship with God. He questioned whether God truly existed and, if He did, why the
world was so full of pain. This struggle, though a challenge in every way, eventually led him to explore Christianity
in more depth. Over the course of many years, he discovered that the Christian faith not only made sense, but
that it was indisputably true. In the year 1931, C.S. Lewis entered into a personal relationship with Jesus and, from
that point on, became a leading academic thinker and writer on concepts of faith.
Many of Lewis’s works reflect elements of Christianity. Through his fantasy stories, he imagined what the God of
the Bible would be like, and how He would interact with characters from other worlds.
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cool fact
Did you know that C.S. Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien,
and other authors were part of a literary
society called “The Inklings” that met
together regularly in a backroom in Oxford
called “The Rabbit Room?” In this small
room, they discussed big things, like the
importance of fantasy, and shared their ideas
while creating works like The Chronicles of
Narnia and The Lord of the Rings?

His most well known and well-loved series, The Chronicles of Narnia, follows a group of siblings as they explore
the enchanted world of Narnia. Through the children’s adventures, readers are introduced to a number of
unforgettable and loveable characters, the most notable of all being Aslan the lion. Aslan’s creation of Narnia,
love for its people, and sacrifice of his own life reminds us of how God created the world, loves each of us dearly,
and sacrificed his son Jesus on the cross for our sins.
Lewis had a beautiful way of weaving truths about
the Christian faith into his stories. His stories and nonfiction works are celebrated around the world and, to
this day, he is considered one of the most important and
influential writers of the 20th century.

Did you know?
Books that are written with heavy
symbolism, where a fictional concept
or character represents something else
entirely, are called allegories. There is a
lot of controversy over the Chronicles of
Narnia series. While Lewis agreed that the
books were thick with symbolism (ie. Aslan
represents Jesus) Lewis himself believed
that the series was not so bound to those
symbols to be an exact allegory.
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It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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Lesson 15
novelists

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will gain an understanding of
different figures of speech today. Younger students will label
examples, and older students will write their own.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue working on their

PAGE 5 BIBLE Happiness is a human emotion, but joy comes

Artist Profile writing project for this unit.

from the Holy Spirit and isn’t dependent on circumstances.
Students will compare the two by diving into scripture to see
what the Bible says about joy.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will learn about the invention of the
typewriter and how it developed from the printing press.
Younger students will complete a typing activity, and older
students will research.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
2

language arts

page
5

bible

novel: a fictional (made up) story that is long
Early Elementary
1. simile 2. allegory 3. metaphor 4. symbol

page
5

bible

page
1

Early Elementary
Answers may vary but should include happiness is a
human emotion and joy is from the Lord.

notebooking
Section 1
characters: who the story is about
setting: where and when a story takes place
plot: the events of the story
conflict: a problem or challenge that takes place in the
story
theme: the moral, lesson, or point the author is making
throughout the story
Section 2
A novel is much longer than a short story, containing a
minimum of 40,000 words, with most novels written
today containing, on average, about 90,000 words.
Section 3
Answers vary but could include: author of The
Chronicles of Narnia, born in 1898, lost his mother at a
young age, used symbolism in his work
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language arts
1. simile 2. allegory 3. metaphor 4. symbol
See Early Elementary answers.

middle + high School

upper elementary
page
1

page
2

notebooking
Section 1
• characters: who the story is about
• setting: where and when a story takes place
• plot: the events of the story
• conflict: a problem or challenge that takes place in
the story
• theme: the moral, lesson, or point the author is
making throughout the story
Middle School only
Section 2
C.S. Lewis: born in 1898 in Belfast, Ireland; raised in a
Christian home; lost his mother at a young age, and lost
his faith; wrote many nonfiction and fiction books; his
most famous works are The Chronicles of Narnia; used
symbolism in his work
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school cont.
page
3

history
Middle School
Remington Typewriter Pros + Cons: Answers will vary,
but could include: pros: struck at a common center,
used an ink ribbon, etc.; cons: only had capital letters
Manual vs. Electric Typewriter: Answers will vary, but
could include: manual—heavier, not a rotating ribbon,
etc.; electric—lighter touch, faster and easier typing,
etc.
QWERTY Keyboard: Answers will vary, but could
include: the kind of keyboard we use now, is meant for
latin based languages, etc.; invented by Christopher
Latham Sholes
High School
1. 1866 2. sold for $12,000 to Densmore and Yost

page
4

language arts
Middle School
Answers will vary, but some examples include:
Metaphor—A heart represents love.
Simile—She is like a dog on a bone.
Symbol—The tree was a reed waving in the wind.
Allegory—Christian carried a huge burden on his back.
(Pilgrim’s Progress)
High School
metaphor: a comparison that doesn’t use like or as
simile: a comparison that uses like or as
symbol: a picture that has meaning
allegory: kind of like an extended metaphor; a story
with hidden meaning

page
5

bible
See Early Elementary answers.
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Artists

graphic designers

LESSON

16

Prayer

Thank you for symbols: the rainbow that symbolizes
your promise, the living water that symbolizes your
Holy Spirit, the bread that represents the Word of
God. Thank you for giving us visual pictures to help
us remember who you are and what you have done.
Guard our eyes this week Jesus; help us to see as you
see and to be aware of the messages that are all
around us, both good and bad. Help us fill our minds
and hearts with what is good and lovely and pure.
Raise your hand if you could recognize the golden arches of McDonald’s from a mile away. Or how about the
logo of Google or even the little coffee stain on the bottom of this page that is a part of the Gather ‘Round
brand? These symbols, or logos, each represent a company and become the way in which we recognize a brand.
A great deal of thought and design goes into the creation of these symbols, and the artists who develop them are
called graphic designers.
Graphic designers are communication artists. They communicate ideas and information in a way that is
pleasing to the eye using images, words, and graphics. Sometimes this is through the creation of a logo, like a
recognizable apple or check mark, or through the design of a cover for a novel. Graphic designers also work on
the layout and visual concepts
of magazines and textbooks.
Even this Teacher’s Guide
that you are reading right now
was put together by a graphic
designer. Gather ‘Round has
a team of writers and editors
who work together to read and
proofread each book we write, and
then a whole team of designers who
lay it all out on a page. They help to
find the pictures, wrap text around
the images, and decide how the page
should be laid out. Our head designer
gives creative ideas, organizes projects,
and assigns custom illustrations where
we cannot find something that fits. In
this case, our watercolor artists complete
something that often fits our color scheme
or feel and helps to illustrate the point that is
being made.
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Graphic designers will either hand-draw their
concepts, or use computer software to make their
ideas come to life using design software. In fact,
You see this little box? It was
technology has become so advanced, that we now
designed by a graphic designer
have ways of combining these two methods using
to help draw your attention to this
drawing tablets that send the artist’s images to the
information. If this information were
computer. Here at Gather ‘Round, our design team
contained in the regular text, you
consists of both graphic designers and illustrators.
might not notice it as much as the
Our illustrators use tablets and electronic pens to
author would like, so the graphic
create their art with digital watercolor brushes. They
designer makes it stand out!
assemble all of their art assignments into folders
where our graphic designers can grab them and
place them onto the page in a creative way. This
collaborative effort means we have a whole team
of artists, from writers and designers to illustrators and visual directors, that all work together to help the vision
come to life!

you should know

Regardless of how the artist creates a design, their job is to make the company they are designing for
recognizable. The same way you see golden arches and know that a McDonald’s is up ahead, we want you to
see beautiful watercolor images and fresh, clean designs and know that you must be looking at a Gather ‘Round
product. Our graphic designers work very hard to make our work beautiful, and to create a brand that you know,
love, and recognize. Each time you open a new unit from Gather ‘Round, we hope that you hold it in your hands
and think, “This is beautiful.” A graphic designer’s job is to hear someone’s vision and help it come to life. At
Gather ‘Round, Rebecca had a vision of a minimalistic, open-and-go, beautiful curriculum that wasn’t visually
overwhelming or dry. She looks over every single unit
to help that vision become a reality.
While there are many different ways a graphic
designer can use their skills, today we are going
to explore the concept of logos. Logos are simple
images or words that represent a company or
product and give the customer a first impression
that lasts. When done well, logos are simple and
memorable. A good logo will stand out from the
crowd and appear professional. Another important
element in the design of a logo is that they need to
be able to be used anywhere—on a billboard, on
the Internet, in the corner of a small ad, etc. The
logo should work no matter where it is placed.
Today we are going to play a game to explore
the world of graphic design. We’re going to read
about some pretty famous companies, your
challenge is to see if you can remember what their
logo looks like. Then you’re going to do a little research online to see if you were correct and
learn a bit more about the logo and the graphic designer who created it.
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round 1–coca-cola®

Let’s start with something pretty easy: Coke®. Think about the sweet, carbonated drink. Hear the click and pop
of the can as it’s opened and the fizzy sound of the bubbles as they pour over the ice. Can you picture the CocaCola® logo in your mind? What color is it? Are there any images? Now go online and find the logo to see how
accurate you were.
The Coca-Cola® logo was developed in 1886 by a man named Frank Robinson. Frank did not develop the actual
Coke® product. In fact, he was merely the bookkeeper. But apparently, not only was he good with numbers, he
also had an eye for marketing. Robinson came up with the name Coca-Cola® because he thought the two Cs
would look nice together in a logo. From there, he experimented with various fonts until the classic trademark
was developed. For one year, in 1890, Coca-Cola® changed the font. However, it did not have the same appeal,
and so they went back to the original design. For more than 130 years, the logo has not changed, and for most
people, when they see it, they immediately crave the bubbly drink.

round 2–APPLE®

Perhaps one of the most recognizable logos of all time is the Apple® logo. Much of the reason it is so easy to
recognize is that it actually is the name of the brand it represents. Apple® computers are represented by an
apple. So simple, and yet genius! But there’s something unique about the apple they use. Can you picture it in
your mind? Try to describe the Apple® logo before searching for it online or in your home!
Now that you’ve seen it, did you describe it correctly? The Apple® logo has a small leaf protruding from the top
and a bite taken out of the side. This simple design was created by Rob Janoff in 1977. Rob was friends with the
creator of the Apple® computer, Steve Jobs. Steve asked Rob to design a logo for their first computer, and Rob
was happy to take on the challenge. Typically, when a designer works on a logo, they will have to go back and
forth with the company several times before agreeing on a final design. However, when Rob presented the apple
to Steve, he liked it immediately and the logo hasn’t changed since. Many people wonder why the logo has a bite
taken out of it. There are several theories, but Rob insists it was just an artistic decision. He wanted to show the
silhouette of an apple, but it kept looking like any other round fruit. So he did what we all do with an apple—he
took a bite out of it!
The design of the Apple® logo is sleek, simple and modern, just like the Apple® products it represents. When
a logo can capture the idea or vision of a company with its design, it creates a greater sense of trust with the
customer. The Apple® logo does this well!
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round 3–RECYCLE

Did you know that one of the easiest ways to care for our planet is to recycle?
When you do, your paper and plastic goods are broken down and reused as
other products. This keeps trash out of our landfills and pollution out of our
oceans. But recycling is a rather modern concept, and the development of a
simple, easily recognized logo was important for spreading awareness. Can
you picture the logo in your mind? Try describing it, or even drawing it.
The symbol for recycling has an interesting backstory. In 1970, the
Container Corporation of America sponsored a contest to create
a logo that would symbolize the recycling process. At the time,
they were the number one user of recycled products, and they
wanted a logo to include on their packaging to remind people of
the importance of recycling. The prize for the contest was a $2,500
educational grant that could be used at any college in the world. Over
500 students submitted designs, but Gary Dean Anderson, a 23 year old college student from
California, won first place. He submitted three designs, and the company actually chose the most simple of his
concepts. Remember, simplicity is important in logo design! 50 years later and his logo design is one of the most
recognizable in the world. In fact, no words are needed. When you see the recycle symbol, you know you have
found a place to dispose of your recyclable items. The creation of this simple, memorable design has made a
lasting impact on our environment!
Graphic design is another area of art that we could spend multiple lessons exploring. While we learned a great
deal today about logos, keep in mind that every time you read a novel, the cover was created by a graphic
designer. Every time you look through a magazine, remember that the page layout and design was developed by
a graphic designer. Do you ever look through the CD covers of your favorite albums? Guess who designed those?
Graphic designers! This area of art combines creativity, marketing, drawing, computer, and communication
skills, making it not quite as simple as the final product might make it seem.

think about it
While you can go to school to be a graphic
designer, many designers are self-taught. To
get started in design, you will want access to
some of the more popular design programs such
as InDesign, Photoshop, or Illustrator through
Adobe Creative Cloud. If you are interested in
this line of work, take some time to research this
field and play around with some designs. There
are many free tutorials available that can walk
you through the basics of these programs to
get you started. Who knows, maybe you’ll end
up being an intern for Gather ‘Round! We are
always looking for designers.
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It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

questions. Younger students can participate in a recycling
activity, and older students will research.

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 ART Students will work to create a logo for a company

PAGE 2 SCIENCE Students will learn about and experiment with

of their choice or design a new logo for Gather ‘Round!

carbonation today. A video adaptation is provided, if needed.
Older students will also answer questions and record their
observations.

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions to help

them review. You can use these as oral or written narration or
even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

PAGE 3 SCIENCE + SOCIAL STUDIES Recycling is a way we can care

for our planet. Students will review its importance by answering

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

middle + high School
page
1

notebooking
Early Reader
one thing, simple, easy to remember
Early Elementary
1. easy to remember 2. simple image 3. used anywhere

page
3

Early Elementary
1. The process of reusing our waste instead of
disposing of it 2. Answers will vary. 3. Some plastics,
tin, glass, cardboard, etc.

page
2

upper elementary
notebooking

page
3

science + social studies

Middle School
Answers will vary, but could include: Rob Janoff—CBS, I
<3 NY, FedEx, etc.
High School
• Coca-Cola: Frank Robinson, 1886, bookkeeper
• Apple: Rob Janoff, 1977, no revisions needed
• Recycling: Gary Dean Anderson, 1970, was a
scholarship competition

science + social studies

page
1

notebooking

Section 2
1. simple 2. memorable 3. stand out
Section 3
Answers will vary, but could include: Frank Robinson
liked how the two Cs of Coca-Cola looked together;
Steve Jobs liked Rob Janoff’s logo so much that he
approved it right away for use; the recycle symbol was
designed by a 23 year-old college student named Gary
Dean Anderson

science
1. the mixing of carbon dioxide with the liquid of the
drink 2. there is a reaction with our taste buds that
“quenches” our thirst 3. a mixture of water, lemon, and
honey; they were carried around in jugs on vendors
back and sold by the glass 4. Answers will vary, but
could include: many carbonated beverages are high in
sugar or sweeteners, they make you burp, etc.

See Early Elementary answers.
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• ANSWERS•

all levels
page
5

review
PRE-READER: Questions 1–4
EARLY READER: Questions 1–5
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–6
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–7
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–9
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

designs and plans buildings and structures
pitch is how high or low a note is; it’s what makes music sound beautiful (Pre-Reader: Answers will vary.)
characters, settling, plot, conflict, theme
a person who communicates ideas using words, images, and/or graphics
Answers will vary.
the Taj Mahal
Ella Fitzerald was known for her perfect pitch; she is known as the First Lady of Song
his mother’s death; Answers will vary, but could include: The Chronicles of Narnia, Mere Christianity, The Screwtape
Letters, etc.
9. simplicity, memorable, it should stand out
10. Answers may vary, but could include: logos, novel covers, magazine and website layouts, etc.
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17

Prayer

Thank you for creating us with a desire to find beauty
in the everyday. Just as potters design functional
things that serve a purpose and are beautiful, you
created the world all around us to be both functional
and beautiful. Help us to appreciate the beauty of
your creation today.

Do you remember when we learned about sculptures in Lesson 9? Sculptures can be carved out of stone, clay,
bronze, gold, and even wax. Pottery, while it sometimes shares similarities with sculptures, is really a unique form
of art all on its own. Pottery is specifically made with clay. Though potters may model sculptures or add carvings
to their work, most of what they make is designed to be functional—items that serve a specific purpose but are
also beautiful. In today’s lesson, we will learn about how pottery works, the history of pottery, and a famous
potter.

want to get hands on?
I highly recommend buying, at the very least,
some air dry clay to go along with today’s lesson.
If you have a local pottery place in your area, see if
you can get in as a family to do a one-time pottery
class and make some bowls or
something simple together!

the story of rebecca’s coffee mug . . .

There are four different stages clay will go through before
the finished pottery product is ready to be used. Professional
potters have studios with everything they need to create their
masterpieces. But it wasn’t always this way! Pottery is not a new
thing, it has been used since ancient times to make dishes and tools.
The equipment that we use today was developed over hundreds of
years, catapulted with the introduction of electricity. The tools may have changed, the people and styles may
have changed, however the steps have remained much the same. Join Rebecca’s coffee mug on the fascinating
journey of its creation.
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stage 1–clay

Every piece of pottery starts out as a pretty ordinary lump of clay. This
clay is found in the soil beneath your feet, though some areas have
much higher concentration of clay than others. You might think that
clay is always squishy but it can be dried and look or feel pretty much
like dust. In fact, some potters buy clay dry and add water to get it to the
consistency they want! Other potters purchase clay that is already mixed
and kneaded to the desired consistency, which makes it a lot faster to throw
on their wheel and start creating without a lot of preparation.
You can buy red clay, gray clay, or brown clay. The color of the clay isn’t
from dyes but rather it tells you what type of clay it is. Potters purchase
different types of clay depending on how hot their kiln is, what look they are
going for, price, or for the function of their piece. Rebecca’s coffee mug was made with stonewear pottery, which
can go in the microwave or dishwasher (an important selling feature in the Spooner household where the kids
do the dishes). It began as a lump of clay that was thrown onto a pottery wheel to help hollow out the middle
and build the sides. After the shape was made on the mug, a handle was made and carefully stuck onto the
side. The potter waited until it dried a bit, and then signed their name on the bottom of the mug and made some
decorative markings and carvings before letting it dry completely. They had to do this very carefully, as pottery
that has not been fired is very fragile. But don’t worry, this potter was a pro and knew just what they were doing!

stage 2–drying

Every piece of pottery that is made must be completely dry before it can move on to the next step. How long this
takes depends on the type of clay, how thick it is, the weather, and how large the piece is. The bigger the project,
the longer it takes to dry. Many potters work on wooden discs that sit on top of their wheels. This allows them to
leave the wet, malleable item without disturbing it until it has dried and is more sturdy. A finished piece, such
as Rebecca’s mug, might have to dry for one to two weeks before it is ready to be fired, but the potter wastes
no time. While they wait, potters create new pieces, carve with their tools, or perhaps work on projects that are
further along in the pottery process. There is always lots to do in a pottery studio!

stage 3–firing

Once Rebecca’s mug dried for nearly two weeks, the potter knew it was ready to fire in the kiln. A kiln is kind of
like an oven that can be large or small, wood or electric (though electric is the most popular method used today).
This first firing is known as bisque firing, and it bakes the clay at very high temperatures to make it more sturdy. It
also makes it more porous so that it can absorb the glaze that the potter is going to put on in the next step.

stage 4–glaze

No, we’re not talking about glazing a doughnut, though the idea might be very similar. There are many different
colors and types of glazes. Some potters double glaze their work, while others just do a single coating. It can
be brushed on or the piece can be dipped into it, giving that dripping look that lots of pottery has. Glaze is
important for something like Rebecca’s coffee mug because it makes the pottery waterproof, more durable, and
prettier too (which was why Rebecca bought it). The potter will apply a layer of glaze, and then fire the mug
again in the kiln; this fuses the liquid to the mug and turns into a shiny layer of glass covering the surface. There
is a lot of chemistry involved in the oxidation of colors and the precise mixture of additives, so many people
purchase pre-mixed glazes in order to have an idea of what it will look like at the end.
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There you have it! Rebecca’s coffee mug is now beautiful and ready to put on the shelf where she is sure to see it!
Our potter is back to making beautiful swirling bowls and plates, vases and honey pots, and anything else their
imagination can think of.

Pottery Wheel

Tools of a Potter

A pottery wheel is really just a circle on a table that is usually
operated with a pedal on the floor. The wheel is often
surrounded by something to help, such as the plastic dish in the
picture below, to catch spills from the water and clay because
pottery is a very messy art!

water
Ok, water isn’t a “tool,” but it is
a very important thing to have
on hand near your wheel! The
bucket of water usually has a
sponge in it that the potter can
squeeze over their clay to help
make the clay more malleable
and easier to work with.

tools
Most potters have an array of tools, like what you see here, that are
used to cut off strips of clay, carve designs, or sign their name. They
might be used while the wheel is turning or after it has stopped, or even
sometimes when the piece is partly dry!

apron

kiln

In a pottery studio, clay
and water get everywhere!
Because of this, an apron is
pretty much standard, unless you
don’t care about getting muddy.

While not every pottery studio has a
kiln (some hobby potters rent a shelf
in a kiln as needed), a serious or high
volume potter probably has something like
this in their studio. It looks sort of like a fridge,
but is in fact a very hot oven that has shelves
inside to hold various pieces of pottery.
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history of pottery

Pottery has been around since ancient times. In fact,
because pottery is so durable, archeologists have
used it to tell the stories of civilizations past through
scientific dating methods and by studying the art
and culture evidenced on the broken pieces they
have found. Pottery began with simple clay that you
might find buried near the water’s edge. Perhaps
people noticed that it was sticky when wet and hard
when it dried. The first pots and dishes were called
pinch pots. For this method, ancient potters would
pinch the clay to form an opening and bring up the
edges. The next style was coil pots which were long,
rolled out, snakes of clay wrapped around and
POTTERY KILN
around to make the desired shape. Pottery wheels
and glazes came soon after, and even without
electricity, were able to help potters develop more consistent pieces through methods we still use today!
Before electricity, these artists would use hot fires to bake their designs and developed new methods to make
these ovens hotter and more consistent until the electric kiln was invented.

dave the potter

David Drake was born around 1800 and was an African American slave known today as an artist. As a slave,
Dave was not allowed to go to school, and yet he learned how to read and write. When he was about 17, he
began to work in a pottery facility. His work was first discovered many years later when one of his pots was
donated to the Charleston Museum. As people researched his life, they discovered many more pots with his
name and even poetry verses that he had written himself
inscribed on them. Dave worked as a slave in the pottery
facility for about 30 years until the Civil War when he
became a free man and took the name of his first owner.
No one knows for sure when he died, but his name was
on the 1870 census and not in the 1880 census, at which
point he would have been about 70 years old. To this day,
his pots are extremely valuable and known to be some of
the largest pots ever made by hand. There are only about
It’s time to open up your
40 poem jars (as they’ve become known) left and one
student notebooks.
sold for over $175,000 at an auction! David the Potter
(Teachers: reference the
left behind a legacy that will never be forgotten.
Day at a Glance for answers

Students

and additional resources.)
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Lesson 1 7

ceramic artists

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will continue to work on their

PAGE 4 SCIENCE Students will explore the use of radiocarbon
dating and discover how scientists use it to date pottery.
PAGE 5 ART Students and families will create their own piece of
pottery using dough or air dry clay. Older students will also
research to find out more about pinch pots and coil pots.

Artist Profile writing project for this unit.

PAGE 3 HISTORY Students will learn how Indigenous Peoples in

North America used pottery. Younger students will complete an
activity, and older students will research.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

Section 2
pottery wheel: what a pottery used to shape their art
water: needed to help mold the clay
kiln: the furnace used to fire the pottery
apron: used to keep the potter clean
tools for sculpting and carving
Section 3
Answers will vary, but could include: he was a slave;
he was a gifted potter; he carved poems into his
work; his pottery was very large.

notebooking
Early Reader
Section 2
1. unformed clay 2. drying 3. firing 4. glazing
Section 3

page
3

Early Elementary
Section 2
1. unformed clay 2. drying 3. firing 4. glazing

page
3

history

page
1

notebooking
Section 1
1. clay/molding: shaping the clay to produce the shape
of the pottery
2. drying: the process in which the moisture is released
from the clay
3. firing: the process in which the pottery is heated up
to preserve its shape
4. glazing: the process in which the pottery is given a
finish and/or color
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1. to stick things together or make baskets hold water
2. coil pots and pinch pots 3. carving, painting,
burning horse hair into them

middle + high School

Early Elementary
carving, painting, burning

upper elementary
page
1

history

153

notebooking
Section 1
See Upper Elementary answers.
Answers will vary, but could include: he was a slave;
he was a gifted potter; he carved poems into his work;
his pottery was very large.
Middle School only
Section 2
pottery wheel: what a pottery used to shape their art
water: needed to help mold the clay
kiln: the furnace used to fire the pottery
apron: used to keep the potter clean
tools for sculpting and carving
c e ra m i c a r t i s t s
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• ANSWERS•

middle + high school cont.
page
4

page
5

science
a. Carbon dating is a pretty complicated idea. All
living things have carbon in them. We have both C-12
and C-14 carbon. The C-12 carbon in our bodies
doesn’t change when we die, but the C-14 carbon
does disappear over time at a (supposed) consistent
rate. So scientists compare the two to help find the age
of an item.
b. Good question! Not everyone agrees on the answer!
There are many factors that can affect the ratio,
which could mean the dates are actually not accurate.
Evolutionary scientists believe carbon dating proves
evolution, while creation scientists believe that it could
prove creation. We might never know the true answer
until we get to heaven.
c. Not too long ago, scientists would date bones (a
once living thing) and other things they found that
were buried with the pottery to help discover the
time period. A new approach uses carbon dating to
analyze the animal fats that were cooked with pottery
to help carbon date them individually.

Middle School
• pinch pot: use hands to form, pinch, turn as you
go
• coil pot: circular base, uses long coils of clay
“stacked” on top of one another, blended to make
the coils stay
• both: clay, pottery, common ancient pottery form
High School
Section 1
• pinch pot: pinch pots were made by holding a
small ball of clay in the palm of your hand; artists
would insert their thumb into the ball of clay (not
all the way through) and begin pinching up the
sides to form a pot or dish
• coil pot: coil pots were made by rolling long snakes
of clay using the same amount each time; wrap
these coils around the base one time, then use a
new coil and wrap it around the pot on top of the
previous coil; blend the coils as you go and build
up the pot
Section 2
Answers will vary, but could include: using a pottery
wheel gives a more consistent shape and consistency
to the clay; clay is fired to make it last; pottery is glazed
to prevent chips and cracks; modern pottery can be
made food, microwave, and dishwasher safe.

High School only
d. Answers will vary, but should include the following:
the differences between radiocarbon dating and
radiometric dating, the difference between an
interpretation of fact and actual fact, and the need to
date things according to the flood.
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Artists

pencil artists

LESSON

18

Prayer

Thank you for your ability to create something out of
nothing. Like a blank piece of paper full of possibilities,
you took the blank canvas of the world and created life
and beauty. Help us to follow the stroke of your pencil
and submit to the picture that you are drawing.

Have you ever seen a drawing so realistic it actually looked like a photograph? Pencil artists are incredibly
talented at using light and shadow to make their sketches appear real. They also use specialized tools and
understand how to adjust their grip and pressure to make an image come to life. In addition, they pay close
attention to detail.
Observe this pencil sketch of an eye.

What do you notice
about the eyelashes
that make them look
realistic?

Can you find a place
in the image where
light reflects?

Where did the artist
push down harder
with the pencil? How
can you tell?

Is this the eye of a
man or a woman?
How can you tell?

The art of making detailed pencil drawings goes back to the 17th and 18th centuries when sketches were often
used as a template for an engraving. To better understand this artform, let’s journey back to the time when the
pencil was first invented.
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the history of the pencil

Believe it or not, our modern pencil is simply an updated version of a writing tool that was used by the ancient
Romans. The stylus was a metal rod used by the Roman scribes to leave a light mark on papyrus (paper). As the
stylus progressed, it was eventually made of lead, which is probably what you’re used to hearing the core of your
pencil called today. Have you ever said, “I’m out of lead,” or, “I need to sharpen my lead.” What’s interesting is
that, while the ancient stylus was made of lead, our modern pencils do not contain lead at all. We’ve just become
so accustomed to the term that we don’t actually use the proper word.
Our modern pencils are filled with graphite, which leaves a much darker mark than the lead of the early stylus.
Graphite came into use when a large graphite deposit was discovered in England in 1564. While it created a
darker stroke than lead, it was also very soft and broke easily. Because of this, it needed something to hold it. The
first pencil was a stick of graphite wrapped in a casing of string, but later, it was inserted into a hollowed out stick
and the wooden pencil was born!

you should know
Graphite is a mineral that can be found in mines, below
the surface of the earth. China is the number one
producer of graphite, exporting 80% of the world’s
graphite. It is soft, leaves a dark streak, and is heat
resistant. Because of this, it is used to make pencils
and heat resistant containers.

types of pencils

When a pencil artist sits down to draw an image, they don’t use just
any old pencil. In fact, they have a wide range of options. You see,
the core of a graphite pencil is made from a mix of graphite and clay.
Depending on how much of each is used, the pencil will leave a different
mark on the page. For example, a pencil with more graphite and less clay
is softer and leaves a darker mark. A pencil with more clay is harder and leaves a
lighter mark.
So how does an artist know which pencil they are using? Well,
pencils have a grading system, which is pretty much like a
code, to let the artist know if they are using a dark, soft pencil
or a hard, light pencil. The grading code ranges from 9H (the lightest
and hardest) to 9B (the darkest and softest).

Pencil Grading Scale:
9H, 8H, 7H, 6H, 5H, 4H, 3H, 2H, H, HB, F, B, 2B, 3B, 4B, 5B, 6B, 7B, 8B, 9B
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A pencil artist likely has most of these pencils at their art desk so they can pull out whichever type they need.
Afterall, as they draw, some elements of the picture might need to be dark, so they’d use one of the B pencils,
while other elements might need to be light, so they’ll use an H pencil.
In addition to graphite, today’s artists also have access to charcoal pencils, colored pencils, and mechanical
pencils. Each of these have unique properties and give an image a different feel.

shading

Not only must a pencil artist select the best pencil grade for the picture they want to draw, they must also
understand the concept of shading. When you shade, you use different amounts of pressure to create a lighter or
darker effect. In addition, you can use several different techniques to create the desired outcome.

you should know
There are many techniques for shading including
hatching, cross-hatching, stippling, scribbling,
circling, and finger blending. Notice how each
produces a different look. Which do you feel gives the
most realistic effect?

How well a pencil is sharpened also affects the shading.
If a pencil is very sharp, it will give a small, sharp line
which doesn’t tend to blend well. Most artists prefer to
draw with a rounded or slightly dulled pencil head. This
is because the rounded edge makes for a wider line that
is easier to blend. In addition, artists use special blending
tools to help shade their work. Tortillions are a tightly
woven blender that look almost like a pencil with no core.
They come in different sizes for different blending needs.
Standard household tissues, cotton balls, or cotton
swabs are also great tools if you don’t happen to have a
This portrait sketch
tortillion available.
demonstrates several
types of shading.
When shading is done properly, it makes the image
Can you identify at
appear to contain light and shadow. This can create
least three?
a dramatic effect, or give the subtle illusion of the sun
peeking through trees. Excellent shaders can make things
appear to glow with light, or even create the illusion that
the image is wet.
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types of pencil art
Realism
The Realism movement in art began in France in
the late 19th century. The purpose of this new
style of art was to show the everyday moments
of life. Today we are able to capture everyday
moments with the click of a camera or a phone,
so this might not seem like a big deal. But in
the late 1800s, when art was larger than life
and often portrayed mythological gods and
royalty, the idea of capturing everyday life was
revolutionary.
This sketch is an example of realism in pencil art.
The subject of the portrait is simply her every day self,
captured in simplicity and beauty.

photoRealism
Photorealism is when the artist attempts to either create
a piece of art that looks just like a photograph, or draw a
How did the artist capture the
totally original work that looks like it could be a photograph.
everyday beauty of this woman?
Creating an image that looks so real takes incredible skill.
Where do you see shadow and
When a photographer wants to capture the perfect picture,
light? Can you see where different
they have to make sure all of their settings are correct, and
types of pencils were used?
many even use advanced editing tools like Photoshop to
perfect the image. However, when a pencil artist wants to draw in the style of photorealism, they use nothing but
a pencil! The artist must fully understand shading, light, and shadow, as well as the proper tools needed to create
the image. Paul Cadden is a modern pencil artist who excels at this type of drawing. Paul uses photographs
already taken as his inspiration, and then perfects them through his artwork. He insists that he is not simply
reproducing the photograph, but taking it even further.

activity break

Be careful as you search for these sketches as many others will appear as well.
It is suggested that you find the images ahead of time and bookmark them. Go
online and find two of Paul Cadden’s drawings, Passing Through and Night
and Day. What is your reaction when you first see the images? If you didn’t
know they were drawings, would you mistake them for photographs?
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hyperRealism
So if you thought Paul Cadden’s photorealistic drawings were impressive, wait until you explore the world of
hyperrealism! Hyperrealism is a type of art that appears so real, you could reach out and touch it. Every detail,
highlight, and shadow comes together perfectly to make the image appear tangible. One of the best pencil
artists in the hyperrealism category is Dirk Dzimersky. While Dirk also works from photographs as his inspiration,
his artwork takes what was captured in the image to the next level. Adding layers of emotion and light, his
subjects look almost too real, hence the term hyperrealism.

activity break
Once again, it is suggested that you find the images ahead of time and
bookmark them. Go online and find two of Dirk Dzimirsky’s drawings,
Black Sun and Mary. Compare these two pieces with those of Paul
Cadden. What additional detail do you notice in Dirk’s art?

Whether or not pencil art comes easily to you, anyone can learn and improve their skills. Take some of the tips
and tricks you learned today and apply them to your next drawing. Who knows, maybe you’ll uncover a hidden
talent!

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 4 ART Students will study a pencil drawing sketch of JeanAuguste-Dominique Ingres, then draw a portrait of someone
in their own family using the shading techniques they learned.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will learn new grammar rules

PAGE 5 ART Pencil artists use shading techniques to show

and fix sentences accordingly. They will return to this page every
day this week to complete another activity.

shadows. Students will learn about the different techniques
today and practice using one.

PAGE 3 SCIENCE Students will read about how erasers are made,
then complete an activity.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

page
2

notebooking
Early Reader
Section 2
1. true 2. false
Early Elementary
Section 1
1. graphite, lead 2. soft, breaks
Section 3
realism: capturing everyday life in drawing
photorealism: creating or recreating art that looks like
a photo
hyperrealism: drawings that appear life-like

science

page
5

art

Early Elementary
1. vinyl 2. synthetic 3. natural
Early Elementary

upper elementary

language arts
Early Reader
1. There are over 9,000 islands in the archipelago.
2. Today’s date is October 15, 2020.
3. I live in Nashville, Tennessee.
4. I always bring pajamas, a toothbrush, and a
pillow when I go to a sleepover.
Early Elementary
1. Did you know that there are over 14,000 islands
in Indonesia?
2. The United States entered World War II on
Sunday, December 7, 1941.
3. I dream of visiting Paris, France and Honolulu,
Hawaii.
4. I planted peas, peppers, corn, squash, broccoli,
and asparagus in my garden.
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page
1

notebooking

page
2

language arts

realism: capturing everyday life in drawing
photorealism: creating or recreating art that looks like
a photo
hyperrealism: drawings that appear life-like
1. Did you like that movie?
2. The sugar maple is my favorite tree; you can make
maple syrup from its sap.
3. There are four different types of sentences:
declarative, interrogative, exclamatory, and
imperative.
4. I like to read books, listen to music, and drink tea.
5. Would you please hand me the stapler so that I
can staple my book together?
6. I love dark chocolate, but I’ll eat semi-sweet if I
have to.
pencil artists

Lesson 18
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• ANSWERS•

upper elementary cont.
page
3

page
5

science
synthetic rubber

middle + high School
page language arts
2 Middle School

1. “Well! I never,” exclaimed the woman in shock.
2. “I have it on good authority,” the man said, “that
you’re responsible for this mess.”
3. “My mother told me, ‘You can’t believe everything
you hear.’”
4. Jesus said, “I am the vine, you are the branches.”
5. “Do you know what this is?” my teacher asked. “It
is a barometer.”
6. “Where on earth did you find that?” she asked.

page
3

art
High School
1. hatching: moving the pencil up and down to
shade
2. cross-hatching: moving the pencil up and down
and side to side to create little boxes across the art
3. stippling: using the pencil to create little dots
4. scribbling: moving the pencil around haphazardly
to create shading
5. circling: moving the pencil in a circular motion to
create shading
6. finger blend: using the pencil, but then smudging
it with your finger or other soft object to create
shading

science
Middle School
1. rubber
2. rubber, latex, vinyl
3. a soft and pliable eraser that easily lifts graphite
or charcoal without leaving any residue; can be
molded into any shape for more detailed work
High School
1. Edward Nairne is credited as inventing the eraser
2. erasers were first made of rubber; they are now
made of rubber, vinyl, and latex
3. Yes, there is controversy over who invented the
eraser. Joseph Priestly is said to have discovered
rubber’s ability to erase but Edward Nairne is
credited with inventing the eraser.
4. Answers will vary but could include: invention is
often a process of discoveries that lead to other
discoveries rather than one defined moment.
5. kneaded erasers are used for more detailed work;
they are a soft and pliable eraser that easily lifts
graphite or charcoal without leaving any residue
and can be molded into any shape
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interior designers

LESSON

19

Prayer

Open our eyes to see the beauty all around us. Help us
to look for your goodness, your faithfulness, and your
hand at work in our families and lives. We welcome
you into our hearts and homes, Holy Spirit, and ask
that you would bring your love and peace into every
conversation. Helps us to work as unto you, Jesus.

Sometimes it is tempting to think of art as the picture on a wall, the sculpture in the garden, or the finger painting
that has adorned the refrigerator door for months. If you’ve learned nothing else in this unit, I hope you’ve gained
a sense that art is, in fact, all around us. It is not limited to frames and pretty displays. Art can be seen in the food
we eat; the photographs we take; the buildings where we worship; the dishes we eat from; and even the spaces in
which we live, work, and play. Yes, the interiors of our homes, offices, hotels, and buildings can also be considered
works of art!
Have you ever gone on a long
road trip, spent hours in the car,
and then felt incredible relief
when you finally reached your
hotel for the night? There’s just
something about walking into a
clean, cool, beautiful hotel after
hours of driving. Have you ever
thought about who helped to
make it so unique? Who decided
to put in that relaxing waterfall
or that unique floor? Who
planned the globe light or the
cool marble? Who thought of
the chairs or the hanging plants?
None of these things happened
by accident, but rather through
the creative eye of an artist
called an interior designer. In
this lesson we are going to learn
more about who these artists are
and what this artistic expression
looks like.
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what is an interior designer?

An interior designer is someone who plans out the feel of a room. They might choose everything from the color
of the paint, the light fixtures, the furniture, or even help plan the layout of a room. These artists have to envision
what isn’t there. They listen to their clients to help create a space that is both functional and beautiful. You might
have seen the work of some of these artists in your favorite home renovation show. In these shows, the designer
comes in to understand the project, the budget, the style of the client, and then make it come to life. This takes a
special type of artist, someone who has an eye for things, who can see what isn’t there . . . what could be.

what’s the difference?
Interior design and architecture are two very
different fields, both in training and in practice. An
architect plans the structure of a building, the high
vaulted ceilings or Grecian columns. An interior
designer more or less looks at the finished room/
building and designs the finishing touches to help
achieve the desired look, feel, or function.

In a hotel, the designer is most likely going to create a
look that is calm, clean, and peaceful. In a children’s
museum, the designer might use bright, vibrant colors
to capture the imaginations of the young visitors. In a
restaurant, the interior designer may tie in the theme
of the food that is served or try to create a specific
atmosphere. In a home, the designer thinks about
function, space limitations, and how to use the space in
a smart way. No two projects are the same.

becoming an interior designer

Unlike several other areas of art, which can be self
taught and the artist is usually self-employed, most
interior designers do need to attend college or
trade school. This is because most designers work
for a design firm, and these firms typically require
their designers to have a degree. There are many
elements to designing a space that go beyond
simply picking out pretty things, and an interior
designer needs to have knowledge of everything
involved. This makes school a great choice for
anyone interested in becoming an interior designer.
In addition, many states require interior designers
to take a national exam before taking on a client.
This ensures that the designer is knowledgeable and
prepared for the work ahead.

interior design tools

Once an interior designer has a degree and has
taken the national test, they are ready to work!
But who would hire someone with no experience? Because of this concern, many designers start their careers
by doing pro bono work. This means they will do several jobs for free. The purpose of this is to gain real world
experience and build up their portfolio. When the designer finishes a free job, they can take pictures to share
with other clients or post on their website. In addition, the clients they worked for are likely willing to leave them
great reviews in exchange for the free service. Once a designer has a portfolio and some solid reviews, they are
ready to either join a design firm or become an entrepreneur and start their own design business.
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Whether working for a firm or on their own, an interior designer must be a great listener. When a client reaches
out, the designer must hear all of their needs and also get to know their personal style. If the designer loves
the color red, but their client thinks red is tacky, the designer will need to hear this feedback and be sure not to
include any red in their design. Once the initial meeting is over, the designer will go to work putting together a
proposal. The proposal allows the designer to show the client their ideas, how long the job will take, how much it
will cost, and what materials will be used. Typically, the designer will come to the proposal meeting with samples
of fabrics and paint colors, as well as computer models of what the interior will look like when it is finished. The
client will decide if they like the proposal and, if they do, they will both sign a contract and the work will begin.

This is a computer generated 3D
rendering of a design proposal.
Nothing in the picture is real! The
couch, pillows, rug, plant, lamps,
and windows have been added
by the designer to show the client
what the space will look like upon
completion. Why do you think a
designer is more likely to get a job
if they bring a 3D rendering to the
proposal meeting?

Many interior designers will design a space based on the
individual needs of each client. However, some designers
become known for a signature style. When this happens,
clients will actually seek out the designer because they
want them to design their space with their signature
look. Let’s explore some of the most common styles in
interior design.

modern design

Modern design is a style which focuses on clean lines
and simple colors. An interior designer known for this
style typically won’t use colorful wallpaper or lots
of patterns. Instead, furniture and decorations are
typically simple; wood, steel, and glass are used often
as an accent to the neutral colors.
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Deborah Oppenheimer is one of the top modern interior designers in the
world, and for good reason. Her designs are simple, elegant, and create a
sense of calm. Born in South Africa, Deborah has a background in fashion
design and has traveled the world, gathering inspiration for her work. She
believes in open spaces, simple lines, and she loves the contrast of light and
dark. Because of this, many of her designs feature white walls with bold
mirrors framed in steel or light couches with simple, dark pillows. Deborah
has worked from her main studio in Hong Kong, China since 1993, but to this
day, she continues to travel the world, designing the interiors of prestigious
buildings, as well as the homes of wealthy clients.

activity break
View some of Deborah’s
work online. Notice the
simplicity of her work, as
well as the use of light
and dark.

industrial design

Industrial design takes its inspiration from large industrial spaces. Often an old warehouse or city loft, an
industrial space will feature high ceilings with exposed beams or ductwork. The walls will often feature exposed
brick or wood, and there is almost the sense that the room is unfinished. However, this unfinished look is softened
by the decorations a designer uses to complete the space. Hanging light fixtures, rich colors, soft textures, simple
furniture, and even wall art all work together to make an industrial design feel welcoming and warm.

rustic, modern farmhouse design

The rustic, modern farmhouse style has become increasingly more popular in recent years. This particular style
pulls from the very best of the rustic, modern, and farmhouse trends in design to create a space that is welcoming
and warm, while still remaining bright and open. Oftentimes, dark wood tones are mixed with lighter colors for
contrast, and modern furniture is paired with more traditional, rustic elements.
Part of the reason for the increase in popularity of this style was the hit TV show, Fixer Upper, starring Chip
and Joanna Gaines. This fun-loving, relatable couple works with clients to restore homes and bring them back
to life. Since they primarily work with older homes and farmhouses, the structure of the buildings tend to lend
themselves to rustic design. However, what Joanna does so beautifully is pull in modern elements to contrast the
new with the old. Neutral color palettes with an emphasis on wood tones and muted accents make her artistic
spaces feel like home.
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activity break
You can view many samples of Joanna’s
work online. Or, if you’d like, view an
episode of the TV show she is in to see her
in action!

Joanna has been an interior designer based in
Waco, Texas for the past 12 years. While her
husband, Chip, would focus on the real estate
and construction end of their business, Joanna
farmhouse design living room
would help her clients design their new homes. Her
simple, beautiful taste inspired many and even led
to the production of their TV show. Her company, Magnolia,
has seen incredible success and she currently owns Magnolia Silos, a store in downtown Waco which features her
products. In addition, her fans around the world can now shop online and bring a little Joanna style into their own
homes.
There are many other design styles such as minimalist, traditional, bohemian, country chic, and so many more.
The beauty of interior design is that it truly is a way to turn an entire space into an art showcase. Whether you
live in a rustic farmhouse, a modern apartment, or a traditional home in the suburbs, your family gets to decide
how to decorate your house to make it feel like home.

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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Lesson 19

interior designers

• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

PAGE 4 BIBLE God is the ultimate designer and can change our

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will complete their writing project
for this unit. Younger students will respond to questions, and
older students will publish their writing piece.

hearts when we ask Him. Students will read 2 Corinthians 5:17
today and reflect on areas in their own lives that need God’s
help to change.

PAGE 5 ART Students will try their hand at interior design by
choosing a room in their house to rearrange or design.

PAGE 3 CAREERS Students will learn more about the career field of
interior design.

• ANSWERS•

Early reader + early elementary
page
1

notebooking

page
3

careers

middle + high school
page
1

rooms
Early Elementary
fabric and paint

upper elementary
page
1

notebooking

Middle School
Section 1
Answers will vary, but could include: Joanna Gaines,
Deborah Oppenheimer, etc.
Section 2
modern, industrial, rustic, modern farmhouse,
minimalist, etc.
High School
Section 1
Answers will vary, but could include: a good eye for
color, listening, ability to envision what something will
look like, etc.
Section 2
Answers will vary, but could include: modern,
industrial, minimalist, etc.
Section 3
interior design: inside, fabrics, furniture, lighting
architect: structure, outside, engineering
both: color, building, space, theme

to listen to their client and adds whatever is needed to
finish an interior space

page
3
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careers
Middle School
1. Answers will vary, depending on location.
2. Answers will vary, but could include: Ryerson
University, Parsons School of Design, Royal
College of Art (London), etc.
3. Nevada, Florida, Louisiana
i n t e r ior d e s i g n e r s

Artists

the great design

LESSON

20

Prayer

Father, thank you for weaving your attributes in
everything you made. Help us to see the great design
of who you are and what you are doing all around us.
May we learn more about you as we study what you
have done, and may you receive all the glory for the
gifts you give.

There are so many more artists than could possibly be featured in a single unit. Each one of these categories
could tell the story of hundreds, thousands even, of amazing artists who have explored where their creativity
could take them. Do you remember in Lesson 1 where we learned that art is a creative expression? Art is a part
of the artist coming through: what they think, what they feel, their personality, their style. Let’s go on a journey to
learn where all this creativity comes from and what we can discover about the author of art!

the heavens

Below is a beautiful photograph of the Milky Way in the night sky. Notice the colors, the way the stars sprinkle
light in the thick blanket of the night, the hint of orange and blue from the remnants of a sunset fading
from the horizon. Think about what the sky tells us, the wonder of all the things we do not know and cannot
comprehend—the order of the sun and the moon, the orbit of the planets, the precise placement of Earth and
the invisible forces that hold it there. Every single day, you can look up and see a masterpiece streaked in the
splash of stars or the dark churning clouds or wispy threads of blue.

The heavens declare the glory of God, and the sky above
proclaims his handiwork.
—Psalm 19:1
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If we consider art an expression of the artist, we can see aspects of God in the brushstrokes of His great design.
We see His incomparable attention to detail. We see His vastness. We see that He is a God of order and systems
but also beauty and wonder. The questions we have when we look at space—the feeling of the unknown—gives us
a picture of His awesome mystery. A vivid sunset or the striking northern lights show us His glory. Such incredible
beauty and yet all with an inventive purpose—some of which we still don’t understand!

a masterpiece

Have you ever gone into a crowded area and just sat to
look around? It can be easy to tune it out, but there is art
all around you. There is a symphony in the voices that you
hear, an abstract painting splashed with color and style
and personality. While God made a beautiful world to
enjoy, His true masterpiece was humanity. Out of the dust
of the earth He formed the complexity of cells and organs
and personality and appearance. He breathed life into
His creation, a fierce billow that commanded it to wake
up! Unlike everything else God had created, bursting
forth from the unlimited well of His imagination, God
created mankind in the likeness of something that already
existed . . . Himself.

So God created
man in his own image, in the
image of God he created him; male
and female he created them.
—Genesis 1:27

Think about it, we are made in the image of the creator of
the world! Not just our shape and our form, but our creativity, our fierce love and deep sadness, our sense of wild
adventure and yearning to learn and discover. Woven into the fabric of who you are is the echo of God Himself.
Let’s see what we can learn about our creator from what we see in humanity.
Tall and short, big and small, old and young, male and female, God created billions of people with no two
exactly alike. He never ran out of ideas; He never had “writers block”. You might be thinking that God only made
Adam and Eve. Let’s take a look at what we read in the Bible to see God’s hand in the ongoing creation of each
and every person.

my frame was not hidden from you when i was made in the
secret place, when i was woven together in
the depths of the earth.
—Psalm 139:15
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God is an artist and because God is the same
yesterday, today, and forever, He never changes. He is
still the same artist He was when He made the world,
and He is still in the business of creating something
new whether that be in our hearts, relationships, or
fashioning a brand new little baby in his mother’s
womb. A slightly different nose or shape of the brow,
different skin tones and personalities, like the stroke
of a pencil or the flip of a wrist—He orchestrates it
all. In the middle of a crowded room, you are looking
at a museum of famous pieces, each with its own
story and expression of the Father who designed
them. God created us all unique and yet all to work
together in unity, bringing our differences together
with one heart and mind. On our own, we are a
melody, together, we can become an orchestra—
each one playing the part we were made to play.

music Conductor leading an or

chestra

from him + for him

While we can clearly see the hand of God displayed in things He has made, what about the things we have
made? The work of a skilled painter, the sounds of a master musician, the grace of a gifted dancer—each is an
expression of our creativity that points to the author of it all.

Then Moses said to the people of Israel, “See, the Lord has called by
name Bezalel the son of Uri, son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah; and he
has filled him with the Spirit of God, with skill, with intelligence, with
knowledge, and with all craftsmanship, to devise artistic designs, to
work in gold and silver and bronze, in cutting stones for setting, and
in carving wood, for work in every skilled craft.” Exodus 35:30–33

You see, the Holy Spirit filled Bezalel and gave him the gift of skill, intelligence, and knowledge. In fact, the
Holy Spirit gave Bezalel the very creativity to think of designs and to have innovative ideas! Bezalel had a very
important job to do, he was going to be a part of designing and decorating the Tabernacle of God! Like He
breathed life into Adam and Eve, God breathed imagination and knowledge into Bezalel. God can and does
give us inspiration. When we begin to perceive that every good and perfect gift comes from God (James 1:17), we
begin to see His creative expression through the art all around us.
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extension activity
Look at the pictures below. As you do,
think of how all of the wonder and beauty
of this art points us back to Jesus, and how
He is the author of creativity.
Discuss as a family other areas where you
see His workmanship.

sculpture

museum of art

abstract

glass mosaic

street art
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Many people have drawn the conclusion that they are not artistic or creative. But if there is anything we have
learned in this unit, it is my prayer that you see that you are made in God’s image . . . the very author of creativity.
You are artistic, you might just have to find your expression. As you do your school, when you are imagining a
new game, any time you create something new . . . take some time to invite the Holy Spirit to fill you with His
creativity, His sense of wonder, and just a taste of His incredible innovation. You and I, we do get writer’s block—
our well can run dry, but His never does. Go to the source and see what wondrous ideas He has for you . . . then
give Him all the glory for where He takes you!
Love,

Rebecca
Dedicated to the Author of creativity.
May my words be His words, may my work be His work,
and may everything I create point to Him alone.

Students

It’s time to open up your
student notebooks.
(Teachers: reference the
Day at a Glance for answers
and additional resources.)
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• D AY AT A G L A N C E •

PAGE 1 NOTEBOOKING Students will use prompts and targeted

activities in their notebooking pages to help them take notes and/
or reflect on what they are learning about in today’s lesson.

PAGE 2 SOCIAL STUDIES Students will learn about diversity and

reflect on how they are uniquely and wonderfully made by God.

PAGE 4 ART Students will express themselves through art
today—no instructions or guidelines, just creativity!

PAGE 5 REVIEW This week students are given questions to help

them review. You can use these as oral or written narration or
even grade it like a test, depending on your needs.

PAGE 3 LANGUAGE ARTS Students will recollect what they have

learned during the Artists unit. Younger students will present
their Artist Profiles, and older students will write about their
favorite topics.

• ANSWERS•

all levels
page
5

review
EARLY READER: Questions 1–10
EARLY ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–11
UPPER ELEMENTARY: Questions 1–12
MIDDLE SCHOOL: Questions 1–14
HIGH SCHOOL: Questions 1–15
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

any expression of creative talent that produces a product for people to enjoy and observe as art
Answers will vary, but could include: painting, sculpture, pencil art, interior design, architecture, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include: theater, musicals, movies, dance, singing, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include: poetry, short-stories, and novels.
Answers will vary, but could include: patisserie, confectionary, cake decorating, etc.
Answers will vary.
finishes the interior of a space with things such as, furniture, rugs, light fixtures, etc.
with shading
clay
God
Answers will vary.
Answers will vary.
Answers will vary, but could include: da Vinci, Michaelangelo, Rob Jankoff, Rembrandt, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include: Anna Pavlova, Misty Copeland, Ella Fitzgerald, Julie Andrews, etc.
Answers will vary, but could include: worship music, Christian literature, poetry that speaks who God is, etc.
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